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NetCapital: Investment Vision 

At The Leading Edge of Innovation in Wireless. Broadband. Communications and Media 

NetCapital.com LLC ("NetCapital") is a private company targeting the substantial growth opportunities in wireless, broadband, 
media and communications. NetCapital operates by making significant investments in companies that a re , or have the strong 
potential to commercialize novel or potentially market-dominating innovations in those areas 

We start our selection process by assessing what we believe to be the future direction of communication technologies and 
patterns of innovation and consumer preference, then honing in on the areas that we believe are poised to become the high 
growth segments within them. We next determine the hurdles and opportunities in those segments and seek companies that 
provide solutions to the hurdles, access unmet opportunities, or unlock unforeseen potential. 

Wireless, Broadband, 
Communications, Media Highest Growth Areas 

Hurdles and 
Opportunities 

Turnkey Solutions 
Opportunity Creators 

Our Investments can be in various types of companies that provide complete turnkey solutions to advancing technology. 
We will pursue software, middleware, and potentially hardware applications in areas like WiMax, 4G, Nanotechnology, 
Media Convergence, Wireless Media, Entertainment, RFID, Wireless Net'Norking, Data Streaming and Optimization, 
SmartGrid, and leverage our unique ability to partner technology to create and commercialize total solutions. 
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NetCapital: Investment Vision 

Leading the Mobile and Wireless Communication Revolution 

In 1999 We Launched the 
De finitive Internet Company 

In 2009 We Launch the De finitive Wireless, 
Mobile, Communications and Media Company 

NEr.GAPITAL 

The mobile, wireless, and broadband markets today are reminiscent of the internet market in the late 1990s; 
then, as now, the fundamental protocols and business segments were well developed and the opportunity lay 
in innovative use of the nascent network. Thus there is an enormous near-term opportunity in optimizing and 
taking advantage of this network, and NetCapital seeks investments in companies we believe can do that. 

As  pointed out in The Big Switch, John Fanning's Napsterwas the first wWeb 2.0" company. Mr. 
Fanning and NetCapital build on this pedigree of innovation and prescient insight to invest in and help build 
the companies that will be instrumental in maximizing the potential of existing communications and media 
structures, and those that help shape the future of those markets. 

-

Internet Market = Mobile I Wireless I Media 
Late 1990s Markets Today 
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NetCapital: Investment Approach 

Longer Term: Building Market-Dominant Entities 
NetCapital's goal is to own the No. 1 player in each of the largest broadband media and entertainment market segments. 
NetCapital has several partner companies already in leadership positions and a team of professionals that have created 
market-leading companies. NetCapital was a first mover in the broadband media and entertainment space, and has 
developed several proprietary technologies to create efficiencies in media networks. This early success has continued to 
beget more success, generating access to some of the best investment ideas available on the Internet. These types of 
opportunities are again emerging as the wireless space, mobile devices, and broadband capabilities radically evolve. 

While our near term opportunity focuses on taking advantage of established networks and protocols, our longer-term 
opportunity will center around companies that can optimize networks or advance innovations that radically alter network 
effeciency, availability, or capability. As we develop companies with these types of technologies, we will leverage our unique 
knowledge of how communication will be enhanced to develop complementary companies that can readily take advantage 
of these innovations once deployed. 

Ideal Target Investment 

Growth Area of Wireless, 
Media or Communications 
Sectors 

Novel Tech Innovation I 
Solution 

Best in Class I Market Dominant 
Potential 

Strong Synergy with 
Portfolio 

4 
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NetCapital: Investment Vision 

Staggering Unta pped Opportunity 
As broadband and mobile technology enable device users to move up the curve from wavailable" to "always on" to "always 
capable", and as devices connect not only to the internet through ultra-efficient and ultra-pervasive connections, but also 
to networks such as the power grid, and embedded networking devices, their usage will continue to proliferate rapidly. 
Devices will increasing be equipped to perform many roles such as printing, reading voice recorded bar codes, performing 
mobile augmented reality, and ubiquitous point of service (uPOS). Add to this an emerging global middle class that is 
rapidly consuming netbooks and forsaking land lines for mobile devices, and the potential in the segments we target -
mobile, broadband, communication and media- is truly enormous by any measure. 

The consumer market today is dominated by massive end-to-end vendors, but as we recently passed the 1-year 
anniversary of the App Store opening, and it's 1.5 bill ionth download, it is clear that in this market total control is eroding, 
opening up the way for many players. We believe this is emblematic of the trend not just for mobile user applications, but 
a wide range of solutions-based innovations across hardware and networks. NetCapital is positioned to exploit this 
opportunity, targeting innovative businesses and paradigm-shifting opportunities. 

--------1 We're In the Tip of the Iceberg on Mo~IW-------
John Chen, CEO, Sybase 
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NetCapital: Investment Approach 

Leyeraeine Our Network to Slin~;tshot Successes 

Targeting the established benefits of a roll-up, NetCapital is building a strategy around quasi-independent companies with 
each portfolio company seeking success independently while being stakeholders in the success of the whole. Having 
experience in audio and video distribution, social networking, online payments, and home networking, the next step is to 
leverage these experiences in the mobile space. NetCapital is creating synergies among companies in its partner 
network by facilitating partner introductions, the sharing of best practices, and strategic partnerships. Moreover, 
NetCapital leverages its own extensive experience, its network of business relationships as well as its internal pool of 
resources to assist companies in rapidly maximizing their market potential. NetCapital targets various segments in the 
broadband media and entertainment markets, which includes infrastructure service providers, vertical market makers, 
horizontal market makers, and customer aggregators. The Company's goal is for its partner companies to achieve 
number one market share position in each of their respective market segments, thus giving NetCapital tremendous 
influence in every important broadband media and entertainment market 
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Our People+ Our Network 

Our Difference: Entrepreneur I Managers 
Our management team is composed of highly seasoned entrepreneurs. We've been through the company building 
process numerous times, starting groundbreaking entities, launching innovative ideas, commercializing revolutionary 
technology. We can guide entrepreneurial companies through the process from initial funding through successful exit. 
We also have plenty of experience from the venture-backer side, but it is our incredibly vast wealth of entrepreneurial 
experiences across all forms of media and communications technology that give us an edge. 

Not Just Investors, Team Members: 
We work closely with management teams from due diligence, through initial investment, and beyond. Partners continue 
to work with portfolio companies, and at our weekly meetings we review opportunities for partners to leverage their 
collective experiences and networks to help portfolio companies. We are active participants in the accountability of 
management and governance of our portfolio and client companies. We maintain frequent contact with the CEOs, senior 
Partners of the management team, outside board partners and co-investors of our portfolio and client companies. 

Team Players, Team Creators 
We help portfolio companies source the best personnel assets for their companies and assist in the creation of a 
management team appropriate for a particular stage in a company's growth. We leverage our network of executive search 
firms, entrepreneurs, other portfolio companies and venture capital firms, as well as service providers such as investment 
banking, legal and accounting firms to help find the appropriate candidates to replace or augment the management teams 

of portfolio companies. 

Tapoine Value in Our Partnership 
NetCapital is dedicated to building the most powerful franchises within their partner companies by offering strategic 
guidance, operational support, executive recruiting, IT support, financial acumen, and business development expertise 
across our network of companies. We believe that being a member of the NetCapital community can substantially increase 
a company's competitive position. 7 
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Our People+ Our Network 

Why Our Relationships Make the 

Building a great company is .. !2,i[f~K~~~fr.ng Money, and it takes a lot more than a Great Idea- that's why NetCapital's 
Relationships give us a decided advantage over other investors. We have the know-how, the chops, and the contacts it 
takes to make a great idea a reality and a great technology a commercial success. 

Finding Crucial Technology Partners 
We have a strong network of senior executives in both public and private companies in industries such as media (digital, print, 
television and radio), cable and telecommunications, technology hardware and software, financial services, legal services, 
aerospace and defense, among others. We actively make introductions for our portfolio companies and assist in arranging meeting 
with senior executives at the potential customer or strategic partner/channel partner. We also regularly meet with these senior 
executives to help us better understand the market opportunities and the competitive landscape, which in turns helps us to provide 
better advice to our portfolio companies. 

Shaping a Model and Securing Capital 
We develop business models and strategies with our portfolio companies to distribute, market, sell and license products, solutions 
or applications within the global marketplace. We bring our strategic focus to additional financing as well. We assist management 
teams with developing reasonable revenue, partnership and operating milestones that they can accomplish with existing capital. 
We work with the management team to develop a financing strategy that includes the timing of the next financing. and we tap into 
our financing pipelines to secure the right structure of funding to move forward, and we our vast network in the financial community 
to assemble the appropriate team of financers for the venture. 

Optimizing Exit Strategies 
Given our collective experience in providing strategic and transactional advice at leading investment banks, we help counsel the 
CEOs of our portfolio companies on optimizing the company for a successful exit, whether by acquisition or through an initial public 
offering. Often, this includes helping to accelerate the portfolio company's growth through acquisitions or mergers of 
complementary companies. We work closely with the management team and board to identify potential acquisition and merger 
candidates to extend the portfolio company into new geographic and business markets, and we provide sound advice to help 
execute on such acquisitions. At the appropriate time, we help the management team identify and work with potential acquirers or, 
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NetCapital: The Relationship Advantage 

Being entrepreneurs 
ourselves, we know the people 
starting companies, we know 
where to find them - and what 
they need. We keep our finger 
on the pulse of the innovation 
marketplace and our personal 
relationships as well as our 
insights give us access to the 
most promising deals 
anywhere. We've created and 
been around game-changi 
ideas, so we know it when e 
see it. TechnoiOQJl 

Partnering 
We can leverage the technologies 
of our partner companies to give 
each of our companies the 
proprietary edge that the other 
companies possess. This gives 
portfolio companies access to the 
best innovations without t he 
hurdles that a 

Our network can help new 
technologies or content be 
accepted, established, 
validated, and distributed 
through our connections at the 
top media, communications, 
and entertainment companies in 
America - like Blockbuster Fox 
ESPN Apple Yahoo, among 
many others. 

options. 
extensive l ines into 
companies like Microsoft 
Google AT&T IBM Dell 
~. We've sold our 
many of the companies 
we've started, and we've 
taken others to IPO. Our 
network assures options 

Equity Partners when it comes to executing 
When one of our portfolio a ~uccessful and lucrative 
companies has to make exit. 
funding decisions, we know 
what it's like because we've 
been there ourselves. We can 
tap into a vast array offunding 
sources from the VC 
community, our own funds, 
private investors, and leading 
corporations. We look for 
creative 
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NetCapital: Extraordinary Track Record 

We're Experts at Creating Innovation, Commercializing 
Technology, Growing Companies, and Achieving Success 

Our Partners have over 100 years aggregate experience Founding, 
Building, and Guiding companies to Success. 

~ # companies have been started our incubated by our partners 

We've taken our own companies through XX rounds of financing for a total of 
$YY million. 

of dollars. 

We've funded BB companies from the Venture Side 

HANDS ON, COLLABORATIVE TEAM 
#years "C" level experience, #start-ups that exited for $#million enterprise 
value 

Only partners make calls, and all partners make calls on every deal???? 

Strong entrepreneurial backgrounds, each has founded at least one start-up 
funded by Accel, Mayfield, Canaan, etc 

10 



1.Name companies seeded (5) and incubated (3)
All of these companies have valuations or exits over 50M

2. 6 positive exits in 2007
3. 8.4x combined return
4. Pattern recognition/hands on business

41 exits over 20 years
5. 3 partners, 80 years

27 years of combined c-level experience 
35 yrs venture experience
-Move into individual backgrounds
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NetCapital: Our Partners 

John, Founding Chairman and CEO of Napster, has been a pioneer in Internet Technologies for over 15 years. In addition to his 
work with Napster on the distributed aggregation of content. he has introduced such net-related innovations as client-server game 
play, audio chat, and auto-upgrading/authentication. Since 1994. he has founded numerous successful Internet ventures. including 
Napster. NetGames, NetMovies, and NetCapital. John attended Boston College, and has a background in Finance from his work 
at Fidelity Investments in Boston. MA. 

John Fanning 

Partner. Managing Director · West Coast 

 

Partner. Managing Director - East Coast 
P

13 
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NetCapital: Our Partners 

 

 

 

Partner 

Partner 

Partner 
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NetCapital: Our Partners 

Partner 

Partner 
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NetCapital: Investment Summary 

Four Key Areas of Focus: 

Media, Communication, Wireless, Broadband 
Our Investments will be made in Technologies at the Cuffing Edge of Mobile, Wireless, 
Broadband, and Communication. The technologies we seek can consist of software or 
middleware, applications that foster the communication of or expand the efficiency of 
hardware and I or networks, and technologies that create better integrated or better 
empowered communication. 

We will invest in companies poised to make the strongest, most rapid use of the existing 
wireless and broadband networks in the near term and those that radically reshape those 
networks in the long term. 

We will also seek to capitalize on the media, entertainment, and social trends this technology 
enables in both the short and long term, paying special focus on emerging consumer trends 
and looking for the platforms and asdfas that will become an integral part of user lifestyle. 

Target companies in key segments of this space including infrastructure service providers, 
vertical market makers, horizontal market makers, and customer aggregators and help them 
rapidly achieve their market potential. 

We aim for investments synergistic with our portfolio. We seek companies with the potential 
to gain the number one market share in its respective market and that has leverage-able 
technologies or insights that accrue benefits to the rest of the portfolio. Ideal targets should 
have commercializable innovations that I to the core of our fund managers to 16 

and with dominant 
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NetCapital: Fund Profile 

• 7-8 core companies 

• $2-3 Million Avg. Series A funding 

• 20% - 80% ownership. 

• Participate in Follow On Rounds 

• Focus on commercialize-able I partner-able technologies. 

• 1-2 Board seats every deal 

• Intimately involved in Strategic Planning of company. 

• Premier Syndicate Partners 

• Focus on capital preservation in unsuccessful deals 

17 17 
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18 

NetCapital: Deal Filters 

• Markets: Select areas within Wireless, Broadband, Media and Communication. 
Market segments with high growth and large potential user-base. 

• Competitors: Preferably first-mover or best-in-class, differentiated. 

• Management: We want passionate management teams with a desire to build a 
world-class organization around novel technologies and ideas. We can bring the 
experience, contacts, and strategies, so we seek managements highly amenable 
to a team approach. 

• Technology: Solutions-based technologies. Optimization applications that 
enhance existing data infrastructure or increase the efficiency or power of 
networks, devices, and communications systems. Enhancements that shift the 

media paradigm especially with respect to large scale consumer patterns. 

Special Consideration for technologies close to commercialization that leverage 
partner core strengths in driving marketability and take advantage of our network of 
relationships to drive adoption. Companies that bring synergies to the portfolio 
strongly desired. 

18 
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NetCapital: Fund Update 

I figure this is a  and John question? 

• Premarketing timing 

• Hard circled $# MM 

• Soft circled$# MM 

• etc 

19 19 
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20 

NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

Current slate of companies based on innovative technologies, and enormous 
unrealized potential in the Wireless 2.0 paradigm 

N e t W ire'='+ VALUES ETTERS ~ 
ONZ 4 

NET MES 

20 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

NetMovies, Inc. is an enterprise focused on enabling, delivering, and distributing multimedia entertainment to consumers. and providing a platform for 
the converged control of and optimal distribution of content among consumer's entertainment choices in a single platform. Started in 2001 by John 
Fanning, founding Chairman and CEO of Napster, Inc .. NetMovies targets inefficiencies in d istribution networks. 

Just as Napster was designed as a broker of consumer-owned files. providing liquidity in file sharing netoNorks that pioneered the field of multimedia file 
sharing, paving the way not only for peer-to-peer networks such as Bittorrent, but also proving the fundamental business model that fuels YouTube. and 
establishing the internet as a venue for music that inspired the resurgence of Apple and forays into the space by leaders such as Microsoft and Dell. with 
NetMovies. Mr. Fanning has applied his vision to broadband media, identifying inefficiencies in the network. Initially expanding on peer-to-peer 
technology developed at Napster. this line was spun out to Boston-based PermissionTV. allowing NetMovies to target the one factor most limiting to 
internet media: the challenges associated with bringing the video from the lean-fofiNard internet to the lean-back television. 

NetMovies first product will be a device to wirelessly transmit fuii-HD signals along with broadband internet across short d istances and across longer 
distances within the home using existing cabling infrastructure and without requiring any effort on the part of the consumer beyond connecting existing 
cables. Simuhaneously, the company will be integrating its existing content distribution infrastructure into the device, offering both the ability to distribute 
content and multi-media advertisements attached to content delivered by the Company or others on the internet. 

21 21 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

The NetMovies business model encompasses Three Key Components: 

1) Multimedia Hardware- NetMovies has concepts and preliminary designs for a revolutionary device that will deliver wireless HDMI 
over standard home wiring - allowing for longer distances and traversal of signal-blocking structures. Wireless and wired dongles will 
televisions and AN equipment minimizing the footprint and eliminating the need for additional components. while control of the syste 
AJAX-enabled wireless web accessed via a NetMovies mobile device or any third-party wifi or cellular device with a browser. 

2) Formal and Informal Content- Connecting both traditional and internet entertainment sources, users of NetMovies devices will have ac ss to 
television. OVO, or cable and additionally, pending agreements where necessary, formal and informal content available on-line, allowing a ess to 
not just such mainstream internet content as Google's You Tube and Amazon's Unbox. but also fringe content available on sites such as John to 
fill in or even BitTorrent. Beyond this, the NetMovies CON offers the capacity to store and deliver such content desired but unavailable elsewhere. 
(HULU??, Joost??) 

3) Advertising Revenue Streams- Integral in the NetMovies devices will be the ability to insert pre-roll, mid-roll, or post-roll advertisements 
delivered via the NetMovies CON. These ads will be centrally managed, able to be delivered on a global. regional, or individualized basis, and, 
because the NetMovies are conceived around full-screen entertainment, w ill be able to be delivered seamlessly with third-party content sources. 

Top Tier Strategic Partners hips - NetMovies is pursuing relationships with strategic partners relevant to all aspects of its business-hardware. 
networking. content. consumer electronics, and distributors. For example, [Blockbuster Inc.] ("Blockbuster~) was a start-up investor in NetMovies and 
has been instrumental in establishing early relationships between NetMovies and content providers, as well as representing a potential distribution and 
marketing partnership. 

22 22 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

The key to the Net Movies model is to exploit the opportunity created by parallel media consumption. Various sources report an almost doubling of the 
trend of simultaneous consumption of multiple media sources, typically realized in the form of browsing web sites with the television playing in the 
background. Using the NetMovies device, this parallel consumption can be integrated. For example, a browser plug-in could shunt a web page to the 
television, automatically displacing the existing television programming with new multimedia content from the web. Achieving the once science fiction 
goal of seamless connections. NetMovies is exploring such user interface models as, for example, connecting the top of a screen device with a 
television, allowing digital content to be pushed off the top of the screen to appear on another connected device. Dating back to the original Napster. this 
integrated entertainment model has always been Mr. Fanning's vision, and only now has the technology arrived and become mainstream enough for it 
to be realized. 

A significant opportunity exists to provide multi-screen integrated entertainment beyond the single-screen convergence model currently being explored 
by such vendors as Apple, Tivo, and Microsoft. NetMovies believes it can capitalize on this opportunity and address the shortcomings of its competitors 
by utilizing a revolutionary technological framework to integrate a range of services and content: 

Advanced Technology 
• Wireless and waveguided HOMI technology is now, for the first 
time, making existing home data infrastructure able to satisfy the 
requirements to achieve this integration; 

• New chip technology enables datapath convergence and multi
format decompression to be pushed downstream. 

• Premium content: Range of Content 

• Moore's law and miniaturization make possible the deployment of multi
purpose. muti-capability systems able to frt into a package small enough to 
fit in a dongle; 

• Diverse revenues - Hardware sales, Partner fees, Advertising distribution 

• With few limitations. any and all content distributable in any medium will 
be able to be pushed to a television screen 

Going forward. NetMovies is establishing and building relationships with strategic partners in all segments of its business-hardware. networking, 
content production, consumer electronics, and distributors. These partnerships would create substantial growth opportunities in the near future. 
allowing NetMovies to expand into markets outside the home including mobile and professional markets 

23 23 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

Netwire empowers its members (individuals who open Netwire accounts) w ith the ability to instantaneously t ransfer money worldwide. A 
Netwire account acts as an e-wallet. which will then permit members to load. withdraw and transfer funds seamlessly and instantly. Through 
agreements we've set up with banks around the world, members have the ability to transfer funds to any other Netwire member anywhere in 
the world, eliminating inconvenient delays currently presented by agents such as Western Union, Money Gram and Vigo, among others. All 
transactions for members w ithin the Netwire network are free of charge for the sender and recipient, a major competitive advantage over 
firms such as Paypal and Western Union which impose costly fees on the transaction. 

Revenue Model 
The majority of revenue for Netwire is interest (float) collected on member's accounts. Member accounts are similar to checking accounts 
provided by banks in that our members will not realize any of the interest payments to their accounts: instead, this interest will be realized as 
Netwire revenue. 

Revenue is also generated through transfers involving the exchange of currency. By setting foreign exchange rates slightly below those set by the 
marketplace, we generate extra revenue on every transfer involving currency exchange. 

An additional source of revenue is generated from member withdrawals involving the use of an ATM. These ATM fees are shared with the owners 
of the ATM network. While small, the fees encourage the use of the ATM's and therefore build a significant amount of revenue for Netwire over 
time. Rather than pay traditional ATM fees ofS2 or more Netwire users can pay fees as low as .25 cents. 

Finally, but not inclusively, we generate revenue through strategic alliances with firms possessing certain characteristics. These alliances build 
revenue by attracting customers, while also building revenue through the sale of information regarding member spending to the allied firm. An 
example of such alliances might be offering Dell coupons for Dell customers who processed their order through Netwire. or Blockbuster gift cards 
which enable movies to be sent as a gift. aU processed exclusively using the Netwire network. Bestbuy for example can bundle discounts with 
products which encourage value minded shoppers to buy the latest cell phone and pay for it using Netwire for cell phone service! 

Further information regarding transfer frequency, origin and destination pairs, and global interest rates. among other things, are calculated in 
order to capture monthly, quarterly and yearly projected revenue. 

24 24 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

Growth and Competitive Advantage 

Netwire is expecting substantial growth in the future. This growth is based on the uniqueness of the service, technological efficiencies, and 
strategic alliances. 

How would you like to be one click away from instantly transferring funds to someone anywhere in the world? With Netwire, this is possible. 
Currently, it takes brick and mortar establishments considerable amounts of time to process and post transfers to recipient's accounts. 
Through our service. members are able to safely and instantly transfer funds anywhere in the world, without fees of any sort. Herein lies our 
competitive advantage, and in nately we are capturing market share from the current brick and mortar establishments and from other online 
money transfer companies, while revolutionizing the way people transfer money. 

Netwire eliminates the fees associated with firms such as Paypal and W estern Union, significantly lowering costs for the transactions to its 
members. By eliminating both flat fees and percentage fees per transaction, Netwire is able to s ignificantly undercut its competitors, offering 
retail customers a way to slash costs and offering individuals the ability to transfer money online as cheaply, and far more conveniently, than 
they can offline. 

In addition, strategic alliances with firms who fit the mold laid out in our business plan are being pursued in an attempt to grow the member 
base. These strategic alliances will also include firms who are household names and that have a vast number of locations. allowing us to 
capitalize on their distribution network. while keeping our costs low. 

Moreover, at this stage we will be able to capitalize on business opportunities and avoid the bureaucracy involved in the everyday business of 
large corporations. By operating as a closely held firm. decision-making is less cumbersome; as a result the firm operates efficiently and 
without the complications brought upon by the bureaucracy of big business. The technological edge brought upon by the way we do business 
also carries over into the streamlining of business decisions. further adding to the competitive advantage of Netwire 

25 25 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

Disruptive Technology 
By leveraging and then integrating existing Internet based and financial based technological infrastructure using proprietary software, Netwire 
is able to disintermediate many of the existing shortsighted players. It's easy to imagine Netwire quickly aggregating 100 million customers 
through partnerships, then with that consumer base providing our retail customers the opportunity to reduce or eliminate fees associated with 
online payments such as credit cards or Paypal by using Netwire. Because Netwire is a PIN based system we can not only d isintermediate 
Visa and MasterCard. making them obsolete. but also we may drastically reduce or even potentially eliminate retail credit card fraud. 

The Need for Additional Capital 
Netwire is in its early stages. meaning that additional capital would enable us to take full advantage of our current business opportunities, and 
to expand on our current infrastructure that will allow us to properly manage our growth. 

Exit Strategies 
Within the next12-24 months Netwire should have the opportunity to go public if it chooses. Once the firm is well established and the timing 
is correct. Netwire will have that flexibility. Contrary to many other firms that attempt to become acquisition targets. we on the other hand plan 
on purchasing other companies in the hope that the synergy created from the purchases is able to further compliment the operations of 
Netwire. There are a number of small targets that both enable additional Netwire network function and aggregate customers. In 2004, First 
Data Corporation (owner of Western Union) spent $7.530.9M in acquisitions. and while we do not anticipate spending this amount on 
purchases early on. we still feel that an acquisition strategy is viable possibility that could be facilitated by an IPO. 

26 26 
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NetCapital: Current Portfolio Companies 

Gl 
OJ\JZ4 

ON24 is the global leader in webcasling and virtual events. ON24 provides a full range of innovative solutions for applications such as demand 
generation, conferences and events, product launches, professional development. internal communications and executive announcements. More than 
700 organizations in publishing, technology, life sciences, government and financial services rely on ON24. Jts customers include Cisco, United Business 
Media, Credit Suisse, GE Healthcare, Hewlett·Packard, IBM, Motorola, the National Science Foundation and Samsung. Founded in 1998, ON24 is 
headquartered in San Francisco. with offices in New York. London and Singapore. 

Virtual Events Specialists 
ON24 is committed to providing industry-leading webcasting, lead generation and virtual events solutions that meet the performance, value and reliability 
requirements of businesses of all types and sizes. ON24's focus is on the breadth of its product offering: as a result. it provides a full portfolio of 
products. solulions and services for internal and external communications. 

0 ON24 Webcasting: For a feature-rich, inte ractive and highly branded way to reach an audience of thousands worldwide. Available in both full- and 
self-service models. 

0 ON24 Virtual Show: Conduct virtual trade shows. jobs fairs and partner marketing events in a v irtual environment allowing speakers/exhibitors to 
inform and interact online with attendees. 

0 lnsight24: Featuring 5,000 videos, webcasts and podcasts from over 175 leading-edge companies. lnsight24 extends the marketing reach of rich 
media content while improving lead generation investment ROI. 

A primary benefit ON24 provides is superior lead generation. Customers generate more qualified sales leads by leveraging the impact of streaming 
media communications and ON24's lead generation system 
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Our Solutions Approach 
ON24 products are much more than a technology platform and global network. The value ON24 brings to webcast ing and virtual events is its solutions 
approach. That is why ON24 is the virtual events provider of choice of some of the world's most exacting organizations. More than 700 enterprises from 
sectors as diverse as continuing education, telecommunications, publishing and financial services rely on ON24 for their end-to-end webcasting and 
virtual event initiatives. These include: 

·Conferences and events 
• Product launches 
• Sales lead generation 
• Executive announcements 
• Financial road shows 
• Corporate and human resources 
communications 

Innovative Technology, Proven Quality and Reliability 

· Training 
·Continuing education 
·Marketing communications 
* Investor relations 
* Virtual trade shows 
• Virtual job fairs 
·Partner marketing events 

The patented ON24 platform is comprised of web-based tools used for the development and production of customizable webcasts and virtual events. 
The audience interfaces are delivered with HTML. JavaScript and Flash. The back-end runs on JavaJJ2EE 

The technology is delivered as an ASP (Application Services Provider) solution. The architecture generally consists of an Oracle database. Weblogic 
application servers and Apache web servers running Solaris. Microsoft-based technology, Real Networks and Adobe Flash are used for encoding and 
streaming live and on-demand media (video and/or audio). 

Flawless execution is required for the types of virtual events for which ON24 systems are typically used. ON24 has implemented a number of measures 
to guarantee reliability. For example, reliability is ensured with ON24's unique network featuring two fully redundant data centers. However, ON24 also 
has the ability to react immediately and positively in those rare instances when customers are seeing a failure that affects their viewing audiences. 
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ON24 Global and Connected 
ON24's product solutions are available globally through ON24 and its partnership network. Throughout the world ON24 clients enjoy the same leading
edge technologies. services. experience and innovation. With multi-langugage support and vendor affiliates throughout North America. Europe and Asia. 
the company's webcasting and virtual events solut ions are able to serve the needs of clients and their audiences everywhere. ON24 has produced 
webcasting events throughout the United States. Canada, Europe, Asia and Latin America and has a global network of local single- and multi-camera 
production crews. The company has produced multilingual webcasts in languages such as Japanese. Mandarin, Korean, German. Spanish and French. 
Preferred partnerships with Globix and Akamai mean ON24 customers have access to one of the largest and most comprehensive and effective content 
delivery networks in existence. 

• Global content delivery network 
·Compatible with most Asian and European languages 
·Channel partners and studio and production affiliates throughout North America. Europe and Asia 
• Unsurpassed level of network scalability for audiences of all sizes 

24n Service and Support 
ON24 has a best-in-class service offering: 

• Professional Services consulting comprised of a team of seasoned event managers 
• Full production capabilities 
• Signal acquisition 
• Hosting, encoding and distribution 
· Graphics and animation creation 
·Template building and customization 

Funding 
• Canaan Partners • Rho Ventures • U.S. Venture Partners 29 
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Jerk.com provides consumer reputation management. The site is currently in an early-stage alpha release. It offers a framework for posting 
praise and disputes, computing ratings, and gathering feedback and comments; the system provides for users to include photos and personal 
information. 

Online reputations are critical to social and business interactions. eBays growth was as much fueled by its credible reputation management as by 
its marketplace. Buyers today can review feedback related to transactions. This enables millions of buyers and sellers to build relationships 
based on trust. On Amazon, product reviews establish trust for otherwise unknown products and authors. However, this trust is brokered: we trust 
Amazon reviews and eBay reputations not because we believe in the participants but because we believe in Amazon and eBay. Several vendors 
have made attempts to establish vendor reputation and major social networks provide the infrastructure for a pervasive consumer reputation 
platform but in neither area has a clear leader emerged, especially s ince eBays retreat from tracking buyer reputation in 2008. 

Designed to offer Wikipedia-like information on doing business and for social interactions on the web, the content is growing organically from the 
users themselves and reflect the view of the people who have personal first hand knowledge of the profiled individual. As we achieve market 
penetration. first targeting stranger-stranger transaction venues such as eBay, PayPal, Amazon zShops, and also the online dating space, 
Jerk.com ratings will become the ubiquitous reputation service across the net. On Jerk.com employees can praise or critic their bosses while 
those considering a new job opportunity may be able to find what a person is like to work for. Online daters are able to post and read feedback 
about what a person is like to date. Other vertical applications are abound. 
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As vendors and intermediaries integrate it into their ser.tices offering settings for negative or neutral ratings, users will be more incentivized to 
integrate a Jerk.com widget into their personal web presence to solicit positive ratings from friends and associates. The Jerk API wilt allow site 
developers to mash-up a reputation component in their sites. The Jerk score, integrated through the Jerk API. can re-create recently-deleted 
buyer rankings in eBay and provide an aggregate reputation to even thinly-trafficked sites on the web. This integration will be provided free of 
charge to site owners in order to gain widespread adoption. 

For example, looking at the Jerl<;.com value added in the dating space. surveys have shown that as many as 40% of men registering on on-line 
dating sites are in a committed relationship. Jerk.com, by allowing participants to rate each other in a venue that exists longitudinally across the 
net. offers daters the opportunity to rate their dates in a way that will stick with them in every thing they do. Many relationships end with a desire 
by one party or the other to protect others from the negative aspects of their dating experience. whether it be quirks, personality flaws, or major 
deceptions. Once again, by focusing on the "jerk" aspect, filing a report on Jerk.com provides a simple, easy interface for a benign form of 
vengeance. With the dispute resolution steps, the majority of false reports will be easily dismissed while the accurate ones will stick with the 
offender. A Jerk.com score will stick with offenders. providing a benefit to dating sites who integrate the Jerk w idget into their interface and also a 
third-party reference check for users of those sites that do not. 

Used in commerce, Jerk.com extends the proven functionality of Ebays seller and customer ratings across the web. Extending the model proven 
by Ebay. Jerk.com adds several key functions. Ratings are weighted by each raters positive scores: users with terrible feedback have little ability 
to rate others. While anonymous ratings are a part of Jerk.com. with partner sites, buyers and sellers are connected through a transaction and 
participating in certified transaction ratings are also given extra weight. By combining these two factorscomputing each users Jerk score giving 
weight to ratings by well-regarded users and also to certified partner transactionsJerk.com provides a strong incentive to participate formally in 
the Jerk.com network. Vendors who participate can embed a widget on their site that will unobtrusively invite site visitors to join Jerk.com if they 
have not already done so; for those who do participate, the users own and the vendors score will be displayed. This benefits both parties by 
giving users confidence in vendors and vendors will be able to learn the scores of users who visit their site and also get a read ing on those who 
make purchases. It is conceivable that some vendors might. like they did on Ebay, require a certain rating and a certain number of feedback 
results from a user before completing a transaction or a transaction of a certain size. 
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Topologically similar to dating, the massively-multiplayer on-line role-playing games ("MMO's") such as World of Warcraft involve on-line 
participants forming groups, often with long-term commitments and with opportunities to profit from deception. As with dating, those victimized by 
bad actors will be motivated to submit a Jerk Report. resulting in a permanent stain on the MMO character. and. possibly if the connection can be 
made. the player who controls the character. 

However. even if the real-world connection cannot be made, users invest substantial amounts of time in developing their characters and should 
these characters find themselves earning a bad reputation in a public way, the consequences will be real and difficult to escape without staning 
their MMO experience over from the beginning. 

Revenue Model 
In its stan-up phase, Jerk.com is establishing its free consumer service and building its userbase to whom it wilt later offer value-added services. 
In the initial phase, Jerk.com w ilt provide reputation services via the web s ite and the API to panners for up to a set number of transactions per 
hour free of charge. Once a partner goes beyond half the default minimum, the partner will be required to choose from among the basic and 
tiered plans, offering either a free or flat-fee base number of monthly transactions plus a small per-transaction overage charge. Note that one 
option will be to keep the service free up to the default minimum but to establish a payment option for use beyond that threshold. Through the 
initial phase, use within the Facebook platform will be offered free of charge without limit and eBay use will be charged to sellers and not eBay 
(aggregated across all products offered: note that for most eBay sellers the service will be free). This revenue model, based on that offered by 
Craigslist and Googles App Engine platform, will most efficiently drive adoption. 

Other potential revenue s treams include adver1ising as well as subscriptions services. For example. users may be charged for access to dispute 
resolution or other premium and for fee services. 
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Market 
The buyer ratings on eBay were a powerful quantification of online reputations. With the deletion of this feature, originally introduced in 1995 and 
removed February 20th. 2008. a dramatic void in e-commerce reputation emerged. While many e-commerce aggregators include a variety of on
line tools for vendor ratings, no single tool has achieved the reputation or credibility of eBay ratings and most are tainted by their failure to restrict 
shill voting on the rated entities. Other vertical applications in social networking, dating, or employment opportunities also lend themselves to the 
use of the Jerk. com model. 

Compel ling Investment Thesis 

From a business perspective Jerk.com offers a powerful positive potential for a high impact and profitable business model : 

·New Idea which is controversial, hence likely to get good PR attention. 
• Good for society (positive change in behavior) by tracking and providing feedback on peoples behavior and repution we encourage them to 

33 

turn from jerks to saints. 
·Strong appeal to teenage demographic with strong viral effect on social networks. 
·Self building content and community offers s imple low cost execution (no need to create, or buy content) 
• Powerful brand potential with 2 syllable name easily adopted into the lexicon 
·Low funding requirements prior to t ipping point 
·Large market potential (nearly every person on earth) 
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SPGRJSGLUB 

SportsCiub.com is a revolutionary sports social network, which implements the latest capabilities in video, mobile. and broadband to provide 
members first-in-class utility and entertainment At SportsCiub.com we take social networking to the next level as members can upload video 
of their sports and fitness training, and receive personal feedback from experts, pro athletes. and their peers. They will also receive 
customized video drills to help them achieve their athletic goals. Furthermore. SportsCiub.com will be the only site of it's kind to offer a 
seamless mobile platform where users can lake their training with them for more effective workouts. and upload their training videos from the 
field or gym for continued feedback. 

SportsCiub will be designed as a multiplatform entertainment and utility service from the core. Unlike most social networks that exist primarily 
online with mobile apps that replicate a lite version of the online experience, Sportsclub's extensions enchance the online experince making 
the whole greater than the sum of it's parts. In addition to mobile and web, live in-person camps and teaching seminars are a major 
touchpoint of the service. We will also outfit partner facilities with technology to record and analyze athletes and share feedback with them 
online. We hope to also create content for cable or on-demand television to extend our brand and drive usage. Our goal is to take social 
networking and integration to the next level and offer an unmatched service. 

SportsCiub.com is assembling a team of some of the best current and former professional athletes, leaders in broadband and mobile 
technology, and pioneers in digital content creation and distribution to create a seamless interactive media experience like no other. 
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SPGRJSGLUB 

O ur Key Po ints o f Streng th and l>iiTerenliation: 

lndi\'idualism and Customiunion. We will be the only social network. and perhaps the only major site on the web to offer users 
personal. customized feedback on their posted content. 

l~owerfull\1obile Ex1>erience. We will be the only site with the mobile platfom1 and tools to allow users to augment their experience 
away from their desktop in a synergistic way. 

Myriad Re,·enue Streams. Subscript ions. advenising. sponsorships. product irucgrat ion. camps. personal \•ideoed training consultations. 

True C ross·l' latform l'resence. Our user tom:hpoints will encompass ll'eb. mobile. fin•. bro(ldband comem. (llld potemially II', 1)(}(/cast. 
am/more. 

B('tfer Aeel'SS ·Our pros and experts will be carefully selected and incentivized to create a tru ly rich interactive user experience. unlike 
some of our competitors. 

Buliinelis Model 
SportsCiub.com will derive revenues from multiple sources. The service wil l be free to join. with llaid Premium Subscriptions for access to and 
feedback from pros and experts. This will be our primary revenue source. 
We will seck to attract revenue other ways: 

Ad,•ertising Re,·enue- limited ads on the site. poteruially framing the video player. and banner on the mobile app. 
l'roduct Integrat ion - We will auempt to feature products. sports equ ipment. sports drinks etc .. in our training videos for a fee. 
Sponsorships- we will attempt to solicit sponsors for certain special segments of the site. and potentially certain athlete profiles. 
Clinics -live camp experiences with experts will be another revenue source. 
Integrated Training Facilities - Through p:lrtnerships with facilities or creating our own. we will offer training sessions that are taped and 
analyzed with results to be the foundation for a continuing interactive dialogue online between our user and SportsCiub. 
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VALUE5ETTERS 

ValueSetters is a Social Business Network for online wholesalers, Vendors and Merchants to network together creating a 
completely new distribution channel for their products- currently offering over 60,000 items. 

ValueSetters, Inc. is a public company traded under the symbol VSTR. Vatuesetters is a business development partner of 
both Netwire and Netmovies. 

NET lAM ES 

Founded in January 2000, NetGames is dedicated to bringing online games to the public. Through our upcoming gaming service, 
you'll be able to play hundreds of games-some free. some 3rd party proprietary titles, and some of our very own titles-more easily 
than you ever have before. NetGames understands the online gaming experience and we're about to revolutionize it. 
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Investment Track Record 
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Preferred Co-investment Syndicate Partners example 

Long Term Relationships Strong Brand Partner 

Strong Domain Expertise Deep Pockets 
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How the firm is working today process 
flow chart 
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Why now 
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NetCapital: Timing is Ripe to Invest 
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are high, returns 
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' I I ' f i f f I I I I I / 

How M&AActiYity Trach with OJL 

When the market falls, funding for VC investments 
also drops. This is a great time to invest. Supply of 
Funds is low· fewer VC's means fewer deals get bid 
up. Better deal terms, lower cost of entr y. 

When the market comes back, M&A comes back 
with it. With more M&A activity, competition for 
merger candidates is higher, meaning more players 
and more money bidding up prices, which equals 
favorable deal terms on the exit end. 

If a VC has funds to invest during a lull, it may 
achieve better deal terms on both the acquisition 
and exit end. 

This is reflective of the cur rent situation and 
current opportunity in the VC market and one 
we're very excited about. 
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NetCapital: Timing is Ripe to Invest 
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l!li ichaTts 

Tracking IPO Activity 
Against the S&P 500 

Note- need 
explanation here 
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NetCapital: Timing is Ripe to Invest 

US VC IRR Dollar-Weighted Returns on Vintage Year Compani1 
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remarkably well. 

We believe that following the 
current downturn, companies 
poised to take advantage of the 
ready opportunities in wireless and 
mobile services. applications and 
software will perform similarly well, 
despite a cautious overall economic 
picture 
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NetCapital: Timing is Ripe to Invest 
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VC index outperforming most stock indicies 
in volatile market over the last year 
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The Venture Capital Trends for the Next Few Years 
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TBD - NEED TO DISCUSS 

• VC trends 

• Fund size 

• Entrepreneur trends 

PLACEHOLDER GRAPHS 
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The Trends for the Next Few Years 

• Video 

• Storage 

• Web 2.0 

• Social networking 

• Convergence of technologies 
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VC Valuation Metrics 

Recent Multiples 

Recent returns etc 

lndusty funding by year 
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VC Valuation Metrics PART II 

Recent Multiples 

Recent returns etc 

lndusty funding by year 
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Flows are down. 

-get in early 

- reduced competition = better deal terms, better potential return 
- momentum when flows come back investments buoyed by new 
cash, better terms on subsequent rounds for companies already 
staked and exits 

Why is the environment right for rapid growth I returns??? 

What about the technology, climate, etc., makes it so ripe?? 
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So what's changed with the recession? 

Technology is the same or better 

Get data for box office, dvd 
sales, tv usage, online usage 

Mobile ad sales??? 

Only the financial markets have gotten worse. 
Ad revenues in traditional 
media vs new media 

Credit is tight, funding is scarce. 

But if you have money, you have enormous opportunity 
Better choice of deals, 
Less "bidding up", better terms, bigger return on 
investment. 

Consumers have retrenched, but not in respect to technologies that improve 
their lives (find spending on retail, consumables, big ticket, mobile, ) 

Consumer retrenchment leads to them exploring different entertainment 
options - movies up, television hours up, internet I mobile usage up -this 
makes a strong case for convergence. Consumer preference and financial 
situation driving this trend. NetCapital is poised to take advantage of 
technologies that are well situated to profit on this trend. 
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Stimulus spending on networks? On infrastructure? What is allocated? 

Trends in Global Technology and Opportunity as US 
technology catch up to Asia and EU in technology? 
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End Notes (collect notes, format and attribute to pages when 
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Received(Date): Fri, 9 Sep 2011 18:26:00 -0400
Subject: This is the only profile I found.
From: John Fanning 
To:

This is probably the profile. He looks 13.  This looks like he allowed his son of 13 to make a 
profile in violation of our terms of service. He has made no report of abuse to us.  Also if this is 
in fact the profile, you can see from the comments that no one has said anything in appropriate. I 
will handle this however you like, including having a lawyer send him a letter. He is the 
cyberbully.
john

-- 
John Fanning
Chairman
Netcapital

CONFIDENTIAL PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: Unless otherwise specified, all ideas, creative 
concepts and opinions, including
any attachments, as well as the selection, assembly and arrangement thereof, are the sole 
property of Netcapital.com LLC
© 2010, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. The content of this email is the property of Netcapital.com 
LLC and is
protected by U.S. and international copyright and other intellectual property laws. You may 
view, download, print and
retain a copy of pages of this email only for your own personal use. Except as expressly provided 
above, you may not
use, download, upload, copy, print, display, perform, reproduce, republish, modify, license, post, 
transmit or distribute any
information from this email in whole or in part without our prior written permission. If you wish 
to obtain permission to
reprint or reproduce any materials appearing here contact the sender. All rights not expressly 
granted herein are reserved
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Received(Date): Fri, 9 Sep 2011 20:12:07 -0400
Subject: Re: NetCapital
From:
To: John Fanning 

 he wasted like 2 hours of my day, starting with (as I forwarded
you) an oblique threat that totally freaked me out, making me think
that some dude named  was molesting his son and he
thought it was me.  I need those hours for work, playing with my
friends, and hanging out with my friends (like you) thinking about how
we are going to make the new products that will make people happy.

I completely understand that you enjoy your whole Jerk.com thing, and
I am totally pleased for you to take one of two steps: (1) delete this
kids' profile or (2) make sure that there is clearly no connection
between me and Jerk.com.  In this case, the dude made the connection
between Jerk.com and Netcapital by writing  who told them
NetCapital maintains the DNS.

Looking forward to working on projects that make people happy!

    

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 6:20 PM, John Fanning > wrote:
> 
> If he just followed the process he would have been removed already.  The
> process requires him to tell us what profile is abusive. Just be cause he
> refuses to follow directions does not mean he is entitled to you attention.
> john
>
> On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 2:38 PM, > wrote:
>>
>> The dude's son is 13.  Please have him removed.
>>
>> Thanks.  I don't know the kid's name but the last name is the same.
>>
>>    
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 2:33 PM
>> To:
>> Subject: Re: Age?
>>
>> My son is 13, a freshman in high school and shouldn't be subjected to
>> this type of cyberbullying. You seem to be a decent person who has
>> associated with the wrong people. I would ask that you put maximum
>> pressure on your friends to remove my sons name from this site.
>>
>> I will check back with you next week.
>>
>> Regards
>
>
>
> --
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From: "John Fanning" 
To:
Cc:  

Subject: Burn rate jerk.com
Received(Date): Mon, 20 Apr 2009 16:24:11 -0400

The  monthly expenses at this point are around 10k.

 

$500 ISP

$2500 Software development

$5600 Domain Name

$500 Graphic Design

$500 SGA

 

john

 

John W Fanning

Chairman Netcapital
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Received(Date): Fri, 21 Nov 2008 09:11:57 -0800 (PST)
From: John Fanning 
To:
Subject: Chat with John Fanning

John: I have a VC meeting on monday with another VC for jerk.com
me:  makes $132 million in revenue, so they're not a BS company
me: No, it's called 
John: ?
me: Let me see -- I'm meeting with a big company that wants to hire me in , 
and I may need the time to prepare
John: ?
John: want to come/
me: nice
John: I have a meeting with the ceo of  for tuesday morning
me: yeah, 
John: ? sounds like bs
me:  -- the guys who own 
John: are they a good company?
John: who bought the assets?
John: a year ago it had 20M in cash
John: did I tell you i have the deal with the domain guy for 5k per month 10 years?
John: As of right now they both want to do the deal.
John: ok
me: Show him the slide I'm going to send you.
me: I sent you the slide.
me: How much to acquire outright?
me: Yeah, you did
me: What that graph tells you is that, basically, if you can get Jerk.com into the top 10,000 sites 
and have some revenue, it is not unreasonable to look for a $100mm exit.
me: If you can't convince someone that Jerk.com has the potential to drive a $100mm exit on the 
basis of that slide alone, then you've lost your edge.
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Received(Date): Thu, 4 Dec 2008 06:50:38 -0800 (PST)
From: John Fanning 
To:
Subject: Chat with John Fanning

John: jerk.netcapital.com
me: was in FL
me: lovely
John: How you been
John: Hey
me: hey
John: it could be no other way
me: I see that you are #1 jerk
me: looks good
me: I got it
me: yeah, john  doesn't work
John: did you get it ?
me: nice
John: 
John: 
John:  also
John:  
me: username/password?
John: If you have input now would be a good time because soon you will be running jerk.com 
from caymen islands
John: I dont know
me: is a real person?
me: oops, the service appears to be unavailable...
me: tell him to use http:/
me: Tell  not to use recaptcha
me: http://www.
me: try 
me: http:// .php
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Received(Date): Wed, 14 Jan 2009 07:40:54 -0800 (PST)
From: John Fanning 
To:
Subject: Chat with John Fanning
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John: what about germany?
me: about 0.5
me: but ours has worse long-term prospects
John: What is the yield differential
me: since the UK's economy sucks
me: it's not surprising to me
me: It's suprising because it goes contrary to your theory and supports mine
John: That is surprising
me: UK is lower than US
me: most countries don't issue 30-year bonds
John: I can do that easily
me: :-)
me: I'm much more impressive in person
me: I think you should set up a meeting for us in NYC
John: I think I am going to call him at some point
me: Maybe
John: Do you want to talk to the guy with me on the phone?
me: :-)
me: even if you are wrong about finance
me: by the way, it's totally awesome that you had a  
John: too small a difference over 30 years to prove your point. sorry.
me: you look it up, I'm at work
me: sorry -- 0.05 not 0.5
John: spain france russia?
John: try the functionality
John: use the site
me: what do you want me to check out?
me: I'm there
John: 
John: Can you check out jerk.netgames.com
me: yes
John: You there?
John: You are the first real, un predjudiced user to use it
John: You made me sick
me: sorry to give you a heart attack.
me: it's working
John: oh man
me: I had been on jerk.netcapital.com, not jerk.netgames.com
John: what site were you on?
John: That must be some fucked up bug. 
me: sorry, was on the wrong site!
me: I put in an e-mail address
me: then how come when I enter  my search result is 

John: You must have had an email address in the bar
John: Its not a mock up
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me: I think it is a mock-up. I entered "john" in first name, nothing else, and clicked "find the 
jerk" and it brought up 
John: did you put in his email address?
John: zipcode for 
me: so I bailed out of that
me: what zip code should I be using?
me: yeah, I filled in  and clicked find the jerk; it asked me for the zip code
John: Should we just change that to search?
John: did you click find the jerk?
me: I followed the instructions in the bottom frame (fill in , etc) and it wasn't clear what 
I was supposed to do
John: shit
me: It's not clear from the home page what I should do
John: it really works
me: it seems like a mock up. Does it work?
John: Is it good enough to show to angels or VCs?
John: then anytime you right click on someone it shows you the logo with the % for that person
John: yes, my idea is that you can install jerk.com on your machine
John: search 
me: you also should demo integration with another site, like 
me: you need to offer people a compelling reason to interact with the site
me: it needs a real site designer/marketing person to work on it
me: it seems to work and all
John: really?
me: yeah, it looks pretty good
me: you and me both, then
John: so believe me, i understnad
John: I am in the same situation
me: and I need to focus on things that will correct that
me: I'm not trying to be a bastard or anything, but I'm pretty fucked cash-flow wise for the short 
term
me: I'd have to put in some serious time on this to think about how it should flow, etc
John: to think about the idea of releasing it
me: $$
John: yes, thats why i want you involved now
me: The best would be to go to VCs with this thing running in the wild
John: This can be run from anywhere.
John: This is what is getting you the island in the caribean
me: me?
John: Dont fuck this up
me: if you've got a good business plan to go with it
me: probably
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Received(Date): Thu, 11 Dec 2008 14:15:01 -0800 (PST)
From: John Fanning 
To:
Subject: Chat with John Fanning

me: Ancestry.com, Various, classmates, and Ultimate social networks all have user-funded 
revenue, the rest don't. You'll see that they don't stand out at all.
me: and we're talking about valuations in the $ billions.
me: The second page shows social network valuation versus "user value" -- the product of 
number of monthly uniques and estimates for their average income -- and it really is what is 
driving the value
me: look at this:
me: the only negative of the jerk.com business plan is the blackmail-feeling revenue model, and 
it turns out that is not necessary
me: even AdultFriendFinder -- which had revenue -- fits the model as being revenue independent
me: Deal value has an r-squared of 0.87 for "user value", and revenue is independent
me: All the big social networking deals are done with minimal revenue
John: why?
me: A suggestion: do the Jerk.com business plan without the revenue component
me: And  will agree 100% if you show him the graph. You should be able to fund Jerk.com 
with a couple of $ million from a VC without a revenue model -- it's too great an idea. A catchy 
domain and ebay buyer/seller ratings that will permeate internet business.
me: You can take that advice as you want, but I wouldn't give it to anyone else for less than $30k 
in retainers. :-)
me: You there?
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Received(Date): Wed, 21 Jan 2009 13:44:24 -0800 (PST)
From: John Fanning
To:
Subject: Chat with John Fanning

John: I know but he wont give me the domain
me: it's totally easy
me: just in bulk.enom.com
John: or whatever you call them
John: or host records
John: how should I set up the dns for jerk.com
me: always
John: You there?
John: ok
me: under bulk.enom.com, click on domains-->Bulk Tools-->Bulk Add DNS Service
John: I know but i dont trust the registrar
me: It's $4/year/doman
John: I need to move that actually
me: same thing
me: look at netgames.com -- it's registered at a 3rd party registrar
John: How do i tell bulk that jerk.com is dns hosted for my account
John: How does bulk know which account to connect to which domain?
me: They show up in your account under "dns hosted"
John: How do I put them in, if I dont have the domain, it wont show up in my account
John: I know.
me: you put the IP addresses in, RMB
me: If you and he fight, he just changes it back, and 4 hours or so later it's done.
John: How do we set the dns records to resolved to our machines?
me: He just logs into his registrar, fills out the form that says, "DNS servers" to the bulk ones, 
and he's done.
John: so can i tell him to set it up just like xxxx.com domain?
me: he can change it back at any time.
me: It will be 100% under his control
me: He doesn't have to -- he just has to point the DNS for the domain to bulk
John: I dont think he will push the domain
John: which they have to accept
me: So, "ouch" -- did I offend you by saying I was your human google?
John: now jerk.com will get a request to move the dns
John: That makes a lot of sense to me.
me: Excellent
John: and wrote jerk.com
John: and entered the order
John: i did that
me: beep beep beep... bulk.enom.com... bulk tools
me: You don't like having me as your human Google? "Seach pete: DNS hosting jerk.com"
me: ouch what?
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John: All it needs to do is generate traffic
John: If it takes off
John: I think it could be big for both of us
me: maybe my help with DNS is worth 1 share
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John: lol
me: no imposition -- it's very satisfying to have all this useful shit in my head
John: I think jerk.com is going to be a big success
John: hurt my feelings a little
me: no! Not intentional at all
John: I already feel like I am imposing
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me: why don't you sue them?

 

 

 

John: maybe it should be on its own machine
John: Do you think jerk.com is going to get attacked by hackers?
John: ready
John: I think i will turn it on soon. It getting closer to read
me: It's good -- both from an execution and a process perspective.
me: yeah
John: that the development environment
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me: yeah
me: but jerk.netgames.com
John: jerk.netgames.com
me: not jerk.com
me: yes
John: at all
John: did you look at the site?
me: it's probably a human process.
John: ok
me: it takes some time
me: whatever.
John: under netgames
John: jerk.com does not show up in my list yet
me: frankly, any attack that would affect the machine would affect the network more.
me: Hard to say.
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From: "John Fanning" 
To:
Cc:
Subject: Jerk.com executive summary
Received(Date): Tue, 31 Mar 2009 17:29:03 -0400

Here is the current executive summary for Jerk.com. suggested we update it, I think so we 
can begin to circulate material on the company. Let me know if you have any good ideas for 
making it better or would like to edit.

 

john

 

 

On ebay you can review feedback related to transactions. That feature enables millions of buys 
and sellers to build relationships based on both trust, and the previous history of business 
dealings. On Amazon you can review feedback related to millions of specific products and come 
to trust a product based on the opinions of others who bought that product. Using the Internet 
movie database (IMDB) you can find out everything you could ever possibly want to know about 
a movie before you watch it. There are many examples of communities being built around 
provided useful feedback on, transactions, movies, products etc. Where on the internet can you 
go to find similar feedback review of people!

 

Jerk.com will provide a framework for uploading and posting, ratings, reviews, feedback, 
photos, and data on an individual personal basis.

Like Wikipedia this content will be grown organically from the users themselves and reflect the 
view of the people who have personal first hand knowledge of the jerk.com individual who is 
profiled.

 

Jerk.com will be pervasive within the individual's internet experience and across the consumer 
internet.  Initially, Facebook and Myspace applications will keep the Jerk score relevant to the 
user, while the Jerk API will allow site developers to mash-up a reputation component in their 
sites.  The Jerk score, integrated through the Jerk API, can re-create buyer rankings in eBay and 
provide an aggregate reputation to even thinly-trafficked sites on the web.  This integration will 
be provided free of charge to site owners in order to gain widespread adoption.
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1.       Profile Records are created:  Anyone who searches the

database creates records and helps to build records.  The main search page contains First Name 
Last Name and Email Address. The search engine can also request additional information which 
is added to the database on each search request. i.e. In order to complete your search request 
additional information is required. Please enter a zip code________.  The zipcode entered is 
added to the database record.

 

2.       Each person searching the database provides a rating from 1

to 10 on the individuals Jerk Level. The average rating is displayed for each user from Saint (1) 
to Jerk (10). This rating is always available to anyone who visits the site and cannot be hidden or 
removed.

 

3.       Each person searching the database is provided the

opportunity to enter a brief description of their interaction with the person displayed in the 
profile. i.e. This jerks stays up all night long playing loud music and harassing the neighborhood. 
We have had to call the police a dozen times. Before this feedback is posted to the record 
however, the email address registered for that profile will receive an email displaying the 
feedback, and providing the jerk the opportunity to dispute the feedback if they are a paying 
subscriber to jerk.com by simply clicking the dispute button.

 

4.       A user can claim his or her profile by simply replying to an

email sent to their email address, and choosing a password. One your record has been claimed, 
you can dispute any negative info posted there by clicking the dispute option on the record after 
you log in so long as you are a current paying member of the jerk.com dispute resolution 
membership service.

 

5.       Once a dispute is created with respect to an item it will not

be published until both parties agree on the content of the posting so long as you continue to 
maintain your active access to the dispute resolution membership service. Your record will 
however, display the number of outstanding unresolved disputes.
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>From a business perspective the powerful positive attributes are :

 ·         New Idea

 ·         Good for society (positive change in behavior)

 ·         Controversial and disruptive (attention from press)

 ·         Strong appeal to teenage demographic

 ·         Strong word of mouth

 ·         Viral via links

 ·         Compelling reason to buy

 ·         Self building content and community

 ·         Simple low cost execution

 ·         Network effect

 ·         Easily adopted into the lexicon

 ·         Economies of scale leverage

 ·         Domain name 2 syllables or less, no spelling confusion

 ·         Self funding prior to tipping point

 ·         No need to ship physical goods

 ·         No need to buy resell content

 ·         Market potential is every person on earth
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 

In the Matter of, 

Jerk, LLC, a limited liability company, 
also d/b/a JERK. COM, and 

John Fanning, individually and as a member of 
Jerk, LLC 

Respondents. 

DOCKET NO. 9361 

Chief Administrative Law Judge 
D. Michael Chappell 

DECLARATION OF  

I, , make the following declaration: 

1. I am an employee of Facebook, Inc. I have personal knowledge of the facts set 

forth in this declaration except as indicated below, and, if called as a witness, I could and would 

testify to the following. 

2. I am over the age of twenty-one (21) and am competent to give this testimony. 

3. Facebook offers an online social networking service that enables people to 

connect and share With their friends, families, and coworkers. As of the signing of this 

Declaration, more than one billion people use Facebook' s service each month. 

4. Facebook hosts content that its users post on Facebook's site. Registered 

Facebook users can post photographs and other content on their personal "Timelines" (formerly 

called "Profiles"). Users can change this information at any time. 

5. People who use Facebook can invite other people who use Facebook to become 

their "friends" on Facebook by sending them "friend requests." If the recipient of a friend 

request accepts the request, the two users' Timelines are connected as Facebook "friends." 
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6. Facebook users can restrict access to inform~tion on their Timelines by using 

Facebook's privacy settings. These settings allow Facebook users to designate who can view 

information that they post to their Timelines. Currently, a user's name, usemame, user ID, 

gender, networks, and profile and cover photographs can be viewed on Facebook by anyone. 

Other information can, at the user's option, be set to "public" or restricted for viewing only by a 

user's Facebook friends, Facebook friends of friends, or a customized subset of people. These 

latter privacy settings can be changed at any time, and Facebook's services are designed to 

adhere to these settings. 

7. In addition to the people who use its service, Facebook also makes content posted 

on its service available (subject to limitations set by the content owners) to third-party 

application developers called "Facebook Developers," provided that the Developers agree to and 

comply with Facebook's user and developer agreements. Facebook operates a "development 

platform" ("Platform" or "Facebook Platform") that is the technological medium that enables 

Facebook Developers to run programs, applications, and websites that, with users' consent, 

interact with data on Facebook's website, including the content posted by people who use 

Facebook's service. 

8. Facebook permits Facebook Developers to access and interact with the content 

hosted on its site, subject to and restricted by Facebook's Developer Terms of Service and 

Statement of Rights and Responsibilities (collectively "Terms"). The Facebook Platform enables 

such access and includes a set of application programing interfaces ("APis") and other services 

that enable third-party applications ("Facebook Applications") to interact with Facebook's 

services. Some of these APis and services permit Facebook Developers to retrieve, in an 

automated fashion, publicly available information from users' Facebook Timelines. Facebook 
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Developers can also obtain through the Facebook Platform certain non-public data provided by 

users who have chosen to access or connect to the Developer's application and approved such 

access. 

9. To access the features of Facebook services, including the ability to access and 

use the Facebook Platform, Facebook Developers must establish a Facebook account. They 

must sign up, provide the Developer's name, and establish a username and password. 

10. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy ofFacebook's Developer Terms 

of Service, dated December 4, 2008. The document titled "Developer Terms of Service" was 

later renamed "Developer Principles & Policies." Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct 

copy of Facebook's Developer Principles & Policies dated October 27, 2009. Attached as 

Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Facebook's Developer Principles & Policies dated April 

21, 2010. The document titled "Developer Principles & Policies" was later renamed "Platform 

Policies." Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of Facebook's Platform Policies 

dated November 14, 2012. Exhibits A-D represent a sample of the relevant Developer Terms of 

Service documents that were in effect during the 2008-2012 time period but do not include every 

version published during that time period. 

11. Facebook's Statement of Rights and Responsibilities-which applies to all of 

those who use Facebook's service-has been periodically updated over time. Attached as 

Exhibit E is a true and correct copy ofF ace book's Statement of Rights and Responsibilities that 

was in effect as of August 28, 2009. Attached as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of 

Facebook's Statement of Rights and Responsibilities that was in effect as of August 25, 2010. 

Attached as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of Facebook's Statement of Rights and 

Responsibilities that was in effect as of April 26, 2011. Attached as Exhibit H is a true and 
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correct copy of Facebook's Statement of Rights and Responsibilities dated June 8, 2012. 

Exhibits E-H represent a sample of the relevant Statements of Rights and Responsibilities that 

were in effect during the 2009-2012 time period but do not include every version published 

during that time period. 

12. Attached as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of Facebook's Automated Data 

Collection Terms dated April15, 2010. 

13. Facebook has operated a publicly accessible website called the Facebook Public 

Directory, which lists the names of all Facebook users (whose privacy settings permit public 

search listings) and displays .their profile photos. One central purpose of this Public Directory is 

search engine integration. The Facebook Public Directory allows internet search engines, such 

as Google, to query the Facebook user pages available through the Directory so that someone 

searching for a person's name on a search engine can learn whether the person has a Facebook 

profile. 

14. Use of the Facebook Public Directory by Facebook Developers is subject to 

Facebook's Terms, including the prohibitions against automated data collection and use stated 

above. 

15. In 2008,  registered as a user and also registered as a Developer with 

Facebook. A true and correct copy of his Developer Registration Records is attached as Exhibit 

J. 

16. The IP addresses associated with  use of the Facebook Platform indicate 

that he was located in Romania. By February 2010, Savu had registered multiple applications on 

the Facebook Platform, including those named Jerk.com, Jerk2.com, Jerk3.com, Jerk4.com, 

Jerk.be, andjerk.be. 
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17. According to Facebook's records, very few Facebook users accessed or connected 

to these Jerk applications. Among these applications, jerk.be had the largest number of 

Facebook users accessing or connected to the application. Facebook's records indicate a total of 

355 users accessed or connected to the jerk. be application. 

18. The number of users who accessed or connected to each of the other Jerk 

applications was less than 60 users. 

19. All of the aforementioned Jerk applications were ultimately disabled from the 

Facebook Platform. I am informed and understand that Facebook disabled several Jerk-related 

applications in 2011. 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare, under the penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is 

true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 

Signed this 2 2- day of August 2014 

Facebook, Inc. 
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<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!"#"$%&"'(N%&C'.HA2(@3,%'*12.%3(Q.,(C%E'(1&&$./12.%3(&"'*.2+(

,.$"L+A1'.3HR(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3(

(

T"/%**"34"4('"14.3H5(

<1/"6%%=(!"#"$%&"'(>T(PE.4"$.3"+(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?>@(U&412"+(V"B+(<""4(

<1/"6%%=(!"#"$%&"'+(W$%H(

(

)"'*+(%,(-"'#./"(

)A"(2"'*+(134(/%34.2.%3+(+"2(,%'2A(6"$%B(Q2A.+(O?H'""*"32OR(H%#"'3(C%E'(E+"(%,(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(Q1+(4",.3"4(6"$%BRF(@,(C%E(1'"(13(.34.#.4E1$(1/2.3H(1+(1(

'"&'"+"3212.#"(%,(1(/%'&%'12.%3(%'(%2A"'($"H1$("32.2C(2A12(B.+A"+(2%(E+"(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*8(2A"3(C%E('"&'"+"32(134(1H'""(2A12(C%E("32"'(.32%(2A.+(?H'""*"32(%3(6"A1$,(

%,(+E/A("32.2C8(134(2A12(1$$(&'%#.+.%3+(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32(B.$$(6.34(2A12("32.2C(1+(.,(.2(

B"'"(31*"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(.3(&$1/"(%,(C%EF(WM(?NNX>)@VP()SX-X()XTY-(?V!(

NGV!@)@GV-8(GT(WM(U-@VP(GT(?NNX--@VP(?VM(>GT)@GV(G<(<?NXWGGZ(

>0?)<GTY8(MGU(@TTX[GN?W0M(?PTXX()G()SX()XTY-(G<()S@-(?PTXXYXV)8(?V!(

MGU(TX>TX-XV)(?V!(I?TT?V)()S?)(MGU(S?[X(?00(?U)SGT@)M(VXNX--?TM(

)G(W@V!(MGUT-X0<(Q?V!8(@<(MGU(?TX(XY>0GMX!(WM(GT(G)SXTI@-X(TX>TX-XV)(

?VM(NGT>GT?)@GV(GT(G)SXT(0XP?0(XV)@)M()S?)(I@-SX-()G(U-X(<?NXWGGZ(

>0?)<GTY8()S?)(XV)@)MR()G()S@-(?PTXXYXV)F(@<(MGU(!G(VG)(?PTXX()G(

)SX-X()XTY-(?V!(NGV!@)@GV-8(MGU(Y?M(VG)(U-X(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTYF(

(

-"/2.%3(\5(!",.3.2.%3+(

(

IA"3"#"'(E+"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(B.2A(.3.2.1$($"22"'+(/1&.21$.]"48(2A"(,%$$%B.3H(2"'*+(

B.$$(A1#"(2A"(*"13.3H+(122'.6E2"4(2%(2A"*(6"$%B(Q134(%2A"'(2"'*+(E+"4(.3(2A.+(

?H'""*"32(B.2A(.3.2.1$($"22"'+(/1&.21$.]"4(B.$$(A1#"(2A"(*"13.3H+(122'.6E2"4(2%(2A"*(

"$+"BA"'"(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32RF(

(

O?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'O(*"13+8(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+8(2A"(

-"++.%3(GB3"'(1++%/.12"4(B.2A(2A"(N1$$(2A'%EHA(BA./A(+E/A(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(

B"'"('"2'."#"4F(

(

ON1$$O(*"13+(13(1E2%*12"4(/1$$(%'(%2A"'(4121('"2'."#1$('"KE"+2(4"$.#"'"4(2%(%'(

2A'%EHA(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(.3(1//%'413/"(B.2A(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

!%/E*"3212.%3F(

(
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O!121(T"&%+.2%'CO(*"13+(13C(+&'"14+A""28(412161+"8(&AC+./1$(4%/E*"328(+"'#"'8(

3"2B%'=8(%'(%2A"'('"&%+.2%'C(%,(.3,%'*12.%38(BA"2A"'(/"32'1$.]"4(%'(4.+2'.6E2"4F(

(

OXD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+O(*"13+8(1+(%,(13C(H.#"3(2.*"8(13C(2C&"+(%,(

<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(2A12(1'"("D&'"++$C(4"+.H312"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(12(2A12(2.*"(.3(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3(134(.3(2A"(.*&$"*"3212.%3(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

1+(6".3H(O"D&%'216$"O(2%(?&&$./12.%3+(134(!121(T"&%+.2%'."+(%&"'12"4(6C(&"'+%3+(

%2A"'(2A13(C%EF(<%'(2A"(1#%.413/"(%,(4%E625(Q1R(13C(2C&"+(%,(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(

2A12(1'"(3%2("D&'"++$C(4"+.H312"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(.3(6%2A(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

!%/E*"3212.%3(134(.3(2A"(.*&$"*"3212.%3(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(1+(6".3H(

O"D&%'216$"O(2%(+E/A(?&&$./12.%3+(134(!121(T"&%+.2%'."+(+A1$$(3%2(6"(4""*"4(

XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+^(134(Q6R(<1/"6%%=('"+"'#"+(2A"('.HA2(2%('"#%="(2A"(

4"+.H312.%3(%,(13C(2C&"+(%,(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(1+(6".3H(OXD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(

>'%&"'2."+O(12(13C(2.*"F(

(

O<1/"6%%=O(%'(OE+O(Q134(/%3_EH12.%3+(2A"'"%,(1+('"KE.'"4(6C(2A"(/%32"D2R(*"13+(

<1/"6%%=8(@3/F(134`%'(.2+(/%'&%'12"(1,,.$.12"+(/%$$"/2.#"$CF(

(

O<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*O(*"13+(1(+"2(%,(?>@+(134(+"'#./"+(&'%#.4"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(2A12(

"316$"(B"6+.2"+(134(1&&$./12.%3+(Q/%$$"/2.#"$C8(O?&&$./12.%3+OR(2%('"2'."#"(4121(

'"$12.3H(2%(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(*14"(1#1.$16$"(6C(<1/"6%%=(134`%'('"2'."#"(1E2A%'.]"4(

4121(,'%*(%2A"'(?&&$./12.%3+F()A"(2"'*(O<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*O(.3/$E4"+(13C(41218(

.*1H"+8(2"D28(/%32"328(/%4"8(?>@+8(2%%$+(%'(%2A"'(.3,%'*12.%3(%'(*12"'.1$+(&'%#.4"4(6C(

<1/"6%%=(2A'%EHA(%'(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(+E/A(?>@+(134(+"'#./"+(Q/%$$"/2.#"$C8(2A"(

O<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+ORF(

(

O<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3O(*"13+(13(?&&$./12.%3(2A12(.32"',1/"+(B.2A(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(134(1$$(+"'#./"+(%,,"'"4(2A'%EHA(%'(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(+E/A(

?&&$./12.%3(QBA"2A"'(+E/A(?&&$./12.%3(.+(A%+2"4(%3(C%E'(+.2"8(1(2A.'4(&1'2C(+.2"8(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(-.2"8(%'(.+(/$."32L'"+.4"32RF(

(

O<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32O(*"13+(13C(41218(.*1H"+8(2"D28(/%32"328(

/%4"(%'(%2A"'(/%&C'.HA216$"(*12"'.1$+(%'(%2A"'(.3,%'*12.%3(%'(*12"'.1$+(%,(13C(=.34(

Q%2A"'(2A13(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+R(2A12(.+(.3/$E4"4(.38(&'%#.4"4(2A'%EHA(%'(E+"4(

.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(%'(%2A"'B.+"(&'%#.4"4(6C(

C%E(2%(<1/"6%%=8(%'(2A12(C%E(A1#"(E&$%14"4(2%(%E'(+"'#"'+(%'(A1#"(4.'"/2"4(E+(2%(

4%B3$%14(%'(%2A"'B.+"(%621.3(,'%*(2A.'4(&1'2C(?&&$./12.%3+(%'(%2A"'(+%E'/"+F(

(

O<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3O(*"13+(2A"(2"/A3./1$(4%/E*"3212.%3(1&&$./16$"(

2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(*14"(1#1.$16$"(6C(<1/"6%%=(,'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"(12(

A22&5``4"#"$%&"'+F,1/"6%%=F/%*(Q%'(+E/A(%2A"'(UT0(1+(<1/"6%%=(*1C(4"+.H312"(

,'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"RF(

(

O<1/"6%%=(-.2"O(*"13+(2A12(B"6(+.2"8(2A"(&'.*1'C(A%*"(&1H"(%,(BA./A(.+(1//"++.6$"(

2A'%EHA(2A"(UT0(A22&5``BBBF,1/"6%%=F/%*F(

(
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O<1/"6%%=(U+"'O(*"13+(1(AE*13(E+"'(%,(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"F(

(

O@32"$$"/2E1$(>'%&"'2C(T.HA2+O(*"13+(13C(&12"32('.HA2+8(/%&C'.HA28(2'14"(+"/'"2(

'.HA2+8(2'14"*1'=('.HA2+(Q.3/$E4.3H('.HA2+(.3(2'14"(31*"+8(2'14"(4'"++8(+"'#./"(*1'=+8(

UT0+(%'(%2A"'(+%E'/"(%,(6E+.3"++(.4"32.,."'+R8('.HA2+(.3(.34E+2'.1$(&'%&"'2C(134(

.34E+2'.1$(4"+.H3+8(*%'1$('.HA2+(134(1$$(%2A"'(.32"$$"/2E1$(&'%&"'2C(%'(&'%&'."21'C(

'.HA2+(1'.+.3H(E34"'(2A"($1B+(%,(13C(_E'.+4./2.%3(B%'$4B.4"8(.3/$E4.3H(1$$('.HA2+(%'(

/1E+"+(%,(1/2.%3(,%'(.3,'.3H"*"32(%'(*.+1&&'%&'.12.%3(%,(13C(%,(2A"(,%'"H%.3H8(134(1$$(

'.HA2+(.3(13C('"H.+2'12.%3+8(1&&$./12.%3+8('"3"B1$+8("D2"3+.%3+8(/%32.3E12.%3+8(

/%32.3E12.%3+L.3L&1'28(4.#.+.%3+(%'('".++E"+(,%'(13C(%,(2A"(,%'"H%.3HF(

(

O-"++.%3(Z"CO(*"13+(1(E3.KE"(+"++.%3(="C(1++%/.12"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(B.2A(1(N1$$F(

(

O-"++.%3(GB3"'O(*"13+(1(E3.KE"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(1++%/.12"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(B.2A(1(

-"++.%3(Z"CF(

(

-"/2.%3(95(N%34.2.%3+(%,(U+"(

(

M%E'(E+"(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(.3/$E4.3H(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+8(.+(+E6_"/2(2%(2A.+(

?H'""*"328(134(1$+%(2%(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"()"'*+(%,(U+"8(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

!%/E*"3212.%3(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(PE.4"$.3"+8("1/A(%,(BA./A(.+(

.3/%'&%'12"4(.32%(2A.+(?H'""*"32(6C(2A.+('","'"3/"F(

(

?F(N"'21.3(P"3"'1$(T"KE.'"*"32+F(-E6_"/2(2%(2A"(2"'*+(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"325(

(

\R(M%E(*1C(/'"12"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+^(

(

9R(M%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(*1C(1//"++(134(E+"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(

134`%'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(134(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3+(*1C(6"(1//"++"4(,'%*(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"^(

(

aR(?+(&'%#.4"4(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%38(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3+(*1C(*1="(N1$$+(12(13C(2.*"(2A12(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(.+(1#1.$16$"F(I"(

*1C(12(13C(2.*"8(134(%#"'(13C(H.#"3(&"'.%4(%,(2.*"8($.*.2(2A"(3E*6"'(%,(N1$$+(13C(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(*1C(+"34(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(%'(&'%A.6.2(13C(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(,'%*(+"34.3H(N1$$+(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(1+(B"(

4""*(1&&'%&'.12"(.3(%E'(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%3^(

(

7R(XD/"&2(1+(&'%#.4"4(.3(-"/2.%3(9F?Fb(6"$%B8(C%E(*1C(3%2(/%32.3E"(2%(E+"8(134(*E+2(

.**"4.12"$C('"*%#"(,'%*(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(134(13C(!121(

T"&%+.2%'C(.3(C%E'(&%++"++.%3(%'(E34"'(C%E'(/%32'%$8(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(3%2(

"D&$./.2$C(.4"32.,."4(1+(6".3H(+2%'16$"(.34",.3.2"$C(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

!%/E*"3212.%3(B.2A.3(97(A%E'+(1,2"'(2A"(2.*"(12(BA./A(C%E(%621.3"4(2A"(41218(%'(

+E/A(%2A"'(2.*"(1+(<1/"6%%=(*1C(+&"/.,C(2%(C%E(,'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"^(

(
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cR(M%E(*1C(+2%'"(134(E+"(.34",.3.2"$C(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(2A12(1'"("D&$./.2$C(

.4"32.,."4(1+(6".3H(+2%'16$"(.34",.3.2"$C(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3^(

&'%#.4"48(A%B"#"'8(2A12("D/"&2(1+(&'%#.4"4(.3(-"/2.%3(9F?Fb(6"$%B8(C%E(*1C(3%2(

/%32.3E"(2%(E+"8(134(*E+2(.**"4.12"$C('"*%#"(,'%*(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(134(13C(!121(T"&%+.2%'C(.3(C%E'(&%++"++.%3(%'(E34"'(C%E'(/%32'%$8(13C(

+E/A(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+5(Q1R(.,(<1/"6%%=(/"1+"+(2%("D&$./.2$C(.4"32.,C(2A"(+1*"(1+(

6".3H(+2%'16$"(.34",.3.2"$C(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3^(Q6R(E&%3(

3%2./"(,'%*(<1/"6%%=(Q.3/$E4.3H(.,(B"(3%2.,C(C%E(2A12(1(&1'2./E$1'(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(A1+(

'"KE"+2"4(2A12(2A".'(.3,%'*12.%3(6"(*14"(.31//"++.6$"(2%(2A12(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3R^(%'(Q/R(E&%3(13C(2"'*.312.%3(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32(%'(%,(C%E'(E+"(%,(%'(

&1'2./.&12.%3(.3(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*^(

(

bR(M%E(*1C('"21.3(/%&."+(%,(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(,%'(+E/A(&"'.%4(%,(2.*"(

Q.,(13CR(1+(2A"(?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(,%'(+E/A(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(

*1C(1&&'%#"8(.,(Q134(%3$C(.,R(+E/A(?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'("D&'"++$C(1&&'%#"+(

C%E'(4%.3H(+%(&E'+E132(2%(13(1,,.'*12.#"(O%&2L.3O(1,2"'('"/".#.3H(1(&'%*.3"32(

4.+/$%+E'"(%,(Q1R(2A"(E+"+(C%E(.32"34(2%(*1="(%,(+E/A(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(

>'%&"'2."+8(Q6R(2A"(4E'12.%3(,%'(BA./A(C%E(B.$$('"21.3(/%&."+(%,(+E/A(XD&%'216$"(

<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(134(Q/R(13C(2"'*+(134(/%34.2.%3+(H%#"'3.3H(C%E'(E+"(%,(+E/A(

XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(Q1(O<E$$(!.+/$%+E'"(G&2L@3OR^(

(

dR(M%E(B.$$(12(1$$(2.*"+(/%*&$C5(Q1R(B.2A(1$$(1&&$./16$"($%/1$8(+212"8(312.%31$8(134(

.32"'312.%31$($1B+(134('"HE$12.%3+8(.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%3(1$$(1&&$./16$"(

"D&%'2(/%32'%$($1B+(134('"HE$12.%3+(134(/%E32'CL+&"/.,./("/%3%*./(+13/2.%3+(

.*&$"*"32"4(6C(2A"(U3.2"4(-212"+(G,,./"(%,(<%'".H3(?++"2+(N%32'%$(.3(/%33"/2.%3(

B.2A(C%E'(E+"(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(Q6R(%621.3(134(*1.321.3(1$$($./"3+"+8(&"'*.2+(

134(%2A"'(&"'*.++.%3+(3"/"++1'C(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%38(134(Q/R(.,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(.3#%$#"+(&1C*"32+(,'%*(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(%'(&1C*"32(%'(1//%E32(.3,%'*12.%38(/%*&$C(B.2A(1$$('E$"+(134(

'"HE$12.%3+(%,(13C(1&&$./16$"(&1C*"32(3"2B%'=(%'(1++%/.12.%3(Q"FHF8([.+18(

Y1+2"'N1'48(-21'8(>$E+R8(.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(2A"(>1C*"32(N1'4(@34E+2'C(

!121(-"/E'.2C(-21341'4^(

(

;R(M%E(B.$$(3%2(4.'"/2$C(%'(.34.'"/2$C(+"$$8("D&%'28('"L"D&%'28(2'13+,"'8(4.#"'28(%'(

%2A"'B.+"(4.+&%+"(%,(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(2%(13C(/%E32'C(Q%'(312.%31$(2A"'"%,R(

B.2A%E2(%621.3.3H(13C('"KE.'"4(&'.%'(1E2A%'.]12.%3+(,'%*(2A"(1&&'%&'.12"(

H%#"'3*"32(1E2A%'.2."+^(

(

eR(M%E(B.$$(3%2(E+"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3+8(134(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(B.$$(3%2(6"(4"+.H3"45(

(

Q.R(.3(1(*133"'(2A12(.3,'.3H"+8(#.%$12"+(%'(*.+1&&'%&'.12"+(13C(2A.'4(&1'2CJ+(

.32"$$"/2E1$(&'%&"'2C('.HA2+(%'(%2A"'(&'%&'."21'C('.HA2+(%'(2A12(.+(*.+$"14.3H8(

4"/"&2.#"(%'(,'1E4E$"32^(

(

Q..R(.3(1(*133"'(2A12(.+(*.+$"14.3H8(4"/"&2.#"(%'(,'1E4E$"32^(
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Q...R(2%("3H1H"(.3(+&1**.3H(%'(%2A"'(14#"'2.+.3H(%'(*1'="2.3H(1/2.#.2."+(2A12(#.%$12"(

13C(1&&$./16$"($1B+8('"HE$12.%3+(%'(H"3"'1$$CL1//"&2"4(14#"'2.+.3H(.34E+2'C(

HE.4"$.3"+^(

(

Q.#R(.3(1(*133"'(2A12(.+(,'1E4E$"32(%'(%2A"'B.+"(.$$"H1$(%'(&'%*%2"+(.$$"H1$(1/2.#.2."+8(

.3/$E4.3H(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%3("3H1H.3H(.3(&A.+A.3H(%'(%2A"'B.+"(%621.3.3H(,.313/.1$(

%'(%2A"'(&"'+%31$(.3,%'*12.%3(.3(1(*.+$"14.3H(*133"'(%'(,%'(,'1E4E$"32(%'(

*.+$"14.3H(&E'&%+"+^(

(

Q#R(.3(13C(*133"'(2A12(*.HA2(6"($.6"$%E+(%'(4",1*12%'C8(%'(.3(1(B1C(2A12(.+(%2A"'B.+"(

*1$./.%E+(%'(A1'*,E$(2%(13C(&"'+%3(%'("32.2C8(%'(4.+/'.*.312%'C(61+"4(%3('1/"8(/%$%'8(

+"D8('"$.H.%38(312.%31$.2C8("2A3./(%'(312.%31$(%'.H.38(*1'.21$(+212E+8(4.+16.$.2C8(+"DE1$(

%'."3212.%3(%'(1H"^(

(

Q#.R(2%('"KE"+28(/%$$"/28(+%$./.2(%'(%2A"'B.+"(%621.3(1//"++(2%(E+"'31*"+8(&1++B%'4+(

%'(%2A"'(1E2A"32./12.%3(/'"4"32.1$+(,'%*(13C(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+8(%'(2%(&'%DC(

1E2A"32./12.%3(/'"4"32.1$+(,%'(13C(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(,%'(2A"(&E'&%+"+(%,(1E2%*12.3H(

$%H.3+(2%(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"^(

(

Q#..R(2%(.*&"'+%312"(13C(&"'+%38(%'(2%(%621.3(1//"++(2%(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(B.2A%E2(

1E2A%'.]12.%3^(

(

Q#...R(2%("316$"(C%E(2%(&"'+%31$$C(.4"32.,C(13C(<1/"6%%=(U+"'("D/"&2(B.2A(2A".'(

"D&'"++(/%3+"32^(

(

Q.DR(,%'(2A"(&'.*1'C(&E'&%+"(%,(,1/.$.212.3H(2A"(4.+2'.6E2.%3(%,(/%&C'.HA2"4(/%32"32(

B.2A%E2(2A"(1E2A%'.]12.%3(%,(2A"(/%&C'.HA2(A%$4"'^(

(

\:R(I.2A%E2($.*.2.3H(C%E'(%2A"'(%6$.H12.%3+(E34"'(2A.+(?H'""*"328(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(

C%E'(E+1H"(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(134(13C(.3+21$$12.%3(134(E+"(6C(13C(<1/"6%%=(

U+"'+(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+8(C%E(1H'""(2%(.*&$"*"32(134(%6+"'#"(

+21341'4+(%,(&'.#1/C(134(/%3,.4"32.1$.2C(,%'(2A"(/%$$"/2.%38(E+"(134(+A1'.3H(%,(13C(

4121('"$12"4(2%(13C(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(2A12(1'"(12($"1+2(1+(+2'.3H"32(134(E+"'L,1#%'16$"(

1+(2A"(+21341'4+(+"2(,%'2A(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'.#1/C(>%$./C^(

(

\\R(M%E(*1C(3%2(.32"',"'"(%'(122"*&2(2%(.32"',"'"(.3(13C(*133"'(B.2A(2A"(

,E3/2.%31$.2C(%'(&'%&"'(B%'=.3H(%,(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(%'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(%'(13C(

&%'2.%3(%'(,"12E'"(%,(".2A"'^(

(

\9R(M%E(B.$$(&'%#.4"(13C(.3,%'*12.%3(134`%'(%2A"'(*12"'.1$+('"$12"4(2%(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+('"1+%316$C('"KE"+2"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(,'%*(2.*"(2%(

2.*"(2%(#"'.,C(C%E'(/%*&$.13/"(B.2A(2A.+(?H'""*"32F(@,(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(1'"(1#1.$16$"(%3$.3"8(C%E(1/=3%B$"4H"(134(1H'""(2A12(

<1/"6%%=(*1C(/'1B$(%'(%2A"'B.+"(*%3.2%'(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(,%'(

2A"(&E'&%+"(%,(#"'.,C.3H(C%E'(/%*&$.13/"(B.2A(2A.+(?H'""*"328(134(2A12(C%E(B.$$(3%2(

+""=(2%(6$%/=(%'(%2A"'B.+"(.32"',"'"(B.2A(+E/A(/'1B$.3H(%'(*%3.2%'.3H(Q134(2A12(B"(
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134`%'(%E'(1,,.$.12"+(%'(1H"32+(*1C(E+"(2"/A3./1$(*"13+(2%(%#"'/%*"(13C(*"2A%4+(

E+"4(%3(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(2%(6$%/=(%'(.32"',"'"(B.2A(+E/A(

/'1B$.3H(%'(*%3.2%'.3HRF(@,(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(1'"(/$."32L

'"+.4"32(Q.3/$E4.3H(%3(1(*%6.$"(4"#./"R8(C%E(1H'""(2%(,E'3.+A(1(/%&C(%,(+E/A(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(13C(+E&&%'2.3H(4%/E*"3212.%3(E&%3('"KE"+2(

,%'(2A"(&E'&%+"(%,(#"'.,C.3H(C%E'(/%*&$.13/"(B.2A(2A.+(?H'""*"32^(134(

(

\aR(M%E(1/=3%B$"4H"(134(1H'""(2A12(<1/"6%%=(*1C(.3/$E4"(B.2A.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

>'%&"'2."+(O4E**CO(.3,%'*12.%3(2A12(4%"+(3%2('"$12"(2%(13C(1/2E1$(&"'+%38(B.2A%E2(

+&"/.,./1$$C(.4"32.,C.3H(+E/A(.3,%'*12.%38(,%'(2A"(&E'&%+"+(%,(1$$%B.3H(<1/"6%%=(2%(

*%3.2%'(/%*&$.13/"(B.2A(2A.+(?H'""*"32F(

(

\7R(M%E(B.$$(3%28(.3(13C(2"'*+(%,(+"'#./"(%'($./"3+"(1H'""*"32(1&&$./16$"(2%(13C(%,(

C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+8(%'(%2A"'B.+"8(.*&%+"(%'(&E'&%'2(2%(.*&%+"(

13C(%6$.H12.%3(%3(13C(&"'+%38(%'(H'132(%'(&E'&%'2(2%(H'132(13C('.HA28(&%B"'(%'(

1E2A%'.2C(2%(C%E'+"$,(%'(13C(%2A"'(&"'+%38(2A12(B%E$4(6"(.3/%3+.+2"32(B.2A(2A.+(

?H'""*"328(134(C%E(1H'""(2A12(13C(+E/A(%6$.H12.%38('.HA28(&%B"'(%'(1E2A%'.2C(

&E'&%'2"4$C(.*&%+"4(%'(H'132"4(+A1$$(6"(3E$$(134(#%.4(16(.3.2.%F(

(

WF(>'"+"3212.%3(134(!.+2'.6E2.%3(

\R(M%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(*1C(4.+&$1C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+('"2'."#"4(

2A'%EHA(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(.3(13C(,%'*12(C%E(/A%%+"8(+E6_"/2(2%(2A"(2"'*+(134(

/%34.2.%3+(/%321.3"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32^(&'%#.4"4(2A128(C%E(*1C(3%2(Q1R(4.+&$1C(%'(

%2A"'B.+"(&'%#.4"(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(2%(13C(&"'+%3(%2A"'(2A13(2A"(?&&$./16$"(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'(Q.F"F8(2A"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(E3.KE"$C(1++%/.12"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(B.2A(2A"(

N1$$(2A'%EHA(BA./A(+E/A(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(B"'"('"2'."#"4R8(%'(Q6R(%2A"'B.+"(

4.+&$1C(%'(&'%#.4"(Q%'(1++.+2(13C(2A.'4(&1'2C(2%(4.+&$1C(%'(&'%#.4"R(2%(13C(&"'+%3(13C(

<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(2A12(+E/A(&"'+%3(B%E$4(3%2(&'%&"'$C(A1#"(6""3(16$"(2%(1//"++(

2A'%EHA(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"F(<%'(2A"(1#%.413/"(%,(4%E628(2A"(,%'"H%.3H(B.$$(3%2(

&'%A.6.2(C%E(,'%*(4.+&$1C.3H(%'(&'%#.4.3H(.3,%'*12.%3(2A12(C%E(/%$$"/2("32.'"$C(

.34"&"34"32$C(%,(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(134(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8("#"3(.,(+E/A(.3,%'*12.%3(

.+(.4"32./1$(2%(.3,%'*12.%3(/%321.3"4(.3(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+^(

(

9R(M%E(*1C(3%2("4.2(%'(*%4.,C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(.3(13C(B1C8("D/"&2(B.2A('"+&"/2(

2%(H'1&A./(.*1H"+8(2%('"L+.]"(+E/A(.*1H"+(BA.$"(*1.321.3.3H(2A"(+1*"('"$12.#"(

&'%&%'2.%3+(%,(2A"(.*1H"F(

(

aR(M%E(*1C(3%2('"*%#"8(%6+/E'"8(%'(1$2"'(13C(3%2./"(%,(&12"328(/%&C'.HA28(2'14"*1'=(

%'(%2A"'(&'%&'."21'C('.HA2(1&&"1'.3H(%3(%'(/%321.3"4(B.2A.3(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

Q.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+RF(

(

7R(M%E(*1C(3%2(+2%'"(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(.3(13C(!121(T"&%+.2%'C(BA./A("316$"+(

13C(2A.'4(&1'2C(Q%2A"'(2A13(2A"(?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(,%'(+E/A(<1/"6%%=(

>'%&"'2."+R(2%(1//"++(%'(+A1'"(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(B.2A%E2(%E'(&'.%'(B'.22"3(

/%3+"32F(

(
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cR(M%E(*1C(3%2(+"$$8('"+"$$8($"1+"8('"4.+2'.6E2"8($./"3+"8(+E6$./"3+"(%'(2'13+,"'(1$$(%'(

13C(&%'2.%3(%,(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+8(%'(E+"(%'(+2%'"(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(,%'(

13C(&E'&%+"(%2A"'(2A13(1+(+&"/.,./1$$C(1E2A%'.]"4(A"'".3F(

(

bR(M%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(*1C(3%2(6"(4"+.H3"4(%'(.*&$"*"32"4(1(B1C(

2A12(*.HA2(*.+$"14(1(E+"'(.32%(6"$."#.3H(A"(%'(+A"(.+(.32"'1/2.3H(4.'"/2$C(B.2A(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(-.2"(BA"3(.32"'1/2.3H(B.2A(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+8(%'(

2A12(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(B"'"(/'"12"4(6C(%'(1'"("34%'+"4(6C(

<1/"6%%=8(1+(4"2"'*.3"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(.3(.2+(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%3F(@,(C%E(1'"(4.'"/2$C(

4.'"/2$C(/%$$"/2.3H(13C(&"'+%31$$C(.4"32.,.16$"(.3,%'*12.%3(,'%*(13C(E+"'8(.2(*E+2(6"(

/$"1'(2A12(2A"(.3,%'*12.%3(.+(6".3H(/%$$"/2"4(4.'"/2$C(6C(C%E8(134(3%2(6C(<1/"6%%=8(

134(C%E(*E+2(/$"1'$C(&%+2(1($.3=(2%(C%E'(&'.#1/C(&%$./C(12(2A"(&%.32(+E/A(.3,%'*12.%3(

.+(/%$$"/2"4F(-E/A(&'.#1/C(&%$./C(*E+2(6"(12($"1+2(1+(+2'.3H"32(134(E+"'L,1#%'16$"(1+(

2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'.#1/C(>%$./C(134(C%E(*E+2(,E$$C(/%*&$C(B.2A(+E/A(&%$./C(.3(2A"(

/%$$"/2.%38(E+"(134(+2%'1H"(%,(+E/A(&"'+%31$(.3,%'*12.%38(1+(B"$$(1+(/%*&$C.3H(B.2A(

13C(&'.#1/C(+"22.3H+(+"$"/2"4(6C(2A"(E+"'(,%'(2A".'(<1/"6%%=(1//%E32(%,(BA./A(C%E(

1'"(1B1'"F(

(

dR(@,(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(1'"(4"+.H3"4(2%(6"(&'"+"32"4(.3(1(

O,'1*"O(%'(2%(6"(O"*6"44"4O(.32%(13C(&1H"(%,(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(Q"FHF8(#.1(<WY0R8(%'(

C%E(%2A"'B.+"(/%3+"32(2%(13C(+.*.$1'(&'"+"3212.%38(C%E(H'132(<1/"6%%=(2A"('.HA2(2%(

Q1R($.3=(2%(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(Q134(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(&'%#.4"4(2A'%EHA(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3R(134(Q6R(

O,'1*"O(%'(%2A"'B.+"(4.+&$1C(134(&"'*.2(2A.'4(&1'2."+(2%(4.+&$1C(31#.H12.%31$(

"$"*"32+(134(/%32"32(Q.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(14#"'2.+.3H(134(&'%*%2.%31$(

/%32"32R(.3(/%3_E3/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(13C(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(4.+&$1C"4(%3(%'($.3="4(2%(,'%*(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

-.2"F(

(

;R(V%2B.2A+2134.3H(2A"(&'%#.+.%3+(%,(-"/2.%3+(9FWF\8(9FWF9(134(9FWFc(16%#"8(.,(Q134(

%3$C(.,R(2A"(?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(,%'(13C(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(

"D&'"++$C(1&&'%#"+(C%E'(4%.3H(+%(&E'+E132(2%(1(<E$$(!.+/$%+E'"(G&2L@38(C%E(*1C(

144.2.%31$$C(4.+&$1C8(&'%#.4"8("4.28(*%4.,C8(+"$$8('"+"$$8($"1+"8('"4.+2'.6E2"8($./"3+"8(

+E6$./"3+"(%'(2'13+,"'(+E/A(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(.3(+E/A(*133"'(1+8(134(

%3$C(2%(2A"("D2"32(2A128(+E/A(?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(*1C(1&&'%#"F(

(

NF(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(

)A"(2"'*(O<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(*"13+(13C(.3,%'*12.%3(%,(%'('"$12.3H(

2%(<1/"6%%=(2A12(6"/%*"+(=3%B3(2%(C%E(2A'%EHA(4.+/$%+E'"8(%6+"'#12.%3(%'(

%2A"'B.+"8(134(2A12(".2A"'(.+(4"+.H312"4(1+(/%3,.4"32.1$(6C(<1/"6%%=(%'(2A12(.+(3%2(

H"3"'1$$C(=3%B3(%'('"14.$C(1+/"'21.316$"(2%(2A"(&E6$./8(.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(

3%3&E6$./(.3,%'*12.%3('"H1'4.3H(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(Q.3/$E4.3H(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

>'%&"'2."+R(134(<1/"6%%=J+(&'%4E/2+8(+"'#./"+8(&'%H'1*+8(,"12E'"+8(41218(2"/A3.KE"+8(

2"/A3%$%HC8(/%4"8(.4"1+8(.3#"32.%3+8('"+"1'/A8(2"+2.3H8(*"2A%4+8(&'%/"4E'"+8(=3%BL

A%B8(2'14"(+"/'"2+8(6E+.3"++(134(,.313/.1$(.3,%'*12.%3(134(%2A"'(1/2.#.2."+F(?$$(

<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3('"*1.3+(2A"(&'%&"'2C(%,(<1/"6%%=8(134(3%(
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$./"3+"(%'(%2A"'('.HA2(.3(13C(<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(.+(H'132"4(A"'"6CF(

M%E(B.$$(3%2(4.+/$%+"(13C(<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(2%(13C(2A.'4(&1'2C8(134(

B.$$(21="(1$$('"1+%316$"(&'"/1E2.%3+(2%(&'"#"32(.2+(E31E2A%'.]"4(4.++"*.312.%38(6%2A(

4E'.3H(134(1,2"'(2A"(2"'*(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32F(@,(C%E(1'"(1(/%'&%'12"("32.2C8(C%E(B.$$(

$.*.2(C%E'(.32"'31$(4.+2'.6E2.%3(%,(<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(2%(C%E'(

"*&$%C""+(134(1H"32+(BA%(A1#"(1(3""4(2%(=3%B8(134(B.$$(21="(+2"&+(2%("3+E'"(2A12(

4.++"*.312.%3(.+(+%($.*.2"4F(M%E(B.$$(3%2(E+"(13C(<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(

,%'(2A"(6"3",.2(%,(13C%3"(%2A"'(2A13(<1/"6%%=F(U&%3(<1/"6%%=J+(B'.22"3('"KE"+28(

C%E(B.$$(4"+2'%C(%'('"2E'3(2%(<1/"6%%=(1$$(<1/"6%%=(N%3,.4"32.1$(@3,%'*12.%3(.3(

C%E'(/E+2%4C(%'(/%32'%$F(@3(144.2.%3(2%(2A"(2"'*+(%,(2A.+(&'%#.+.%38(C%E(134(<1/"6%%=(

B.$$(/%32.3E"(2%(6"(+E6_"/2(2%(13C(3%3L4.+/$%+E'"(1H'""*"32(2A12(C%E(134(<1/"6%%=(

A1#"("32"'"4(.32%(+"&1'12"$CF()A.+(&'%#.+.%3(B.$$(+E'#.#"(13C(2"'*.312.%3(%,(2A.+(

?H'""*"32F(

(

!F(N%&C'.HA2(N%*&$1.32+^(T"&"12(@3,'.3H"'(>%$./C(

M%E(1H'""(2%(21="(BA12"#"'(1/2.%3+(1'"(3"/"++1'C(%'(1'"('"KE"+2"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(2%(

"316$"(E+(2%(/%*&$C(B.2A(%E'(<1/"6%%=(N%&C'.HA2(>%$./C(134(2A"(21="L4%B3(134(

%2A"'(&'%#.+.%3+(%,(2A"(!.H.21$(Y.$$"33.E*(N%&C'.HA2(?/2(QO!YN?OR(%'(%2A"'(

1&&$./16$"($1B+(134('"HE$12.%3+(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3+(134`%'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32F(@3(144.2.%38(C%E(

1/=3%B$"4H"(2A12(.3(1//%'413/"(B.2A(2A"(!YN?(134(%2A"'(1&&$./16$"($1B8(<1/"6%%=(

A1+(14%&2"4(1(&%$./C(%,(2"'*.312.3H8(.3(1&&'%&'.12"(/.'/E*+213/"+(134(12(%E'(+%$"(

4.+/'"2.%38(E+"'+(134(4"#"$%&"'+(BA%(1'"(4""*"4(2%(6"('"&"12(.3,'.3H"'+8(134(2A12(

C%E(1H'""(2A12(C%E(B.$$8(.,('"KE"+2"4(6C(E+8(21="('"1+%316$"(+2"&+(2%(2"'*.312"(1//"++(

2%(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(,%'(13C(E+"'(BA%(B"(.4"32.,C(2%(C%E(1+(1(

'"&"12(.3,'.3H"'F(

(

XF(NE+2%*"'(-"'#./"F(

M%E(1H'""(2%(&'%#.4"(<1/"6%%=(B.2A(13("L*1.$(144'"++(2%(BA./A(.3KE.'."+(,'%*(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'+('"H1'4.3H(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(*1C(6"(4.'"/2"4F(M%E(

1/=3%B$"4H"(134(1H'""(2A12(C%E(1'"(+%$"$C('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'(&'%#.4.3H(1$$(+E&&%'2(134(

%2A"'(.3,%'*12.%3('"H1'4.3H(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(2%(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+F(

(

<F(-&"/.,./(T"KE.'"*"32+(,%'(N"'21.3(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(2A12(>"'*.2(

-A1'.3H(%,(N%32"32(

)A.+(-"/2.%3(<F(1&&$."+(%3$C(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(2A12(&"'*.2(1(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'(2%(4%B3$%148(#."B8($.+2"3(2%(134`%'(%2A"'B.+"(1//"++(13C(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(%B3"4(6C(1(2A.'4(&1'2C(134(*14"(1#1.$16$"(6C(13%2A"'(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'F(@,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(,1$$+(.32%(2A.+(/12"H%'C8(C%E(

1H'""(2A12(C%E(B.$$5(

(

\R(S%+2(1(&1H"(/%321.3.3H(".2A"'(%E'(+1*&$"(/%&C'.HA2(&%$./C(QB.2A(C%E'(31*"(134(

/%321/2(.3,%'*12.%3(,.$$"4(.3R8(%'(13%2A"'(&%$./C(2A12(.*&%+"+(12($"1+2(2A"(+1*"(

'"KE.'"*"32+(%3(C%E(134(2A12(B"(1&&'%#"(.3(B'.2.3H(Q1(O!"#"$%&"'(N%&C'.HA2(

>%$./COR^(

(
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9R(@3/$E4"(1(&'%*.3"32($.3=(2%(C%E'(!"#"$%&"'(N%&C'.HA2(>%$./C(%3("1/A(&1H"(%,(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(%'(%2A"'(,"12E'"(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(Q+E/A(1+(1(&'%,.$"(6%DR(2A'%EHA(BA./A(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(/13(#."B8(A"1'(%'(

%2A"'B.+"(1//"++(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(%B3"4(6C(1(2A.'4(&1'2C(

134(*14"(1#1.$16$"(6C(13%2A"'(<1/"6%%=(U+"'8(B.2A(2A"($.3=(6".3H("32.2$"4(OT"&%'2(

@3,'.3H.3H(N%32"32O(%'(B%'4+(2%(2A"(+1*"(",,"/2F(

(

aR(T"H.+2"'(1(!"+.H312"4(?H"32(2%('"/".#"(3%2./"+(%,(/$1.*"4(.3,'.3H"*"32(B.2A(2A"(

UF-F(N%&C'.HA2(G,,./"F()%('"H.+2"'(1(!"+.H312"4(?H"328(C%E(*E+2(,.$$(%E2(2A"(,%'*(

$%/12"4(A"'"5(A22&5``BBBF/%&C'.HA2FH%#`%3$.3"+&`1H"32F&4,F(M%E(*1C(".2A"'(,.$$(%E2(

2A"(,%'*(%3$.3"(134(&'.32(.2(%E28(%'(&'.32(%E2(2A"(6$13=(,%'*(134(,.$$(.2(.3(6C(A134F(

?,2"'(C%E(A1#"(/%*&$"2"4(2A"(,%'*8(C%E(*E+2(*1.$(.28(2%H"2A"'(B.2A(1(/A"/=(,%'(f;:(

*14"(%E2(2%(2A"(OT"H.+2"'(%,(N%&C'.HA2+O(2%(2A"(,%$$%B.3H(144'"++5(N%&C'.HA2(

PN`@gT8(>FGF(W%D(d:7::8(I1+A.3H2%38(!N(9::97F(

(

7R(N%3+/."32.%E+$C(,%$$%B(C%E'(!"#"$%&"'(N%&C'.HA2(>%$./CF(>0X?-X(TX?!()SX(

-?Y>0X(>G0@NM(N?TX<U00MF(@<(MGU(!G(VG)(WX0@X[X()S?)(MGU(N?V(NGY>0M(

I@)S(?VM(G<()SX(>TG[@-@GV-(G<()S?)(-?Y>0X(>G0@NM8(MGU(Y?M(VG)(?NNX--(

GT(U-X(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(@V(NGVVXN)@GV(I@)S(MGUT(<?NXWGGZ(

>0?)<GTY(?>>0@N?)@GVF(

(

cR(@3/$E4"(2A"(,%$$%B.3H(+212"*"32('"1+%316$C(&'%*.3"32$C(%3("1/A(&1H"(%,(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(Q%'(%2A"'(.32"',1/"(&'%#.4"4(6C(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3R(2A'%EHA(BA./A(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(/13(E&$%14(%'(%2A"'B.+"(*1="(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(%B3"4(6C(1(2A.'4(&1'2C(1#1.$16$"5(

(

OWC(*1=.3H(13C(/%32"32(1#1.$16$"(2A'%EHA(2A.+(1&&$./12.%38(C%E('"&'"+"32(134(

B1''132(2A12(C%E(%B3(1$$('.HA2+(3"/"++1'C(2%(&'%&"'$C(4%(+%FO(

(

bR(I.2A%E2($.*.212.%3(%,(C%E'(%6$.H12.%3+(E34"'(2A.+(-"/2.%3(9F<(%'(2A"(!"#"$%&"'(

N%&C'.HA2(>%$./C8(C%E(1H'""(2A12(C%E(B.$$5(

(

Q1R("D&"4.2.%E+$C(Q134(.3(13C("#"32(.3(3%(*%'"(2A13(7;(A%E'+R(4.+16$"(1//"++(2%(13C(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(,%'(BA./A(C%E('"/".#"(1(3%2./"(%,(/$1.*"4(

.3,'.3H"*"32(2A12(.3/$E4"+(2A"(.3,%'*12.%3(4"+/'.6"4(.3(C%E'(!"#"$%&"'(N%&C'.HA2(

>%$./C8(%'(1+(2%(BA./A(C%E(%2A"'B.+"(A1#"(=3%B$"4H"(2A12(.2(.+(.3,'.3H.3H^(

(

Q6R(&'%*&2$C(Q134(.3(13C("#"32(.3(3%(*%'"(2A13(7;(A%E'+R(,%$$%B(E&(B.2A(13C%3"(

BA%(+E6*.2+(1(3%2./"(%,(/$1.*"4(.3,'.3H"*"32(2A12(4%"+(3%2(.3/$E4"(1$$(%,(2A12(

.3,%'*12.%38(6E2(BA%(&'%#.4"+(C%E(B.2A(/%321/2(.3,%'*12.%38(2%(1+=(2A"*(2%(&'%#.4"(

13C(*.++.3H(.3,%'*12.%3^(134(

(

Q/R(&'%*&2$C(Q134(.3(13C("#"32(.3(3%(*%'"(2A13(7;(A%E'+R(2"'*.312"(1//"++(2%(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(,%'(13C(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(BA%(1'"(,%E34(2%(6"('"&"12(

.3,'.3H"'+F(

(
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)SX(-)X>-(!X-NT@WX!(?WG[X(?TX(NGV!@)@GV-(G<(<?NXWGGZ(P@[@VP(MGU(

?NNX--()G(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(GV0MF(<?NXWGGZ(@-(VG)(>TG[@!@VP(0XP?0(

?![@NX()G(MGU8(?V!(<?NXWGGZ(!GX-(VG)(PU?T?V)XX8(TX>TX-XV)(GT(

I?TT?V)()S?)(MGUT(>G-)@VP8(@Y>0XYXV)@VP(GT(NGY>0M@VP(I@)S(?VM(

-?Y>0X(>G0@NM(IX(Y?ZX(?[?@0?W0X(GT(?VM(G)SXT(NG>MT@PS)(>G0@NM(I@00(

>TG)XN)(MGU(<TGY(0@?W@0@)M(GT(WT@VP(MGU(@V)G(NGY>0@?VNX(I@)S(

?>>0@N?W0X(0?I-F(MGU(?TX(-G0X0M(TX->GV-@W0X(?V!(0@?W0X(<GT(NGY>0M@VP(

I@)S(?00(?>>0@N?W0X(0?I-8(@VN0U!@VP(NG>MT@PS)(0?I-8(@V(NGVVXN)@GV(

I@)S(MGUT(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(?>>0@N?)@GV8(?V!(IX(XVNGUT?PX(MGU()G(

GW)?@V(@V!X>XV!XV)(0XP?0(NGUV-X0F(

(

PF(<1/"6%%=(N%33"/2(

O<1/"6%%=(N%33"/2O(.+(1(,"12E'"(2A12("316$"+(?&&$./12.%3+(134`%'(I"6+.2"+(2%(

.4"32.,C(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(%3(C%E'(B"6+.2"8(2"*&%'1'.$C(.*&%'2(2%(C%E'(B"6+.2"(

.3,%'*12.%3(16%E2(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+h(<'."34+8($.3=(2%(%'(%2A"'B.+"(.32"'1/2(B.2A(

/%**E3./12.%3+(,"12E'"+(%3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"8(134("316$"(<1/"6%%=(2%(&E6$.+A(

3%2./"+(%3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"('"H1'4.3H(1/2.%3+(21="3(6C(1(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(%3(C%E'(

I"6+.2"F(

(

OI"6+.2"O(*"13+(1(B"6+.2"(2A12(.32"',1/"+(B.2A(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(1$$(+"'#./"+(

%,,"'"4(2A'%EHA(%'(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(+E/A(B"6+.2"8(134(13C(41218(.*1H"+8(2"D28(

/%32"328(/%4"(%'(%2A"'(/%&C'.HA216$"(*12"'.1$+(%'(%2A"'(.3,%'*12.%3(%'(*12"'.1$+(%,(

13C(=.34(Q%2A"'(2A13(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+R(2A12(.+(.3/$E4"4(.38(&'%#.4"4(2A'%EHA(

%'(E+"4(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(?&&$./12.%3F(

(

OI"6+.2"(N%32"32O(*"13+(13C(41218(.*1H"+8(2"D28(/%32"328(/%4"(%'(%2A"'(

/%&C'.HA216$"(*12"'.1$+(%'(%2A"'(.3,%'*12.%3(%'(*12"'.1$+(%,(13C(=.34(Q%2A"'(2A13(

13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+R(2A12(.+(&'%#.4"4(2%(<1/"6%%=8(".2A"'(4.'"/2$C(%'(.34.'"/2$C(

.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(I"6+.2"F(

(

M%E(*1C(E+"(<1/"6%%=(N%33"/2(2%(1$$%B(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(2%(/%33"/2(2A".'(<1/"6%%=(

1//%E32(B.2A(C%E'(I"6+.2"8(134(E+"(2A".'(<1/"6%%=($%H.3(/'"4"32.1$+(2%($%H(.3(2%(

C%E'(I"6+.2"F()A"(1E2A"32./12.%3(/%32'%$+(134(*"2A%4+(2A12(C%E(&'%#.4"(2%(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(*E+2(/%*&$C(B.2A(2A"(<1/"6%%=(N%33"/2(>%$./."+F(>'.%'(2%(+A1'.3H(

E+"'(1/2.%3+(%'(E+"'(4121(B.2A(<1/"6%%=(#.1(<1/"6%%=(N%33"/28(C%E(*E+2(%621.3(E+"'(

/%3+"32(2%(4%(+%8(".2A"'(#.1(1(+212"*"32(.3(C%E'(&'.#1/C(&%$./C(%'(2A'%EHA(13("D&$./.2(

%&2(.3(%3(C%E'(I"6+.2"F(?44.2.%31$$C8(.,(C%E(1'"(+E6_"/2(2%(2A"([.4"%(>'.#1/C(

>'%2"/2.%3(?/28(C%E(*E+2(/%*&$C(B.2A(+E/A(1/2(134(1$$('"$12"4($"H.+$12.%38(.3/$E4.3H(

%621.3.3H("D&$./.2(%&2(.3(/%3+"32(,'%*(C%E'(E+"'(&'.%'(%'(+.*E$213"%E+$C(2%("1/A(

2.*"(2A"(E+"'(21="+(13(1/2.%3(%3(C%E'(I"6+.2"(2A12(.+(+A1'"4(6C(C%E(B.2A(<1/"6%%=F(

M%E(B.$$(&'%#.4"(1(&'%/"++8(&$1/"4(.3(1(&'%*.3"32($%/12.%3(%3(C%E'(I"6+.2"8(,%'(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(BA%(B.+A(2%(4.+/%33"/2(%'(%2A"'B.+"(4.+1++%/.12"(2A".'(<1/"6%%=(

1//%E32(,'%*(C%E'(I"6+.2"F(@3(2A"("#"32(1(U+"'(4.+/%33"/2+(%'(4.+1++%/.12"+(2A".'(

<1/"6%%=(1//%E32(,'%*(C%E'(I"6+.2"(Q".2A"'(2A'%EHA(C%E'(I"6+.2"(%'(2A'%EHA(

<1/"6%%=R8(C%E(B.$$(.**"4.12"$C(4"$"2"(13C(134(1$$(E+"'(4121(,'%*(C%E'(?&&$./12.%38(
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I"6+.2"(134(13C(+&'"14+A""28(412161+"8(&AC+./1$(4%/E*"328(+"'#"'8(3"2B%'=8(%'(

%2A"'('"&%+.2%'C(%,(.3,%'*12.%38(BA"2A"'(/"32'1$.]"4(%'(4.+2'.6E2"4F(

(

X1/A('","'"3/"(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(2%(O?&&$./12.%3O(B.$$(1$+%(6"(/%3+.4"'"4(1(

'","'"3/"(2%(2A"(2"'*(OI"6+.2"O(134("1/A('","'"3/"(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(2%(

O?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32O(B.$$(1$+%(6"(/%3+.4"'"4(1('","'"3/"(2%(2A"(2"'*(OI"6+.2"(

N%32"32OF(

(

-"/2.%3(a5(<""+(

(

I"('"+"'#"(2A"('.HA2(2%(/A1'H"(1(,""(,%'(E+.3H(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(134`%'(13C(

.34.#.4E1$(,"12E'"+(2A"'"%,(12(13C(2.*"(.3(%E'(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%3F(@,(B"(4%(/A1'H"(1(,""(

,%'(E+.3H(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(13C(,"12E'"(2A"'"%,(C%E(4%(3%2(A1#"(13C(%6$.H12.%3(

2%(/%32.3E"(2%(E+"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(2A"(1&&$./16$"(,"12E'"F(S%B"#"'8(.,(C%E(4%5(

Q.R(B"('"+"'#"(2A"('.HA2(2%(+&"/.,C(2A"(*133"'(.3(BA./A(2A"(,""(B.$$(6"(/1$/E$12"48(2A"(

2"'*+(%3(BA./A(C%E(B.$$(6"(.3#%./"4(134(/A1'H"4(134(2A"(2"'*+(%,(&1C*"32^(134(Q..R(

13C(134(1$$(,""+(&1C16$"(6C(C%E(&E'+E132(2%(2A.+(?H'""*"32(1'"("D&'"++"4("D/$E+.#"(

%,(1$$(21D"+(134(4E2."+8(.3/$E4.3H([1$E"(?44"4()1D(QO[?)OR(%'(13C(+.*.$1'(1&&$./16$"(

+1$"+(21DF(@3(144.2.%3(2%(+E/A(,""+(&1C16$"8(C%E(B.$$(&1C(13C(+1$"+8(E+"8(#1$E"L144"4(%'(

.*&%'2(21D"+8(/E+2%*+(4E2."+(%'(+.*.$1'(21D"+(2A12(*1C(6"(1++"++"4(6C(13C(+212"(

134`%'(_E'.+4./2.%3(Q/%$$"/2.#"$C8(O)1D"+OR(2A12(<1/"6%%=(.+($"H1$$C('"KE.'"4(2%(/A1'H"(

%3(2A"(1&&$./16$"(,""+(E34"'(2A.+(?H'""*"32F(@,('"KE"+2"4(2%(4%(+%(6C(<1/"6%%=8(%'(

1+(%2A"'B.+"('"KE.'"4(6C(1&&$./16$"($1B8(C%E(B.$$(+E&&$C(C%E'([?)(.4"32.,./12.%3(

3E*6"'(2%(<1/"6%%=F(I"(*1C(1$+%(/A13H"(2A"(,""+(%'(,""(+2'E/2E'"(,%'(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(%'(13C(,"12E'"(2A"'"%,(12(13C(2.*"(.3(%E'(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%38(134(.3(+E/A("#"32(

C%E'(/%32.3E"4(E+"(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(+E/A(,"12E'"(/%3+2.2E2"+(C%E'(

1H'""*"32(2%(+E/A(/A13H"(Q&'%#.4"48(2A12(C%E(B.$$(3%2(A1#"(13C(%6$.H12.%3(2%(

/%32.3E"(2%(E+"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(+E/A(,"12E'"RF(

(

-"/2.%3(75(GB3"'+A.&(134(0./"3+"+(

(

?+(6"2B""3(C%E(134(<1/"6%%=5(Q1R(C%E('"21.3(1$$('.HA28(2.2$"(134(.32"'"+2(.3(134(2%8(

134(<1/"6%%=(%621.3+(3%('.HA2+(%,(13C(=.34(Q%2A"'(2A13(2A"('.HA2+(134($./"3+"+(

"D&'"++$C(H'132"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32R(.38(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(C%E(/'"12"(

134(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(134(1$$(1++%/.12"4(@32"$$"/2E1$(

>'%&"'2C(T.HA2+(Q+E6_"/2(2%(<1/"6%%=J+(E34"'$C.3H('.HA2+(.3(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(134(

<1/"6%%=(-.2"R^(134(Q6R(<1/"6%%=('"21.3+(1$$('.HA28(2.2$"(134(.32"'"+2(.3(134(2%8(134(

C%E(%621.3(3%('.HA2+(%,(13C(=.34(Q%2A"'(2A13(2A"('.HA2+(134($./"3+"+("D&'"++$C(

H'132"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32R(.38(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(Q.3/$E4.3H(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%3(1$$(

<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+R8(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"8(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%38(13C(

4"'.#12.#"(B%'=+(%,(13C(%,(2A"*8(134(1$$(1++%/.12"4(@32"$$"/2E1$(>'%&"'2C(T.HA2+F(

(

M%E(1'"(H'132"4(1($.*.2"48(3%3"D/$E+.#"8('"#%/16$"($./"3+"8(4E'.3H(2A"(2"'*(%,(2A.+(

?H'""*"328(2%(1//"++(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(134(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3(

+%$"$C(1+(3"/"++1'C(2%('E3(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(2A12(*""2(1$$(2A"(

'"KE.'"*"32+(134(/%34.2.%3+(+"2(,%'2A(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"328(134(2%(E+"(13C(<1/"6%%=(
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>'%&"'2."+(&'%#.4"4(2%(C%E(#.1(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(.3(1//%'413/"(B.2A(2A"(2"'*+(%,(

2A.+(?H'""*"32F(<1/"6%%=(A1+(2A"('.HA2(12(13C(2.*"(.3(.2+(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%38(134(

.**"4.12"$C(E&%3(3%2./"8(2%(2"'*.312"(2A"(,%'"H%.3H($./"3+"+(134(13C(%2A"'($./"3+"+(

134('.HA2+(H'132"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(134(2%('"KE"+2(2A12(C%E(4"$"2"(1$$(+E/A(

<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(134(1$$(*12"'.1$+(/%321.3.3H(13C(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(2A12(1'"(

.3(C%E'(&%++"++.%3(%'(/%32'%$8(134(C%E(B.$$(&'%*&2$C(/%*&$C(B.2A(13C(+E/A('"KE"+2(

Q"D/"&28(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(13C(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+8(2%(2A"("D2"32(2A12(C%E(

A1#"(6""3(H'132"4(13C(%2A"'('.HA2+(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(+E/A(XD&%'216$"(<1/"6%%=(

>'%&"'2."+(6C(2A"(?&&$./16$"(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(&E'+E132(2%(1(<E$$(!.+/$%+E'"(G&2L@3RF(

?00(T@PS)-(VG)(Xi>TX--0M(PT?V)X!(@V()S@-(?PTXXYXV)(?TX(SXTXWM(

TX-XT[X!(WM(<?NXWGGZ(?V!(@)-(TX->XN)@[X(0@NXV-GT-F(

(

WC(1//"++.3H(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(%'(+E6*.22.3H(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(

2%(E+(2%(6"(A%+2"4(6C(E+8(C%E(1'"(4.'"/2.3H(E+(2%(+2%'"(/%&."+(%,(2A12(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(Q.,(1&&$./16$"R(134(13C(134(1$$(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(

N%32"32(&'%#.4"4(2A'%EHA(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(%3(%E'(+"'#"'+F(M%E(

A"'"6C(H'132(E+(1(B%'$4B.4"8(&"'&"2E1$8(.''"#%/16$"8(3%3L"D/$E+.#"('.HA2(134($./"3+"8(

B.2A(2A"('.HA2(2%(+E6$./"3+"8(2%5(Q1R(1//"++8('"&'%4E/"8(4.+&$1C8(4.+2'.6E2"8(&"',%'*8(

134(+2%'"(%3(%E'(+"'#"'+(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(134(13C(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(134(2%(/'"12"(4"'.#12.#"(B%'=+(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(1+(*1C(6"(3"/"++1'C(%'(4"+.'16$"(2%(*1="(+E/A(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(134(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(1#1.$16$"(2%(

<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(.3(1//%'413/"(B.2A(2A"(2"'*+(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(PE.4"$.3"+^(134(Q6R(

%2A"'B.+"(1//"++8(E+"(134(131$C]"(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(,%'(

%E'(.32"'31$(6E+.3"++(&E'&%+"+(Q"FHF8(,%'(2A"(&E'&%+"+(%,(21'H"2.3H(4"$.#"'C(%,(

14#"'2.+"*"32+(%'(%2A"'(/%32"32(2%(&"'+%3+(BA%(A1#"(#."B"4(&1'2./E$1'(2C&"+(%,(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32RF(M%E(E34"'+2134(134(1H'""(2A12(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(2A12(.+(4.+&$1C"4(%3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(*1C(/%32.3E"(2%(

1&&"1'(%3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"8("#"3(1,2"'(C%E(A1#"(2"'*.312"4(1//"++(2%(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(%'(2"'*.312"4(2A.+(?H'""*"328(1+(+E/A(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(*1C(A1#"(6""3(.3/%'&%'12"4(.32%(E+"'(&'%,.$"+8(3"B+(

,""4+(%'(%2A"'(,"12E'"+8(134(2A12(+E/A(E+1H"(*1C(/%32.3E"(.34",.3.2"$CF(

(

M%E(E34"'+2134(134(1/=3%B$"4H"(2A12(<1/"6%%=(*1C(6"(.34"&"34"32$C(/'"12.3H(

?&&$./12.%3+8(/%32"32(134(%2A"'(&'%4E/2+(%'(+"'#./"+(2A12(*1C(6"(+.*.$1'(2%(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(134(

3%2A.3H(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(B.$$(6"(/%3+2'E"4(1+('"+2'./2.3H(%'(&'"#"32.3H(<1/"6%%=(

,'%*(/'"12.3H(134(,E$$C("D&$%.2.3H(+E/A(?&&$./12.%3+8(/%32"32(134(%2A"'(.2"*+8(

B.2A%E2(13C(%6$.H12.%3(2%(C%EF(M%E(*1C(,'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"("$"/28(.3(C%E'(+%$"(

4.+/'"2.%38(2%(&'%#.4"(+EHH"+2.%3+8(/%**"32+8(.*&'%#"*"32+8(.4"1+(%'(%2A"'(

,""461/=(%'(*12"'.1$+(2%(E+('"$12"4(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(

Q/%$$"/2.#"$C8(O<""461/=ORF(@,(C%E("$"/2(2%(&'%#.4"(E+(13C(+E/A(<""461/=8(C%E(1++.H3(

134(1H'""(2%(1++.H3(1$$('.HA28(2.2$"(134(.32"'"+2(.3(134(2%(+E/A(<""461/=(2%(E+8(134(

1/=3%B$"4H"(2A12(B"(B.$$(6"("32.2$"4(2%(E+"8(.*&$"*"32(134("D&$%.2(13C(+E/A(

<""461/=(.3(13C(*133"'(B.2A%E2('"+2'./2.%38(134(B.2A%E2(13C(%6$.H12.%3(%,(
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/%3,.4"32.1$.2C8(122'.6E2.%3(%'(/%*&"3+12.%3(%'(%2A"'(4E2C(2%(1//%E32F(M%E(1H'""(2%(

&'%*&2$C(21="(+E/A(1/2.%3+(1+(<1/"6%%=(*1C('"1+%316$C('"KE"+2(,'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"(

Q.3/$E4.3H("D"/E2.%3(%,(1,,.41#.2+(134(%2A"'(4%/E*"32+R(2%(",,"/28(&"',"/2(%'(/%3,.'*(

<1/"6%%=J+(%B3"'+A.&('.HA2+(1+(+"2(,%'2A(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32F(

(

-"/2.%3(c5(N"'21.3(!"#"$%&"'(G6$.H12.%3+8(T"&'"+"3212.%3+(134(I1''132."+(

(

?R(M%E(1/=3%B$"4H"(2A12(C%E(1'"(+%$"$C('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'8(134(2A12(<1/"6%%=(A1+(3%(

'"+&%3+.6.$.2C(%'($.16.$.2C(%,(13C(=.34(,%'8(2A"(4"#"$%&*"328(%&"'12.%38(134(

*1.32"313/"(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(,%'(1$$(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(%'(%2A"'(*12"'.1$+(2A12(1&&"1'(%3(%'(B.2A.3(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+F(<%'("D1*&$"8(C%E(B.$$(6"(+%$"$C('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'5(

(

2A"(2"/A3./1$(%&"'12.%3(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(1$$('"$12"4(

"KE.&*"32^(

/'"12.3H(134(4.+&$1C.3H(.3,%'*12.%3(134(/%32"32(%38(2A'%EHA(%'(B.2A.3(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+^(

2A"(1//E'1/C(134(1&&'%&'.12"3"++(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(%'(%2A"'(*12"'.1$+(1#1.$16$"(%38(2A'%EHA(%'(

B.2A.3(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+^(

"3+E'.3H(2A12(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(134`%'(%2A"'(*12"'.1$+(1#1.$16$"(%38(2A'%EHA(%'(B.2A.3(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(4%(3%2(#.%$12"(%'(.3,'.3H"(E&%3(2A"('.HA2+(%,(13C(

2A.'4(&1'2C(Q.3/$E4.3H8(,%'("D1*&$"8(/%&C'.HA2+8(2'14"*1'=+8(&'.#1/C8(%'(%2A"'(

&"'+%31$(%'(&'%&'."21'C('.HA2+R^(

"3+E'.3H(2A12(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(134(%2A"'(*12"'.1$+(

1#1.$16$"(%38(2A'%EHA(%'(B.2A.3(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(1'"(3%2(

$.6"$%E+(%'(%2A"'B.+"(.$$"H1$^(

"3+E'.3H(2A12(C%E(1//E'12"$C(134(14"KE12"$C(4.+/$%+"8(".2A"'(2A'%EHA(1(&'.#1/C(

&%$./C(%'(%2A"'B.+"8(A%B(C%E(/%$$"/28(E+"8(+2%'"8(134(4.+/$%+"(4121(/%$$"/2"4(,'%*(

#.+.2%'+8(.3/$E4.3H8(BA"'"(1&&$./16$"8(2A12(2A.'4(&1'2."+(Q.3/$E4.3H(14#"'2.+"'+R(*1C(

+"'#"(/%32"32(134`%'(14#"'2.+"*"32+(134(/%$$"/2(.3,%'*12.%3(4.'"/2$C(,'%*(#.+.2%'+(

134(*1C(&$1/"(%'('"/%H3.]"(/%%=."+(%3(#.+.2%'+J(6'%B+"'+8(134(2A12(C%E(,E$$C(/%*&$C(

B.2A(+E/A(&'.#1/C(&%$./C8(BA./A(*E+2(6"(12($"1+2(1+(+2'.3H"32(134(E+"'L,1#%'16$"(1+(

2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'.#1/C(>%$./C^(134(

13C(/$1.*+('"$12.3H(2%(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(%'(13C(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(6C(E+"'+(%'(%2A"'(2A.'4(&1'2."+F(

WR(M%E('"&'"+"328(B1''132(134(/%#"3132(2%(E+(2A125(

(

Q\R(C%E(A1#"(1$$('.HA2+(3"/"++1'C(2%(&'%&"'$C(H'132(E+(1$$(%,(2A"('.HA2+(134($./"3+"+(

+"2(,%'2A(.3(-"/2.%3(7(16%#"(134("$+"BA"'"(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(B.2A%E2(#.%$12.3H(2A"(

'.HA2+(%,(13C(2A.'4(&1'2C8(

(

Q9R(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+8(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(

N%32"328(134(2A"(E+"(2A"'"%,(6C(<1/"6%%=(134(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(4%(3%2(134(B.$$(3%2(

#.%$12"8(*.+1&&'%&'.12"(%'(.3,'.3H"(2A"('.HA2+(%,(13C(&"'+%3(%'("32.2C(.3/$E4.3H(13C(
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/%32'1/2('.HA2+(%'(13C(/%&C'.HA28(&12"328(2'14"*1'=8(2'14"(+"/'"2(%'(%2A"'(

&'%&'."21'C(%'(.32"$$"/2E1$(&'%&"'2C('.HA2(%,(13C(&"'+%3(%'("32.2C8(

(

QaR(C%E(4%(3%B8(134(12(1$$(2.*"+(C%E(&'%#.4"(1(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(B.$$5(

Q1R(/%*&$C(B.2A(1$$(1&&$./16$"($%/1$8(+212"8(312.%31$(134(.32"'312.%31$($1B+(134(

'"HE$12.%3+8(.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(1$$(1&&$./16$"("D&%'2(/%32'%$($1B+(134(

'"HE$12.%3+(134(/%E32'CL+&"/.,./("/%3%*./(+13/2.%3+(.*&$"*"32"4(6C(2A"(U3.2"4(

-212"+(G,,./"(%,(<%'".H3(?++"2+(N%32'%$(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(E+"(%,(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*8(Q6R(*1.321.3(1$$($./"3+"+8(&"'*.2+(134(%2A"'(&"'*.++.%3+(3"/"++1'C(.3(

/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%38(134(Q/R(.,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(4%"+(%'(B.$$(.3#%$#"(&1C*"32+(,'%*(<1/"6%%=(U+"'+(%'(

&1C*"32(%'(1//%E32(.3,%'*12.%38(/%*&$C(B.2A(1$$('E$"+(134('"HE$12.%3+(%,(13C(

1&&$./16$"(&1C*"32(3"2B%'=(%'(1++%/.12.%3(Q"FHF8([.+18(Y1+2"'N1'48(-21'8(>$E+R8(

.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(2A"(>1C*"32(N1'4(@34E+2'C(!121(-"/E'.2C(-21341'4^(

(

Q7R(%E'(4%B3$%14.3H(%'(1//"++.3H(%,(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(

,'%*(2A.'4(&1'2C(+"'#"'+(%'(%2A"'(2A.'4(&1'2C(+%E'/"+(1+(4.'"/2"4(6C(C%E(%'(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(4%"+(3%2(134(B.$$(3%2(#.%$12"(13C(/%32'1/2E1$(%'($"H1$(

%6$.H12.%3(.*&%+"4(%3(E+(%'(C%E(Q"FHF8(13C(&'%A.6.2.%3(%3(4%B3$%14.3H(%'(1//"++.3H(

/%32"32(%'(E+.3H(/%32"32(,%'(/%**"'/.1$(&E'&%+"+(2A12(*1C(6"(/%321.3"4(.3(2A"(

O)"'*+(%,(-"'#./"O(%'(+.*.$1'(2"'*+(1&&$./16$"(2%(13C(B"6+.2"(,'%*(BA./A(C%E(%'(

C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(4.'"/2(E+(2%(4%B3$%14(%'(1//"++(13C(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32R^(

(

QcR(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(B.$$(3%2(6"(%6+/"3"8(4",1*12%'C8(

,'1E4E$"32(%'(%2A"'B.+"(.$$"H1$(.3(13C(_E'.+4./2.%3(134(B.$$(%2A"'B.+"(/%*&$C(B.2A(1$$(

E+"'(/%34E/2(134(E+"'(/%32"32('E$"+(+"2(,%'2A(.3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"()"'*+(%,(U+"8(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(

PE.4"$.3"+^(

(

QbR(3".2A"'(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(3%'(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

?&&$./12.%3(N%32"32(/%321.3+(%'(B.$$(/%321.3(13C(#.'E+8(B%'*8()'%_13(A%'+"8(14B1'"8(

+&CB1'"(%'(%2A"'(*1$./.%E+(/%4"F(

(

QdR(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(

N%32"32(B.$$(12(1$$(2.*"+(/%*&$C(B.2A(2A"(2"'*+(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32(134(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(PE.4"$.3"+8(134(13C(%2A"'(&%$./."+(%'(HE.4"$.3"+('","'"3/"4(.3(

2A.+(?H'""*"32(%'(%3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"^(134(

(

Q;R(C%E(B.$$(&'%#.4"(<1/"6%%=(B.2A(.3,%'*12.%3(16%E2(1(&1'2./E$1'(<1/"6%%=(U+"'(%,(

C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(.,(<1/"6%%=('"1+%316$C(6"$."#"+(2A12(+E/A(

.3,%'*12.%3(.+(3"/"++1'C(2%(&'"#"32(%'(.3#"+2.H12"(2A"(/%**.++.%3(%,(1(/'.*"F(

(

-"/2.%3(b5(>E6$./.2C^()'14"*1'=(U+1H"(

(
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?R(M%E(134(B"(*1C(H"3"'1$$C(&E6$./.]"(C%E'(E+"(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*^(&'%#.4"48(

A%B"#"'8(2A12(C%E(*1C(3%2(.++E"(%'(/%3+"32(2%(13C(&'"++('"$"1+"(Q.3/$E4.3H(2%(2A"(

@32"'3"2(&'"++8("FHF8(13C(6$%H+R(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(2A.+(?H'""*"32(

B.2A%E2(%E'(&'.%'(B'.22"3(/%3+"32F(<%'(*%'"(.3,%'*12.%38(&$"1+"(+""(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

!"#"$%&"'(>T(PE.4"$.3"+F(<1/"6%%=(*1C8(12(13C(2.*"(.3(.2+(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%38(&'"&1'"(

134(.++E"(&'"++('"$"1+"+8(+212"*"32+8(134(&'%*%2.%31$(134(%2A"'(*12"'.1$+(

*"32.%3.3H(134`%'(4"+/'.6.3H(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(C%E(A1#"(/'"12"4(

E+.3H(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(.4"32.,C.3H(C%E(1+(2A"(4"#"$%&"'(%,(+E/A(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+8(134(%2A"'B.+"(4"+/'.6.3H(2A"('"$12.%3+A.&(6"2B""3(C%E(134(

<1/"6%%=F(

(

WR(M%E(*1C(+212"(2A12(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(2A12(/%*&$C(B.2A(

2A"(2"'*+(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32(1'"(O6E.$2(%3(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*OF(

(

NR(I"(*1C(*1="(1#1.$16$"(2%(C%E(/"'21.3(H'1&A./(.*1H"+8(2'14"*1'=+8(2'14"(31*"+8(

+"'#./"(*1'=+(%'($%H%+(%B3"4(%'($./"3+"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(%'(.2+(1,,.$.12"+(QOY1'=+OR(2A12(

C%E(*1C(E+"(.3(/%3_E3/2.%3(B.2A(2A"(4.+&$1C(%,(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+(+%$"$C(,%'(2A"(

&E'&%+"(%,(.34./12.3H(2A12(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(B"'"(/'"12"4(2%(

.32"',1/"(B.2A(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*F(M%E(*1C(3%2(E+"(2A"(Y1'=+(Q1R(.3(1(2'14"*1'=(

*133"'(%'(2%(+EHH"+2(2A12(<1/"6%%=(.+(1++%/.12"4(B.2A8("34%'+"+8(+&%3+%'+(%'(A1+(

13C(%2A"'(/%33"/2.%3(2%(13C(%,(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(%2A"'(2A13(2A"(

,1/2(2A12(.2(B1+(/'"12"4(2%(.32"',1/"(B.2A(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*^(%'(Q6R(.3(13C(*133"'(

2A12(4.+&1'1H"+(<1/"6%%=8(.2+(1,,.$.12"+(%'(.2+($./"3+%'+8(%'(2A12(%2A"'B.+"(4.$E2"+(%'(

21'3.+A"+(2A"(Y1'=+F(

(

M%E(*1C(3%2(E+"(2A"(2"'*+(O<1/"6%%=O(%'(O<1/"O(1+(13C(&1'2(%,(2A"(31*"(%,(C%E'(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%38(.3/$E4.3H(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%3(O<1/"6%%=(j1&&$./12.%3(

31*"kO8(Oj1&&$./12.%3(31*"k(%3(<1/"6%%=8O(Oj1&&$./12.%3(31*"k(,%'(<1/"6%%=8O(%'(

O<1/"j1&&$./12.%3(31*"kFO(<E'2A"'8(C%E(*1C(3%2(E+"(2A"(2"'*(O<1/"6%%=O8(%'(

#1'.12.%3+(%'(*.++&"$$.3H+(%,(<1/"6%%=(Q"FHF(<WGGZR8(.3(2A"(31*"(%,(1(UT0(2%(2A"($",2(

%,(2A"(2%&L$"#"$(4%*1.3(31*"(Q"FHF8(OF/%*O8(OF3"2O8(OFE=O8("2/FR(LL(,%'("D1*&$"8(UT0+(

+E/A(1+(O,1/"6%%=FDDDF/%*O8(O,11/"6%%=F/%*(O8(%'(O,1/"6%%=&'%,.$"+F3"2O(1'"(

"D&'"++$C(&'%A.6.2"4F(G2A"'(2A13(C%E'($.*.2"4('.HA2(2%(E+"(2A"(Y1'=+(.3(1(3%3L

2'14"*1'=(*133"'(1+(&'%#.4"4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"328(C%E(*1C(3%2(*1="(13C(E+"(%,(2A"(

Y1'=+F(<1/"6%%=(134(.2+($./"3+%'+('"21.3(1$$('.HA28(2.2$"(134(.32"'"+2(.3(134(2%(2A"(

Y1'=+8(134(1$$(H%%4B.$$(1'.+.3H(%E2(%,(13C(E+"(%,(2A"(Y1'=+(6C(C%E(B.$$(.3E'"(2%(2A"(

+%$"(6"3",.2(%,(<1/"6%%=F(M%E(B.$$(3%2(12(13C(2.*"(3%B(%'(.3(2A"(,E2E'"(/A1$$"3H"(%'(

1++.+2(%2A"'+(2%(/A1$$"3H"(2A"(#1$.4.2C(%,(2A"(Y1'=+8(%'(122"*&2(2%('"H.+2"'(

/%3,E+.3H$C(+.*.$1'(2'14"*1'=+8(2'14"(31*"+8(+"'#./"(*1'=+(%'($%H%+F(M%E(1H'""(2%(

,%$$%B(13C()'14"*1'=(PE.4"$.3"+("+216$.+A"4(6C(<1/"6%%=(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(C%E'(E+"(

%,(13C(Y1'=+(1+(2A%+"(HE.4"$.3"+(*1C(/A13H"(,'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"F(M%E(*E+2(

.**"4.12"$C(4.+/%32.3E"(E+"(%,(13C(Y1'=(1+(+&"/.,."4(6C(E+(12(13C(2.*"(.3(B'.2.3HF(

I"(*1C(*%4.,C(13C(Y1'=+(&'%#.4"4(2%(C%E(12(13C(2.*"8(134(E&%3(3%2./"8(C%E(B.$$(

E+"(%3$C(2A"(*%4.,."4(Y1'=+(134(3%2(2A"(%$4(Y1'=+F(

(
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!R(?$$(2'14"(31*"+8(2'14"*1'=+8(+"'#./"(*1'=+8($%H%+8(134(2'14"(4'"++(%3(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(-.2"(1'"(".2A"'(2'14"*1'=+(%'('"H.+2"'"4(2'14"*1'=+(%,(<1/"6%%=(%'(.2+(

$./"3+%'+F(G2A"'(2A13(1+(+&"/.,."4(.3(2A.+(?H'""*"328(C%E(*1C(3%2(/%&C8(.*.212"(%'(

E+"(13C('"H.+2"'"4(%'(E3'"H.+2"'"4(2'14"*1'=8(+"'#./"(*1'=8(2'14"(31*"8($%H%8(2'14"(

4'"++8(UT0(%'(%2A"'(6E+.3"++(.4"32.,."'(%,(<1/"6%%=(%'(2A.'4(&1'2."+(2A12(14#"'2.+"(%3(

2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(E3$"++(C%E(%621.3(<1/"6%%=J+(134(13C(1&&$./16$"(2A.'4(&1'2CJ+(

&'.%'(B'.22"3(/%3+"32F(@3(144.2.%38(C%E(*1C(3%2(.3(13C(*133"'(*.+'"&'"+"32(%'(

"*6"$$.+A(2A"('"$12.%3+A.&(6"2B""3(E+(134(C%E8(%'(+212"(%'(.*&$C(13C('"$12.%3+A.&(%'(

1,,.$.12.%3(6"2B""3(E+(134(C%E(%'(13C(%2A"'(&"'+%3(%'("32.2C("D/"&2(1+("D&'"++$C(

&"'*.22"4(6C(2A.+(?H'""*"32(Q.3/$E4.3H8(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(6C(+212.3H(%'(.*&$C.3H(

2A12(<1/"6%%=(%'(13C(2A.'4(&1'2C(2A12(14#"'2.+"+(%3(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"(+E&&%'2+8(

+&%3+%'+8("34%'+"+8(%'(/%32'.6E2"+(*%3"C(2%(C%E(%'(C%E'(6E+.3"++("34"1#%'+RF(

(

XR(M%E(*1C(3%2(&'%*%2"(C%E'(?&&$./12.%3(1+(6".3H(.32"34"4(%'(&'.*1'.$C(E+",E$(,%'(

13C(E3$1B,E$(1/2.#.2CF(

(

-"/2.%3(d5(?//%E32(@4"32.,."'+(

(

M%E(1'"(1$$%B"4(2%(%3$C(/'"12"(%3"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(1//%E32(&"'(#1$.4(<1/"6%%=(

-.2"(1//%E32F(@,(C%E(1'"(13(.34.#.4E1$(1/2.3H(1+(1('"&'"+"3212.#"(%,(1(/%'&%'12.%3(%'(

%2A"'($"H1$("32.2C(2A12(B.+A"+(2%(E+"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*8(2A"3(C%E'(.34.#.4E1$(

<1/"6%%=(-.2"(1//%E328(%'(2A12(%,(13%2A"'("*&$%C""(%,(+E/A("32.2C(B.$$(6"(4""*"4(2%(

+12.+,C(2A.+('"KE.'"*"32F(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(1//%E32+(1'"(1++%/.12"4(B.2A(%3"(%'(

*%'"(&E6$./(="C`&'.#12"(="C(&1.'+8(BA./A(C%E(*E+2(E+"(2%(1//"++(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*F(

XD1*&$"+(.3/$E4"(1(<1/"6%%=L.++E"4(?//"++(Z"C(@!(+2'.3H(Q1+(1(&E6$./(="CR(134(1(

<1/"6%%=L.++E"4(-"/'"2(?//"++(Z"C(+2'.3H(Q1+(1(&'.#12"(="CRF(IA"3(C%E(/%*&$"2"(2A"(

1//%E32(/'"12.%3(&'%/"++8(C%E(B.$$(6"(.++E"4(E3.KE"(1//%E32(.4"32.,."'+8(134(*1C(144(

1(&E6$./(="C(2%(C%E'(1//%E32F(?//%E32(.4"32.,."'+(Q.R(.4"32.,C(C%E'(1//%E32(134(Q..R(

1$$%B(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(2%(*1="(N1$$+(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*F(

?//%E32(.4"32.,."'+(1'"(.**E216$"(134(B.$$(1$B1C+(E3.KE"$C(.4"32.,C(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(1//%E32F(>E6$./(="C`&'.#12"(="C(&1.'+(1'"(E3.KE"(2%(C%E'(1//%E32(134(1'"(

+E6_"/2(2%(/A13H"F(>'.#12"(="C+(1'"(,%'(C%E'(&"'+%31$(E+"(%3$C(134(C%E(*1C(3%2(+"$$8(

2'13+,"'8($"1+"8(4.+2'.6E2"8(+E6$./"3+"(%'(%2A"'B.+"(4.+/$%+"(C%E'(&'.#12"(="C(2%(13C(

%2A"'(&1'2C8("D/"&2(BA"3(2A"(&'.#12"(="C(.+(6C(3"/"++.2C("*6"44"4(.3(2A"(+%E'/"(

/%4"(%,(1(/$."32L'"+.4"32(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3F(M%E(*1C(E+"(C%E'(&E6$./(

="C(.3(2A"(%&"3(.3('"KE"+2+(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*^(A%B"#"'8(C%E(1'"('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'(

*1.321.3.3H(2A"(+"/'"/C(%,(C%E'(&'.#12"(="CF(M%E(1'"(,E$$C('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'(1$$(

1/2.#.2."+(2A12(%//E'(E34"'(C%E'(1//%E32(.4"32.,."'+F(M%E(+A%E$4(/%321/2(<1/"6%%=(

.**"4.12"$C(.,(C%E(6"$."#"(1(2A.'4(&1'2C(*1C(6"(E+.3H(C%E'(&'.#12"(="C8(%'(.,(C%E'(

&'.#12"(="C(.+(%2A"'B.+"($%+2(%'(+2%$"3F(M%E(1'"('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'(*1.321.3.3H(E&L2%L

412"(134(1//E'12"(.3,%'*12.%3(Q.3/$E4.3H(B.2A%E2($.*.212.%3(#1$.4(/%321/2(

.3,%'*12.%3R(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(1//%E32F(<1/"6%%=(134(.2+(

1,,.$.12"+(1'"(3%2('"+&%3+.6$"(,%'(13C(E31E2A%'.]"4(1//"++(2%8(1$2"'12.%3(%,8(%'(2A"(

4"$"2.%38(4"+2'E/2.%38(41*1H"8($%++(%'(,1.$E'"(2%(+2%'"(13C(4121(BA./A(C%E(+E6*.2(.3(

/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(1//%E32F(

(
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-"/2.%3(;5(W"21()"+2.3H(

(

<'%*(2.*"(2%(2.*"(<1/"6%%=(*1C(/%34E/2(%&"3(6"21(2"+2+(Q"1/A(1(OW"21OR(%,(3"B(

,"12E'"+(%'(#"'+.%3+(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(Q"1/A(1(OW"21(>'%4E/2ORF(@,(C%E(/A%%+"(2%(

'"H.+2"'(,%'(1(W"218(C%E'(&1'2./.&12.%3(.+(+E6_"/2(2%(2A"(,%$$%B.3H(144.2.%31$(2"'*+5(

(

M%E(E34"'+2134(2A12(2A"(%#"'1$$(4"+.H3(%,(2A"(W"21(>'%4E/2(/%E$4(/A13H"(2A'%EHA%E2(

2A"(/%E'+"(%,(2A"(W"21(134(2A12(<1/"6%%=('"+"'#"+(2A"('.HA2(2%(/A13H"(%'(B.2A4'1B(

2A"(W"21(>'%4E/28(4.+/%32.3E"(2A"(W"218('"#%="(C%E'($./"3+"(2%(2A"(W"218(%'('"$"1+"(

2A"(W"21(>'%4E/2(1+(1(,.31$(#"'+.%3(12(13C(2.*"(.3(.2+(+%$"(4.+/'"2.%3F(

M%E(1H'""(2%('"/%'4(134('"&%'2(1$$(&'%6$"*+8(.++E"+8(.4"1+8(,""461/=(134(+EHH"+2.%3+(

,%'("3A13/"*"32+(2%(2A"(W"21(>'%4E/2(QOW"21()"+2(T"+E$2+OR(2%(<1/"6%%=(%3(1(2.*"$C(

61+.+(2%(2A"("*1.$(144'"++(2A12(B.$$(6"(&'%#.4"4(2%(C%E(1$%3H(B.2A(2A"(6"21(2"+2.3H(

*12"'.1$+8(134(4E'.3H(2A"(W"21(&"'.%48(C%E(B.$$(3%2(+&"1=(2%(2A"(&'"++(Q.3/$E4.3H(

@32"'3"2(&'"++8("FHF8(6$%H+R('"H1'4.3H(2A"(W"21(%'(2A"(W"21(>'%4E/28(B.2A%E2(%E'(&'.%'(

B'.22"3(/%3+"32F(

M%E(A"'"6C(1++.H3(1$$('.HA2(2.2$"(134(.32"'"+2(.3(134(2%(13C(W"21()"+2(T"+E$2+(2%(

<1/"6%%=(134`%'(.2+(1,,.$.12"+8(1+(1&&$./16$"8(134(1/=3%B$"4H"(2A12(<1/"6%%=(134`%'(

.2+(1,,.$.12"+(A1#"(2A"(E3'"+2'./2"4('.HA2(2%(E+"(134("D&$%.2(+E/A(W"21()"+2(T"+E$2+(.3(

13C(*133"'8(B.2A(%'(B.2A%E2(122'.6E2.%38(134(B.2A%E2(/%*&"3+12.%3(%'(13C(4E2C(2%(

1//%E32(2%(C%E(,%'(+E/A(E+"F(

M%E(1H'""(2A12(13C(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(C%E(6E.$4(134('"$"1+"(61+"4(%3(

2A"(W"21()"+2(>'%4E/2(4E'.3H(2A"(W"21()"+2(B.$$(6"($16"$"4(1+(O6"21OF(

-"/2.%3(e5(!@-N0?@YXT(G<(I?TT?V)@X-(?V!(0@Y@)?)@GV(G<(0@?W@0@)M(

(

<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(Q@VN0U!@VP8(I@)SGU)(0@Y@)?)@GV8(?VM(<?NXWGGZ(

>TG>XT)@X-R(?V!(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(!GNUYXV)?)@GV(?TX(>TG[@!X!(WM(

<?NXWGGZ(GV(?V(O?-(@-O8(O?-(?[?@0?W0XO8(?V!(OI@)S(?00(<?U0)-8(!X<XN)-(

?V!(XTTGT-O(W?-@-F(<?NXWGGZ(Y?ZX-(VG(TX>TX-XV)?)@GV-(GT(I?TT?V)@X-(

G<(?VM(Z@V!8(ISX)SXT(Xi>TX--8(@Y>0@X!8(-)?)U)GTM(GT(G)SXTI@-X(I@)S(

TX->XN)()G(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(GT(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(!GNUYXV)?)@GVF(

MGU(Xi>TX--0M(?NZVGI0X!PX(?V!(?PTXX()S?)(MGUT(U-X(G<(<?NXWGGZ(

>0?)<GTY(@-(?)(MGUT(-G0X(T@-ZF(XiNX>)()G()SX(Xi)XV)(>TGS@W@)X!(WM(

?>>0@N?W0X(0?I8(<?NXWGGZ(!@-N0?@Y-(?00(I?TT?V)@X-8(@VN0U!@VP8(WU)(

VG)(0@Y@)X!()G8(?VM(@Y>0@X!(I?TT?V)@X-(G<(YXTNS?V)?W@0@)M8(?NNUT?NM8(

-?)@-<?N)GTM(lU?0@)M8(<@)VX--(<GT(?(>?T)@NU0?T(>UT>G-X8(VGVL

@V<T@VPXYXV)8(lU@X)(XVmGMYXV)8(?V!(?VM(@Y>0@X!(I?TT?V)@X-(?T@-@VP(

GU)(G<(?VM(NGUT-X(G<(!X?0@VP8(NGUT-X(G<(>XT<GTY?VNX(GT(U-?PX(G<(

)T?!XF(<?NXWGGZ(!GX-(VG)(I?TT?V)()S?)(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(

Q@VN0U!@VP8(I@)SGU)(0@Y@)?)@GV(?VM(<?NXWGGZ(>TG>XT)@X-R(@-(<TXX(G<(

[@TU-X-8(IGTY-8()TGm?V-8(->MI?TX(GT(G)SXT(S?TY<U0(NGY>GVXV)-8(GT(

)S?)()SXM(I@00(WX(?NNX--@W0X(GV(?(>XTY?VXV)(W?-@-(GT(I@)SGU)(

@V)XTTU>)@GVF(

(

<?NXWGGZ(I@00(VG)(WX(0@?W0X(<GT(?VM(!?Y?PX-(G<(?VM(Z@V!(?T@-@VP(<TGY(

MGUT(U-X(G<8(GT(@V?W@0@)M()G(U-X8(<?NXWGGZ8(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(GT(
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<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(!GNUYXV)?)@GV8(<TGY(?VM()XTY@V?)@GV(G<()S@-(

?PTXXYXV)(GT(MGUT(?W@0@)M()G(U-X(GT(>?T)@N@>?)X(@V(<?NXWGGZ(

>0?)<GTY(<GT(?VM(TX?-GV8(<TGY(!@-?W0@VP(GT(TXYG[@VP(?VM(

?>>0@N?)@GV-(SG-)X!(WM(<?NXWGGZ8(GT(<TGY(?VM(U-X(GT(Y@-U-X(G<(MGUT(

<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(?>>0@N?)@GV(GT(G<(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(?>>0@N?)@GV(

NGV)XV)(WM(?VM(<?NXWGGZ(U-XT(GT(?VM(G)SXT()S@T!(>?T)M8(@VN0U!@VP8(

WU)(VG)(0@Y@)X!()G(!@TXN)8(@V!@TXN)8(@VN@!XV)?08(>UV@)@[X8(

NGV-XlUXV)@?0(GT(XiXY>0?TM(!?Y?PX-8(@VN0U!@VP(I@)SGU)(0@Y@)?)@GV(

0G-)(!?)?8(WU-@VX--(GT(?V)@N@>?)X!(>TG<@)-8(ISX)SXT(GT(VG)(<?NXWGGZ(

I?-(?I?TX(G<(GT(?![@-X!(G<()SX(>G--@W@0@)M(G<(-UNS(!?Y?PX-F(NXT)?@V(

mUT@-!@N)@GV-(!G(VG)(?00GI(0@Y@)?)@GV-(GV(@Y>0@X!(I?TT?V)@X-(GT()SX(

XiN0U-@GV(GT(0@Y@)?)@GV(G<(NXT)?@V(!?Y?PX-8(?V!(-G(-GYX(GT(?00(G<()SX(

?WG[X(!@-N0?@YXT-8(XiN0U-@GV-8(GT(0@Y@)?)@GV-(Y?M(VG)(?>>0M()G(MGUF(

(

)S@-(0@Y@)?)@GV(G<(0@?W@0@)M(!GX-(VG)(?>>0M()G(0@Y@)(<?NXWGGZJ-(

0@?W@0@)M(<GT(!X?)S(GT(>XT-GV?0(@VmUTM()G()SX(Xi)XV)(GV0M()S?)(@)(

?T@-X-(?-(?(TX-U0)(G<()SX(VXP0@PXVNX(GT(I@00<U0(Y@-NGV!UN)(G<(

<?NXWGGZ(GT(G<(@)-(XY>0GMXX-8(?PXV)-(GT(?U)SGT@nX!(TX>TX-XV)?)@[X-F(

(

-"/2.%3(\:5(T"$"1+"(134(@34"*3.,./12.%3(

(

?R(M%E(A"'"6C(.''"#%/16$C(134(E3/%34.2.%31$$C('"$"1+"(134(/%#"3132(3%2(2%(+E"(%'(

&E'+E"(13C(%2A"'(/$1.*(1H1.3+2(<1/"6%%=8(%'(13C(%,(.2+($./"3+""+8(1++.H3+(%'(

+E//"++%'+8(,%'(13C(134(1$$(41*1H"+8($.16.$.2."+8(/1E+"+(%,(1/2.%38(_E4H*"32+8(134(

/$1.*+5(Q.R(&"'21.3.3H(2%(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3+(%'(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(%'(13C(.32"$$"/2E1$(&'%&"'2C(C%E(4"#"$%&(2A12(.+(61+"4(

%38(E+"+8(%'('"$12"+(2%(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(13C(&%'2.%3(2A"'"%,^(134`%'(Q..R(BA./A(

%2A"'B.+"(*1C(1'.+"(.3(/%33"/2.%3(B.2A(C%E'(E+"(%,8('"$.13/"(%38(%'('","'"3/"(2%(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(%'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3F(

(

WR(M%E(B.$$(.34"*3.,C8(134(A%$4(A1'*$"++(<1/"6%%=8(.2+(/E+2%*"'+(134(E+"'+8(1$$(

2A.'4L&1'2C(14#"'2.+"'+8(2"/A3%$%HC(&'%#.4"'+(134(+"'#./"(&'%#.4"'+8(134("1/A(%,(

2A".'('"+&"/2.#"("*&$%C""+8(4.'"/2%'+(134('"&'"+"3212.#"+8(,'%*(134(1H1.3+2(13C(134(

1$$(/$1.*+8(/%+2+8($%++"+8(41*1H"+8($.16.$.2."+8(_E4H*"32+(134("D&"3+"+(Q.3/$E4.3H(

'"1+%316$"(,""+(%,(122%'3"C+(134(%2A"'(&'%,"++.%31$+R8(1'.+.3H(%E2(%,(%'(.3(/%33"/2.%3(

B.2A(13C(/$1.*+8(1/2.%3+(%'(&'%/""4.3H+(Q13C(134(1$$(%,(BA./A(1'"(ON$1.*+OR(BA./A(.3(

13C(B1C(1'.+"(%E2(%,(%'(1'"('"$12"4(2%5(Q.R(C%E'(E+"(%,(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(Q.3/$E4.3H8(

B.2A%E2($.*.212.%38(13C(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'%&"'2."+R(%'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(

!%/E*"3212.%3^(%'(Q..R(C%E'(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(%'(2A"(<1/"6%%=(

>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(N%32"328(.3/$E4.3H(6E2(3%2($.*.2"4(2%(13C(.3,'.3H"*"32(%,(13C(

2A.'4L&1'2C('.HA2+^(134(Q...R(C%E'(#.%$12.%3(%,(13C(2"'*(%'(/%34.2.%3(%,(2A.+(?H'""*"32(

Q.3/$E4.3H(2A"(<1/"6%%=(-.2"()"'*+(%,(U+"8(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>'.#1/C(>%$./C8(2A"(

<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(!%/E*"3212.%3(%'(2A"(<1/"6%%=(>$12,%'*(?&&$./12.%3(

PE.4"$.3"+RF(?2(<1/"6%%=J+(%&2.%38(C%E(B.$$(1++E*"(/%32'%$(%,(2A"(4","3+"(134(

+"22$"*"32(%,(13C(N$1.*(+E6_"/2(2%(.34"*3.,./12.%3(6C(C%E(Q&'%#.4"4(2A128(.3(+E/A(

"#"328(<1/"6%%=(*1C(12(13C(2.*"(2A"'"1,2"'("$"/2(2%(21="(%#"'(/%32'%$(%,(2A"(4","3+"(
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134(+"22$"*"32(%,(13C(+E/A(N$1.*8(134(.3(13C("#"328(C%E(*1C(3%2(+"22$"(13C(+E/A(

N$1.*(B.2A%E2(<1/"6%%=J+(&'.%'(B'.22"3(/%3+"32RF()A.'4(&1'2C(14#"'2.+"'+8(

2"/A3%$%HC(&'%#.4"'+(134(+"'#./"(&'%#.4"'+(1'"("D&'"++(134(.32"34"4(2A.'4L&1'2C(

6"3",./.1'."+(%,(2A.+(-"/2.%3(\:(134(1+(+E/A(B.$$(6"("32.2$"4(2%(4.'"/2$C("3,%'/"(2A".'(

'.HA2+(A"'"E34"'F(

(

-"/2.%3(\\5(?&&$./16$"(01B^(["3E"(

(

)A"($1B+(%,(2A"(-212"(%,(!"$1B1'"8(B.2A%E2('"H1'4(2%(&'.3/.&$"+(%,(/%3,$./2(%,($1B+8(

B.$$(H%#"'3(2A.+(?H'""*"32(134(13C(4.+&E2"(%,(13C(+%'2(2A12(*.HA2(1'.+"(6"2B""3(

C%E(134(<1/"6%%=(%'(13C(%,(%E'(1,,.$.12"+('"$12"4(2%(2A"(+E6_"/2(*122"'(A"'"%,F(I.2A(

'"+&"/2(2%(13C(4.+&E2"+(%'(/$1.*+(3%2(+E6_"/2(2%(1'6.2'12.%3(Q1+(+"2(,%'2A(6"$%BR8(C%E(

1H'""(3%2(2%(/%**"3/"(%'(&'%+"/E2"(13C(1/2.%3(.3(/%33"/2.%3(2A"'"B.2A(%2A"'(2A13(

.3(2A"(+212"(134(,"4"'1$(/%E'2+(%,(N1$.,%'3.1($%/12"4(.3(-1321(N$1'1(N%E32C8(134(C%E(

A"'"6C(/%3+"32(2%8(134(B1.#"(1$$(4","3+"+(%,($1/=(%,(&"'+%31$(_E'.+4./2.%3(134(,%'E*(

3%3(/%3#"3."3+(B.2A('"+&"/2(2%8(#"3E"(134(_E'.+4./2.%3(.3(2A"(+212"(134(,"4"'1$(

/%E'2+(%,(N1$.,%'3.1($%/12"4(.3(-1321(N$1'1(N%E32CF(

(

-"/2.%3(\95(?'6.2'12.%3(

(

MGU(?V!(<?NXWGGZ(?PTXX()S?)()SX(-G0X(?V!(XiN0U-@[X(<GTUY(?V!(

TXYX!M(<GT(?VM(?V!(?00(!@->U)X-(?V!(N0?@Y-(TX0?)@VP(@V(?VM(I?M()G(GT(

?T@-@VP(GU)(G<()S@-(?PTXXYXV)8(MGUT(U-X(G<(GT(@V?W@0@)M()G(U-X(

<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY8(GT(MGUT(<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(?>>0@N?)@GV-(?V!(?VM(

<?NXWGGZ(>0?)<GTY(?>>0@N?)@GV(NGV)XV)(-S?00(WX(NGV<@!XV)@?08(<@V?0(
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Date of Last Revision: October 27th, 2009

Developer Principles and Policies

Facebook Platform is an extension of Facebook, whose mission is to give people the power to share and
make the world more open and connected.

Platform applications and developers are required to comply with the following three documents:

Statement of Rights and Responsibilities: requirements for anyone who uses Facebook
Principles: the spirit of the law for Platform
Policies: the letter of the law for Platform

Here are some Examples and Explanations for specifics.

Principles
1. Be trustworthy

Respect privacy
Don't mislead or surprise users
Don't spam - encourage authentic communications

2. Create a great user experience
Build social and engaging applications
Give users choice and control
Help users share expressive and relevant content

Policies
I. Presenting Your Policies

1. You must provide a link to your privacy policy and any other applicable policies in the Info
section of your application's Profile page and on every page of your application.

II. Features and Functionality
1. You must not confuse, mislead, surprise, or defraud anyone.
2. You must not violate any law or the rights of any individual or entity, and must not expose

Facebook or Facebook users to harm or legal liability as determined by us in our sole
discretion.

3. You must not use a user's session key to make an API call on behalf of another user.
4. You must not include functionality that proxies, requests or collects Facebook usernames or

passwords.
5. You must not circumvent our intended limitations on core Facebook features. For example:

a. You must not notify a user that someone has removed the user as a friend.
b. You must not track visits to a user's profile, or estimate the number of such visits,

whether aggregated anonymously or identified individually.
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6. You must not significantly alter the purpose of your application such that users would view
it as entirely unfamiliar or different.

7. To change the name of your application, you must use one of the following formats for 30
days before completely switching to your new application name: "New name (formerly 'old
name')" or "New name (renamed)." For example, "App 2 (formerly App 1)" or "App 2
(renamed)."

III. Storing and Using Data You Receive From Us
1. You must not store or cache any data you receive from us for more than 24 hours unless

doing so is permitted by the offline exception, or that data is explicitly designated as
Storable Data.

2. You must not give data you receive from us to any third party, including ad networks.
3. You must not use user data you receive from us or collect through running an ad, including

information you derive from your targeting criteria, for any purpose off of Facebook,
without user consent.

4. Unless authorized by us, your ads must not display user data - such as users' names or
profile photos - whether that data was obtained from us or otherwise.

5. You cannot convert user data you receive from us into Independent Data (e.g., by pre-filling
user information with data obtained from the API and then asking the user to save the data).

6. Before making use of user data that may be protected by intellectual property rights (e.g.,
photos, videos), you must obtain permission from those who provided that data to us.

7. You must not give your secret key to another party, unless that party is an agent acting on
your behalf as an operator of your application, but you must never give your secret key to
an ad network. You are responsible for all activities that occur under your account
identifiers.

IV. Application Content
A. Prohibited Content - You are responsible for all content within your application, including

advertisements and user-generated content. You must not promote, or provide content
(including any advertising content) referencing, facilitating, containing or using, the
following:

1. Adult content, including nudity, sexual terms and/or images of people in positions or
activities that are excessively suggestive or sexual;

2. Obscene, defamatory, libelous, slanderous and/or unlawful content;
3. Content that infringes upon the rights of any third party, including copyright,

trademark, privacy, publicity or other personal or proprietary right, or that is
deceptive or fraudulent;

4. Liquor, beer, wine or other alcoholic beverages (unless the appropriate Demographic
Restrictions are used), or sale of tobacco products, ammunition and/or firearms;

5. Gambling, including without limitation, any online casino, sports books, bingo or
poker;

6. Inflammatory religious content;
7. Politically religious agendas and/or any known associations with hate, criminal and/or

terrorist activities;
8. Content that exploits political agendas or uses "hot button" issues for commercial use

regardless of whether the developer has a political agenda;
9. Hate speech, whether directed at an individual or a group, and whether based upon

the race, disability, sex, creed, national origin, religious affiliation, marital status,
sexual orientation, gender identity, or language of such individual or group;

10. Illegal activity and/or illegal contests, pyramid schemes, sweepstakes or chain letters;
if you run, reference, or facilitate a legally permissible sweepstakes, contest, or other
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promotion you are subject to Facebook's Promotions Guidelines;
11. "Spam" or other advertising or marketing content that violates applicable laws,

regulations or industry standards.
B. Content Unsuitable for General Facebook User Base

1. If your application contains content unsuitable for consumption by the general
Facebook user base (e.g., strong language, fantasy violence, simulated gambling; see
also MPAA PG-13 and ESRB Teen standards), you must describe the nature of the
content in the Info section of your application's Profile page.

2. You must provide users with a way to report user-generated content and timely
address any user reports.

C. Advertisements and Cross-Promotions
1. You must not include advertisements or promotions, cross-promote other

applications, or provide web search functionality on user profile pages or in content
distributed through Facebook communication channels.

2. Your advertisements must comply with our Advertising Guidelines.
V. Application Integration Points

1. You must not incentivize users to grant additional permissions or use Application
Integration Points.

2. You must not provide users with rewards or gate content from users based on their number
of friends who use your application.

3. You must not require users to grant additional permissions or add Application Integration
Points, and must only request extended permissions at reasonable times when the user
engages with features that would require the use.

4. You must not prompt users to send invitations, requests, generate notifications, or use other
Facebook communication channels immediately after a user allows access or returns to your
application.

5. You must provide users with a "skip" button on any page where users are prompted to use a
Facebook communication channel (e.g., invitations, requests, and notifications) that is
adjacent to and the same size and design of the send option. If a user chooses to "skip" you
must not present the user with a similar prompt during that user's visit to your application.

6. You must not pre-select more than one person to receive information through a Facebook
communication channel.

7. You must only use one Facebook communication channel in response to a user's single
action.

8. You must not pre-fill the name, title, user_message parameter, or description of Photos,
Videos, Notes, Links, Share, or Stream stories, unless the user generated the content earlier
in the workflow.

9. Your Application tab label must not contain a call to action (e.g., "Click Here").
VI. Developer Responses to User Actions

A. Notifications
1. You must not send a user-to-user notification unless the sending user takes a direct

action against a friend and would expect the notification to be sent.
2. You must not send user-to-user notifications to multiple users without requiring the

sending user to confirm the action with at least two clicks or steps. For example, if a
feature states "Notify friends" or "Ask friends for help," when a user clicks on this
option they must be presented with an additional confirmation step before any
notifications are generated.

B. Stream Stories
1. You must not publish or prompt a user to publish a Stream story immediately after a
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user allows access or returns to your application.
2. You must not use Stream stories as a method for users to invite friends to your

application.
3. You must use discretion when publishing Stream stories and must not misuse the

Stream by publishing an excessive amount of stories on a user's behalf.
4. You must not publish more than one story for a user's single action, i.e., do not

publish a one-line story and present a user with the Feed form.
5. You must not pre-fill the user_message parameter or content sent via an extended

permission (such as a status update or note), unless the user generated the content
earlier in the workflow.

6. You must not include calls to action in the body of your Stream stories (e.g., "Beat
her score!â!" or "Can you beat her score?"). A call to action must only be presented
as an action link (in line with "comment" and "like" and similar to Facebook's stories
in design).

7. A Feed form cannot be used to present information to the user for the first time (such
as quiz results).

8. Stream stories must be consistent with our design and be user-focused based on the
user's action that triggered the story. In no case should a Stream story serve primarily
as a means to promote or advertise your application.

VII. Facebook's Feature and Functionality Terms and Trademarks
1. You must not express or imply any affiliation or relationship with or endorsement by us.
2. You must not use or make derivative use of Facebook icons.
3. You must not use terms for Facebook features and functionality (e.g., fan, feed, status, tag,

like) in the name of your application, any corresponding URL, or your application's features
and functionality, if such use could confuse users into thinking that the reference is to
Facebook features or functionality of the same name.

4. You must not make use of Facebook trademarks, including but not limited to FACEBOOK,
FACEBOOK LOGO, F LOGO, FB, WALL, POKE and 32665, or any trademarks or terms
confusingly similar to Facebook trademarks, in any way that may suggest that we are
affiliated with, endorse, or sponsor you or your application.

VIII. Enforcement

We can take enforcement action against you and any or all of your applications if we determine in
our sole judgment that you or your application violates Facebook Platform Terms and Policies.
Enforcement action can include disabling your application, restricting you and your application's
access to Platform functionality, terminating our agreements with you, or any other action as we in
our sole discretion deem appropriate.

IX. Changes

We can change these Developer Principles and Policies at any time without prior notice as we
deem necessary. Your continued use of Platform constitutes acceptance of those changes.

X. Definitions
1. By "Application" we mean canvas page application, Connect integration, or any other

technical integration we have assigned an application identification number.
2. By "Application Integration Point" we mean Profile Box, Application Info Section,

Application tab, notification email, Feed, requests (including invites), Publisher, inbox
attachments, Chat, or any other feature of a user profile or Facebook communication
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channel in which or through which an application can provide, display, or deliver content
directed at, on behalf of, or by permission of a user.

3. By "User data you receive from Facebook" (also called "user data you receive from us,"
"user data received from Facebook," or "user data received from us") we mean any data or
content (including any images, text, or other information or materials) you receive from us,
that was provided by users to us or was associated by us with a particular user.

4. By "Independent Data" we mean information that users provide directly to you.
5. By "Facebook Platform Terms and Policies" we mean the Statement of Rights and

Responsibilities and the Developer Principles and Policies.
XI. Additional Policies Governing Facebook Connect

A. Login/Connect
1. The website must display and use one of the approved Facebook Connect buttons on

Facebook Connect Login Buttons to being the "Connect" process.
2. When Facebook Connect is used to allow a user to "sign in" or authenticate with your

website, the Facebook Connect option must be presented at least as prominently as
the most prominent of any other sign in or authentication method on your site, and
not as a secondary option.

3. The website must offer an explicit "Log Out" option that also logs the user out of
Facebook Connect.

4. When a user has connected their account and is currently logged in on your site, the
application must show the profile picture and name of the user in a visible place on
the page. This profile picture should be no smaller than 16x16 pixels and should
include the Facebook "f" favicon in the lower right corner. If the profile picture is too
small to position the icon over the lower right corner, you can position the favicon to
the right of the picture.

5. When a user connects with your website, the user is granting this
authentication/permission only to the specific website. The user's data or access
cannot be made available to another website not under your control unless the user
specifically connects to that website as well.

6. If you have an application on Facebook and a website that implements Facebook
Connect, the user will need to explicitly connect on your website before your website
can use their information. However, once the user has both authorized the application
and connected to your website, you can link the information.

7. Best Practice: When you use a "Facebook Connect" button on your website, you
should make sure to have the right descriptive text to describe how the experience
will work on your site. For example, we recommend associating Facebook Connect
with one of the following words or phrases: "Connect," "Sign In," "Sign Up,"
"Login," "Log in," "Create account," "Register," "Join," "Find your friends," or "Share
with your friends."

B. Feed
1. Facebook Connect applications cannot publish one line stories automatically via the

Facebook Platform API (i.e., without being presented to the user in a Feed form)
unless the story and template have been approved through the Facebook Connect
approval process. NOTE: This process is still being finalized. For now, you may not
publish one line stories automatically.

2. Best Practice: When a user completes an action in an application that would prompt a
Feed form, the application should add a check box (to the part of the flow associated
with completing the action) asking the user if they want to share this information
through Facebook (e.g., "Share this run with my Facebook friends?"). The check box
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may be pre-checked by default, but if the user unchecks this box during the flow, the
Feed form should not be shown.

3. Best Practice: One line stories published from your site will be approved for
automatic publishing only if they meet the following criteria: (1) the story contains
information that is publicly available to users who can view the story (e.g., a user
commented on an article); (2) the information shared in the story is associated with
the user on the website (e.g., no anonymous data); (3) the story is a result of an
explicit action taken by the user. NOTE: Details for how to get one-line stories
approved will be announced soon.

C. Friends and Friend Linking
1. When representing a list of friends to a user on the website, which includes a set of

friends from the user's full Facebook friend list, the website must indicate that the
friend relationship on this website is associated with their friend relationship on
Facebook. It is recommended that you use a Facebook favicon or the word
"Facebook" to indicate that these friend relationships are associated with Facebook.

2. Sites that use the Friend Linking feature to help users find their friends can only use
this feature if the site also offers a separate way to search for friends by email address
or via a contact importer. NOTE: This feature is available for your site on an
approval basis only. Details for approval appear on the Connect tab in the application
settings editor.

3. All email addresses submitted for friend linking must be legitimate email addresses
for users on your site.

D. Facebook Connect for iPhone - The following policies apply only if you're developing a
Facebook Connect for iPhone application.

1. Facebook must be referenced in plain text, capital "F", lower case "acebook", no
copyright message necessary. Do not use the Facebook logo.

2. Use full name of the user, including first and last names. You get the user's name by
calling fql.query on the name column of the user FQL table.

3. The Facebook favicon must exist on users' profile pictures, and is recommended for
friends' pictures.

4. Use official iPhone buttons for Connect and logout. You can find the images for these
buttons at Facebook Connect for iPhone Buttons.

5. Overlay the official Facebook favicon over profile pictures, in the bottom right corner
of the image. You can find this image at Facebook Connect for iPhone Buttons.

E. Disconnecting

You must provide a simple online process, placed in a prominent location on your Connect
site, for Facebook users to disconnect or otherwise disassociate their Facebook account
from your site. If a user disconnects/disassociates (either through your site or via
Facebook), you must immediately delete all User Data (including any Storable Data)
relating to that user.

XII. Escalation Procedures for Facebook Policy Issues

The vast majority of the Facebook developer community is well intentioned and unlikely to be
impacted by an enforcement action. We strive to work with developers to correct any issues we
discover, but when necessary we will act quickly to correct problems and ensure a safe and high-
quality Facebook Platform experience for all. Thus, Facebook may respond to non-compliance or
other matters of concern with one of the actions listed below. Facebook may or may not notify
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you of such action in advance.

Please note that these possible actions are not necessarily an escalating sequence. In particular,
while we try to work with developers to resolve issues, and aim to support developers in their
efforts to come into compliance with policy and best serve the community of users, in rare cases
an immediate enforcement action may be imposed.

Communication with developers takes place via an email sent from the facebook.com or
facebookmail.com domain to the Developer Contact email address registered to the application.
To stay in touch, please ensure that you do not filter out any such messages.

Possible Actions

1. Notice of Concern: An indication that the Facebook team is concerned that some aspect(s)
of your application's functionality or content may be in violation of the letter or spirit of
Facebook Policy and our mission to ensure a safe and high-quality user experience. Your
application is under review, but if you wish you may voluntarily modify your application
and obviate the need for further evaluation.

2. Request for Action: We request that you make specific changes to facilitate an
application's performance, enhance the user experience, or eliminate potential for violations
of the letter or spirit of the policy. Compliance is voluntary.

3. Notice of Violation: We determined that your application is in violation of Facebook policy
and a restriction or moratorium on some aspect of your application's functionality may be
imposed if the violation persists. The nature of the violation and any suggested corrective
action will be described, as well as a time limit for coming into compliance.

4. Notice of Restriction or Moratorium: Due to violation of policy, some aspect of your
application's functionality has been disallowed on a temporary basis. The length of time of
the restriction or moratorium, the nature of the violation, and any required corrective action
will be described.

5. Notice of Suspension: As above, with temporary removal of the entire application from
Facebook Platform.

6. Notice of Termination: Application has been permanently disabled.
XIII. Contacting Facebook

If you wish to correspond with Facebook after receiving a policy notice, please follow the
instructions provided in the notice.

To report bugs or technical problems related to Facebook Platform functionality or the
Application Directory approval process, or to make a specific Platform feature request, please use
the Platform bug tracking system. We aim to triage all new bug reports within two business hours.

For discussions or inquiries about technical issues, policy matters, or documentation, or to solicit
help from Platform Developer Operations and Support, other people at Facebook, or the developer
community, please use the Developer Forum. The Forum is monitored by Facebook personnel
throughout the day; typically we take action on urgent items within two business hours.

To contact Facebook about a confidential matter that you do not wish to post for public view,
please use the Developer Help Contact Form. Response times are much faster in the Forum and
Bug Tracker, so it's best to use them whenever possible.
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Note: Although we endeavor to protect your privacy, Facebook does not guarantee the
confidentiality of communications sent by email and webform unless there is a prior written
agreement to that effect.

XIV. Copyright Policy
A. Instructions for Applications That Permit File Sharing

Lots of legitimate applications permit people to share content with other people, and we're
all about letting developers create the best, most innovative applications for users. At the
same time however, developers need to make sure that their applications are not being used
for improper or unauthorized purposes. Therefore, if your application permits users to
download, view, listen to or otherwise access third party content provided by other users, in
order to help protect yourself and your users, we need you to take the following steps:

1. Post and implement a copyright policy that complies with the Digital Millenium
Copyright Act;

2. Register an agent for notices of copyright infringements with the U.S. Copyright
Office; and

3. Include the following statement on any page of your application (or other interface,
such as a form in a profile box) through which users can upload or otherwise make
third party content available:

"By making any content available through this application, you represent and warrant that
you own all rights necessary to properly do so."

More details about each of these steps are provided below.

B. Your Copyright Policy

We have a policy for applications that allow sharing of third party content. This policy is
part of our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. Here is our policy:

You have to have your own copyright policy. A copyright policy acceptable to us can be
found here. You should fill out this policy and post it (or another policy we approve in
writing) on a page of your application. After you post it, you must include a link to the
policy (with a name like "Report Infringing Content") on each page of your application or
other feature (such as a profile box) through which users can view, hear or otherwise access
third party content.

Your copyright policy requires you to do some things. For example, some of the highlights
are: (A) you commit to blocking access to infringing content promptly (within no more than
48 hours) after you receive a notice of infringement that has all of the information described
in the policy; (B) if you receive a notice of infringement that doesn't have all of that
information, you promptly contact the person who submitted the notice to try to get the
missing information; (C) if any users of your application turn out to be repeat infringers,
you will terminate their access to your application.

You should read the entire policy carefully to make sure you understand what you're
committing to do. If you don't think you can comply with the terms of the policy, you
should not launch your application until you can do so, because if you can't, we may have
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no choice but to suspend your access to Facebook Platform, and we don't want you to waste
your time.

C. Registering an Agent with the U.S. Copyright Office

Our policy requires that you have a "designated agent" for copyright complaints. As
described in the Digital Millenium Copyright Act, you must register a designated agent to
receive notices of claimed infringement with the U.S. Copyright Office. Fortunately, this
isn't hard to do. Basically, all you have to do is fill out the form located here:
http://www.copyright.gov/onlinesp/agent.pdf, and mail it (along with a check made out to
"Register of Copyrights") to the following address: Copyright GC/I&R, P.O. Box 70400,
Washington, DC 20024. You can either fill out the form online and print it out, or else print
out the blank form and fill it in by hand.

D. Representation

To make sure that users know what is expected of them when they're using your application,
you need to notify them that they should not be making any content available that they don't
have the rights for. Therefore our policy requires you to post this statement, "By making
any content available through this application, you represent and warrant that you own all
rights necessary to properly do so", on any page or other interface of your application
through which users can upload third party content, provide links to third party content, or
otherwise make third party content available through your application. "Content", in this
context, includes any music, video, graphic, text or other content.

Please note that these requirements are in addition to the all of the requirements in our
Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. If anything on this page conflicts with anything in
the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities
will control, so please read it carefully.

THE STEPS DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE CONDITIONS OF FACEBOOK GIVING YOU
ACCESS TO FACEBOOK PLATFORM ONLY, AND FACEBOOK RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO MODIFY THESE CONDITIONS AT ANY TIME IN OUR SOLE
DISCRETION. FACEBOOK IS NOT PROVIDING LEGAL ADVICE TO YOU, AND
FACEBOOK DOES NOT GUARANTEE, REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT YOUR
POSTING, IMPLEMENTING OR COMPLYING WITH ANY SAMPLE POLICY WE
MAKE AVAILABLE OR ANY OTHER COPYRIGHT POLICY WILL PROTECT YOU
FROM LIABILITY OR BRING YOU INTO COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE
LAWS. YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE AND LIABLE FOR COMPLYING WITH
ALL APPLICABLE LAWS, INCLUDING COPYRIGHT LAWS, IN CONNECTION
WITH YOUR APPLICATION, AND WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO OBTAIN
INDEPENDENT LEGAL COUNSEL.

XV. Developer PR Policy

Thank you for joining the Facebook developer community! We know you are eager to do PR
around your new Facebook application, so we've developed this policy to help you draft a press
release and speak with press.

A. Press Release
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Facebook Corporate Communications needs to approve any press releases mentioning
Facebook that you put on the wire. Please use the Press Release Policy below to draft your
press release, and send it to platformPR@facebook.com once completed. A member of the
Facebook Corporate Communications team will respond to you with edits or final approval
within 5 business days of receipt. You cannot distribute the press release unless you have
received written approval to do so from Facebook.

B. Talking to the Press

We encourage you to blog and talk to the press about your application, provided you
accurately represent your application and your relationship with Facebook. We suggest that
you look at the Press Release Policy below for context on how we think about Facebook
Platform and our partnership with you. For your reference, you can find the latest Facebook
stats here. If you have any questions or press requests, please send them to
platformPR@facebook.com.

C. Helping Us Help You

We are always interested in hearing from developers and entrepreneurs who build on
Facebook Platform and occasionally will point interested reporters to members of our
developer community when it supports a story or trend. Please take a few minutes to tell us
about your successes via our submission form and we'll keep you in mind for appropriate
press opportunities.

As we are sure you understand, we expect partners to comply with this process. However, if
you do not adhere to this policy we will take action up to and including the termination of
your relationship with Facebook, termination of your access to Facebook Platform and/or
removal or disabling of your Facebook Platform application or Facebook Connect site.

Thanks for your participation and we look forward to working with you!

D. Press Release Policy
1. Headline/Lead

Any reference to "Facebook" in the headline, subheadline and lead must be followed
by the word "Platform" or "Connect," and must clarify that the application is built
"on" or "using" Facebook Platform.

1. Correct: Company Launches New Slideshow Application on Facebook Platform
-- OR -- Company Implements Facebook Connect to make (product/serve/site)
More Social

2. Incorrect: Company and Facebook Launch New Slideshow Application

The lead cannot reference Facebook as announcing this news.

1. Correct: Company today announced a new budgeting application built on
Facebook Platform

2. Incorrect: Company and Facebookk Platform today announced a new budgeting
application for Facebook
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2. Facebook Lanugage

The Facebook boilerplate cannot be used anywhere in the press release. We have
provided a series of sentences that can be used as needed in the press release.

Please see "Facebook Press Release Language."

We have also provided a "Sample Press Release" format which you may choose to
use as a model.

3. General Language

All references to your product must be called an "application," not a widget or
gadget.

Words NOT to be used regarding Facebook and Company: partnership, strategic,
commitment.

Words NOT to be used regarding Facebook: college site.

4. Quote

Facebook will not supply a custom quote for the press release.

5. Competitive

No direct or perceived competitors to Facebook may be listed or referenced anywhere
in the press release.

6. Trademarks

The first reference to Facebook must include a registered trademark.

1. Correct: Facebook®
2. Incorrect: FacebookTM

The following trademark language must be added at the bottom of the release:
"Facebook® is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc."

7. Press Outreach

Developers are responsible for distribution of their own press release. Facebook will
not conduct press outreach for applications, but may (at its sole discretion) mention
certain applications or Connect sites in press interviews.

Facebook will respond to press inquiries on a case-by-case basis.

8. Approved Facebook Press Release Language

Facebook gives everyone the power to share with the people they care about, making
the world more open and transparent.
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Facebook users communicate and share information through the social graph, the
network of connections and relationships between people.

Facebook gives companies and the developer community access to the social graph
through Facebook Platform.

Using a rich set of tools and online services, developers can build applications that
are deeply integrated into the Facebook website.

Millions of Facebook users return to the site each day, providing unparalleled
distribution potential for applications and the opportunity to build a business that is
highly relevant to people's lives.

Facebook Platform offers deep integration into the Facebook website, distribution
through the social graph and an opportunity to build a business.

Facebook Platform is a development system that enables companies and developers to
build applications for the Facebook website, where all of Facebook's [XXX] million*
users can interact with them.

Facebook Platform is a way for companies and developers to integrate with the
Facebook website and gain access to its [XXX] million* users.

Facebook launched Facebook Platform in May 2007 to enable developers and
entrepreneurs to integrate with Facebook and gain access to millions of users.

9. Facebook Connect

Facebook Connect extends the core features of Facebook Platform â!“ social graph,
identity and distribution â!“ to technology off of Facebook.

Facebook Connect allows Facebook's [XX] million* users to login and easily share
[your website/app/device] content with their friends using their Facebook username
and password.

With Facebook Connect, Facebook users can quickly and easily authenticate into
[your website/app/device] using their already established Facebook account.

Facebook users use their real names and real identities to represent their actions in the
Facebook experience. With Facebook Connect, users will have the same opportunity
to leverage their real identity on [your website/app/device].

Through trusted friend connections on Facebook, users share more information
because they know what information is being shared and with whom. With Facebook
Connect, users are able to access their Facebook friends on [your website/app/device],
enabling a trusted social context.

Giving users control over their privacy is paramount on Facebook. With Facebook
Connect, users can be assured that the same privacy settings they have set up on
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Facebook will follow them when they log in to [your website/app/device].

Facebook Connect makes it faster and easier for users to seamlessly share [type of
actions/interest shared on your site] with their friends on Facebook, enhancing the
social experience across both [your website/app/device] and Facebook.

When Facebook users log in to [your website/app/device] with Facebook Connect,
they can publish their actions back to Facebook, where that content can be shared
with friends.

Users have complete control over their information, who sees it, and what content is
published back to their Facebook stream.

More than [XX]* websites, devices and applications have implemented Facebook
Connect since it was released in December 2008.

* Facebook user numbers increase weekly. We will edit your press release to include
the most accurate count on that date.

10. Sample Press Release

[Company] Launches [Type] Application on Facebook® Platform

CITY, STATE â!” Month XX, 2009 â!” [Company] today announced a(n)
[Type/Name] application built on Facebook Platform. [Company's] [Type/Name]
application [does what?] for Facebook users worldwide.

[Quote from company spokesperson]

[Paragraph to describe application]

Facebook's mission is to give people the power to share and make the world more
open and connected. Facebook users communicate and share information through the
social graph, the network of connections and relationships between people. With more
than XXX million active users, Facebook is the fourth- most trafficked website in the
United States.

In 2007, Facebook launched Facebook Platform to empower developers and
entrepreneurs around the world make the Web more social for users. Millions of
Facebook users return to the site each day, providing unparalleled distribution
potential for applications and the opportunity to build a business that is highly
relevant to people's lives.

About [Company] [Company Boilerplate]

# # #

Facebook® is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc.

XVI. Branding and Promotion Policy
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There are currently no additional assets or policies in addition to those set out in the Statement of
Rights and Responsibilities.

XVII. Advertising Guidelines

Examples and Explanations
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Facebook Platform Policies 

This agreement was wrrten U1 English (US). To the extent any translated version of thl5 agreement conflicts with the English version, the 

English version controls. 

Additional Languages 

Introd.Jcfun 

Date of Last Revision: November 14, 2012 

Facebook Platform is an extension of Facebook, whose mission is to make the world more open and connected. 

Platform applications and developers are required to comply with, and are subject to, the foDowng documents: 

o Statement of Rights and Responsibilities : requirements for anyone who uses Facebook. 

o Principles: the spirit of the law for Platform. 

o Policies: the letter of the law for Platform. 

Here are some Examples and Explanations for specifics. 

Prindples 

Create a great user experience 

o Build social and engaging applications 

o G'-'e users choice and control 

o Help users share express'-'e and relevant content 

Be trustworthy 

o Respect pr'-'acy 

o Don't mislead, confuse, defraud, or surprise users 

o Don't spam - encourage authentic communications 

Pol ides 

I. Features and Functionality 

1. You must not violate any law or the rights of any ind'-'idual or entity, and must not expose Facebook or Facebook users to harm or 

legalliab~ity as determined by us in our sole dl5cretion. In particular you will ( if applicable): comply with the Video Pr'-'acy Protection 

Act (VPPA), and obtain any opt-in consent necessary from users so that user data subject to the VPPA may be shared on 

Facebook. You represent that any disclosure to us will not be incidental to the ordinary course of your business. 

2. You must not include functionality that proxies, requests or collects Facebook usernames or passwords. 

3. You must not circumvent (or claim to circumvent) our intended limitations on core Facebook features and functionality. 

4. If you offer a service for a user that integrates user data into a physical product (such as a scrapbook or calendar), you must only 

create a physical product for that user's personal and non-commercial use. 

5. If you exceed, or plan to exceed, any of the following thresholds please contact us as you may be subject to additional terms: (>SM 

MAU) or (>100M API calls per day) or (>SOM impressions per day). 

6. Your website must offer an explicit "Log Out" option that also logs the user out of Facebook. 

7. Special provision for apps on Pages: When a user visits your Page, if they have not g'-'en explicit permission by authorizing your 

Facebook app or directly providing information to your Page, you may only use nformation obtained from us and the user's 

interaction with your Page in connection with that Page. For example, a~hough you may use aggregate analytics for your ind'-'idual 

Page, you must not combine information from any other sources to customize the user's experience on your Page and may not use 

any information about the user's U1teraction with your Page in any other context (such as analytics or customization across other 

Pages or websites). 

8. You must not use or make der'-'at'-'e use of Facebook icons, or use terms for Facebook features and functionality, if such use could 

confuse users into thinking that the reference is to Facebook features or functionality. 

9. Mobile Web Apps that are running within the Facebook iOS app must not accept payments. In particular, these apps must not 

reference, use, or otherwise encourage the use of Facebook Payments or other non-iOS approved payment methods. 

10. Competing social networks: (a) You may not use Facebook Platform to export user data into a competing social network without our 

permission; (b) Apps on Facebook may not integrate, link to, promote, dl5tribute, or redirect to any app on any other competn g 

social network. 
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experience and onto an external s~e. 

12. You must not include data obtained from us in any search engine or directory w~hout our wrtten permission. 

13. Special proviskms for games: 

a. Desktop web games off of Facebook.com may only use Facebook Login (Authentk:atkm, excluding user connections such as 

friend list), Social Plugins and publishing (e.g., Feed Dialog, Stream Publish, or Open Graph). When authentk:atng, these games may 

not request add~ional permissions other than age, emaa, and our Publishing Permissions (effective December 5, 2012). 

b. Games on Facebook.com and mobile must not share the same app ID w~h desktop web games off of Facebook.com. You must 

not use Canvas apps to promote or link to game s~es off of Facebook. and must not use emails obtained from us to promote or link 

to desktop web games off of Facebook.com (effective December 5, 2012). 

c. Games on Facebook.com or Mobile Web must use Facebook Payments as their sole and exclusive payment method for all vitual 

goods and currencies made available to users w~hn the game. All other payment options are prohib~ed wthin games on 

Facebook.com or Mob~e Web unless they go through Facebook Payments rather than directly through that payment option. By 

"Payment Method" we mean any method that allows a user to complete a t ransaction n a game that is on Facebook.com or Mobile 

Web, including, w~hout lim~ation, by exchanging monetary value for v irtual currency or v irtual goods, whether d~ectly at the time of 

purchase or via any prevklus transaction such as the user's earlier purchase of a prepaid gift card or electronic code. I n-game 

rewards of virtual currency or v irtual goods earned by users through game-play activ~ alone are exempt from this definitkln. 

d. Games on Facebook.com or Mobile Web may reward users w~h virtual currency or v irtual goods n exchange for user actklns that 

do not nvolve third parties, but rewards for user actions that involve third parties must be powered by Facebook Payments by 

integrating Facebook Payments offers. For example, you may not reward users w~h virtual currency or virtual goods n exchange for 

any action in which personally identifiable nformation is shared w~h a third party, you may not reward users w~h vitual currency or 

virtual goods in exchange for third party downloads, such as toolbars or ringtones, and you may not reward users w~h virtual 

currency for engaging in passive actions offered by third parties, such as watching a v ideo, playng a mini-game, or taking an 

anonymous poD. 

II. storing and Using Data You Receive From Us 

1. You will only request the data you need to operate your application. 

2. You may cache data you receive through use of the Facebook API in order to improve your application's user experience, but you 

should try to keep the data up to date. This permission does not give you any rights to such data. 

3. You wiD have a privacy policy that tells users what user data you are going to use and how you will use, display, share, or transfer 

that data. In add~ion, you will include your privacy polk:y URL in the App Dashboard, and must also n clude a link to your app's 

privacy policy in any app marketplace that prov ides you w~h the functional~ to do so. 

4. A user's friends' data can only be used in the context of the user's experience on your application. 

5. Subject to certain restrictions, including on transfer, users give you the!' basic account informatkln when they connect w~h your 

applk:atkln. For all other data obtained through use of the Facebook API, you must obtain explicit consent from the user who 

provided the data to us before using it for any purpose other than display ing ~ back to the user on your application. 

6. You wiD not directly or n directly transfer any data you receive from us, including user data or Face book User IDs, to (or use such 

data in connection with) any ad network. ad exchange, data broker, or other advertising or monetization related toolset, even if a 

user consents to such transfer or use. By ndirectly we mean you cannot, for example, t ransfer data to a third party who then 

transfers the data to an ad network. By any data we mean all data obtained through use of the Facebook Platform (API, Social 

Plugins, etc.), including aggregate, anonymous or derivative data. 

7. You will not use Facebook User IDs for any purpose outside your application (e.g., your infrastructure, code, or servk:es necessary 

to build and run your application). Facebook User IDs may be used w~h external services that you use to build and run your 

applk:atkln, such as a web infrastructure servk:e or a distributed computing platform, but only if those services are necessary to 

running your application and the service has a contractual obligatkln w~h you to keep Facebook User IDs confidential. 

8. If you need an anonymous unique identifier to share outside your applicatkln w~h third parties such as content partners, advertisers, 

or ad networks, you must use our mechanism. You must never share this anonymous unique identifier with a data broker, 

information broker, or any other service that we may define as such under our sole discretion. 

9. You wiD not sell any data. If you are acquired by or merge w~h a thr d party, you can contnue to use user data w~hn your 

application, but you cannot transfer data outside your application. 

10. If you stop using Platform or we disable your application, you must delete all data you have received through use of the Facebook 

API unless: (a) ~ is basic account information; or (b) you have received explic~ consent from the user to retain their data. 

11. You cannot use a user's friend list outside of your application, even if a user consents to such use, but you can use connections 

between users who have both connected to your application. 

12. You wiD delete all data you receive from us concerning a user if the user asks you to do so, and will provide an easily accessible 

mechanism for users to make such a request. We may require you to delete data you receive from the Facebook API if you violate 

our terms. 

13. You will not include data you receive from us concerning a user in any advertising creative, even if a user consents to such use. 

14. You must not give your secret key to another party, unless that party is an agent acting on your behalf as an operator of your 

application. You are responsible for all activ~ies that occur under your account identifiers . 

III. Content 
A. General 

1. Responsibil~ for content: You are responsible for all content of and withn your application, including advertisements, user-generated 

content, and any content hosted, streamed or otherwise delivered to users by th~d parties. You must make it clear that this content 

is not provided by Facebook. You must also comply w~h the Facebook Commun~ Standards. 

2. Demographic restrictions: You are responsible for restricting access to your content U1 accordance w~h our content policies and aU 

applicable laws and regulations. A~hough we provide controls to assist w~h this, please note that we make no representations 

regarding the sufficiency of any controls provided to you and that you are u~imately responsible for establishing legally compfiant 

restrictions for each country where your app is visible. 

3. Advertisements and cross-promotions: 

a. You must not nclude advertisements, cross-promote other applications, or provide web search functional~ in content distributed 
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through Facebook social channels . 

b. You can on~ ut ilize advertising or sim~r monetization reiated products or services from companies that appear on this list of 

Advertlsing Provklers within Apps on Facebook.com. 

4. Promotions: If you run, reference, or facilitate a promotion (contest, competition, or sweepstake) on Facebook. you must camp~ 

with Facebook's Promotions Guklelines. 

5. Permission from Facebook: You must not promote, or provkle content referencU1g, facilitating, or containing online gambling, online 

real money games of skill or online lotteries without our written permlssion. 

6. Quality of content: you are responsible for provkling users with a quality exper~nce and must not confuse, defraud, mislead, spam 

or surprise users. For example, you must monitor your app's negative feedback in Application Ins~hts to ensure it stays below our 

thresholds, avokl excessive advertisements or bugs, and ensure the descrption of your app is consistent with your app's content. 

B. Content Rights 

1. You agree that you will not promote or provide content that references, facilitates, contains or uses content that infringes upon the 

r~hts of any third party, including intenectual property rights, privacy, publicity, moral or other personal or proprietary rights, or t hat is 

deceptive or fraudulent. 

2. You must ensure that you own or have secured all r~hts necessary to copy, dispiay, distribute, deliver, render and public~ perform 

all content of or within your application to Facebook users in all countries where you make the content available. 

3. You are responsible for all licensing, reporting and payout obligat ions to third parties required in connection with content of or within 

your application. 

4. You must use commercially reasonable geo-fi~erng technology to block access to your appiK:ation's content in countries where you 

are unauthorized t o deliver such content, or where delivery of such content would otherwlse infringe the r~hts of a third party. 

5. A~hough we have no obligation to do so, in our sole dlscretion we may request, and you are required to provkle us, proof that your 

applk:ation and any content of or within your application is proper~ lk:ensed. 

C. Third Party Content 

If your applk:ation contains content submitted or provkled by third parties, you must camp~ with the following rules: 

1. In the United States you must take an steps required to fan within the appiK:ab"" safe harbors of the Digital Minennium Copyr~ht Act 

including des~nating an agent to receive notk:es of ciaimed U1fringement, instituting a repeat infrU1ger termination policy and 

implementing a "notk:e and takedown" process. In other countries, you must camp~ with local copyr~ht iaws and implement an 

appropriate "notice and takedown" process upon receiving a notice of ciaimed infringement. 

IV. Application Integration Points 

1. You must not incentivize users to use (or gate content behind the use of) Facebook social channels, or mp~ t hat an incentive is 

direct~ t ied to the use of our channels. 

2. You must not pre-fill any of the fields associated with the following products, unless the user manual~ generated the content earlier in 

the workflow: Stream stor~s (user_message parameter for Facebook.streamPubiLsh and FB . Connect.streamPub~h, and message 

parameter for stream.pubiLsh), Photos (caption), Vkleos (description), Notes (title and content), Links (comment), and Jabber/ XMPP. 

3. If a user grants you a publishing permlssion, actions you take on the user's behalf must be expected by the user and consistent with 

the user's actions within your app. 

4. Piatform U1tegrations, including social plugins: 

a. Your advertisements must not U1clude or be paired with any Piatform integrations, including social plugins such as the Like button, 

without our written permlssion. 

b. You must not sell or purchase placement of our Social Plugins, and must not facilitate or participate in any like exchange program. 

c. You must not incentivize users to Like any Page other than your own site or application, and any incentive you provkle must be 

avaiiable t o new and exlsting users who Like your Page. 

d. You must not obscure or cover elements of our social plugins, such as the Like button or Like box plugin. 

e. Ad networks, ad exchanges, and data brokers must not use Facebook's Platform, logos, and trademarks ( including, but not lim ited 

to, Platform APis, social plugins, the Share button, and the F logo). 

5. Facebook messaging ( i.e., email sent to an @facebook.com address) Ls des~ned for communication between users, and not a 

channel for applications to communicate direct~ with users. 

V. Enforcement 

We can take enforcement action against you and any or aD of your applications if we determine in our sole judgment that you or your 

applicat ion violates Facebook Platform Terms and Policies. Enforcement action is both automated and manual, and can include disabling your 

application, restrictng you and your application's access to Platform functionality, terminating our agreements with you, or any other action 

as we in our sole discretion deem appropriate. 

Communication with developers takes place via an ema~ sent from the facebook.com or facebookmail.com domain to the contact email 

address registered to the application. To stay U1 touch, please ensure that your email address is current and that you do not fi~er out any 

such messages. 

VI. Changes 

We can change these Platform Policies at any t ime without prior notice as we deem necessary. Your continued use of Plat form constitutes 

acceptance of those changes. 

VII. Definitions 

1. By "AppHcation" we mean canvas page application, Platform integration, or any other technical int egration we have ass~ned an 

applk:ation Klentification number. 
1 ~" "F~r<Phnnl.- cnri:::.l rh~nn~PI" '-''"' mP.:::lln /!J.nn lir::::~tinn Tnfn C::~Pr+inn D::::~nll'> T::::~h F&>&>rl R&>nll&>ctc f inrl11rlinn inHii-~Pc' inhnv :::.tt:::.r hm&>nh: 
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Chat, Cover, Bookmarks, or any other feature of a user profile or Facebook communication channel in which or through which an 
application can provide, display, or de~er content directed at, on behalf of, or by permission of a user. 

3. By "basic account information" we mean: name, email, gender, birthday, current city, and profile picture URl. 

4. By "Facebook Platform Terms and Policies" we mean the Statement of Rights and Responsibil~ies and the Platform Policies. 
5. By "User data you receive from Face book" we mean any data or content (including any images, text, or other information or 

materials) you receive from us, that was provided by users to us, or was associated by us w~h a particular user. 

VIII. Branding and Promotion Policy 

You must follow the guidelines set forth in the Facebook Brand Resource and Permissions Center. 

IX. Advertising Guidelines 

X. Facebook Developer Payments Terms 

Developers participating in the program for accepting payments are subject to these terms. 

XI. Ads API 

1. You must use separate accounts for each client and use our muki-client manager functionality to structure your client accounts . 
2. You may offer a wh~e-label version of your application to third parties, but may only do so by creating a unique application for each 

third party (or requiring each third party to create their own application), and then requesting that we grant these applications access 
to our Ads API. If you create a unique application on behalf of the third party, you must include a required field for your clients to 
agree to Facebook Terms and Policies. 

3. You may place l xl pixel view tags on certain advertisements w~h our prior authorization. All data collected or obtained by you or the 
advertiser, including but not lim~ed to all view tag data that is not otherwise available through the Facebook service, and all data 
derived therefrom, may only be used by you or the advertiser on an anonymous basis to optimize and measure the performance of 
that advertiser's Facebook campaign. Ne~her you nor the advertiser may use data for the fonowing purposes: retargeting whether on 
or off of the Facebook service; to commingle the data across mukiple campaigns; to build or augment any user profiles, or to use 
p~gybacking or redirects w~h the l xl pixel tags, or for any other purpose not expressly authorized by us . 

Examples cr1d Explcr1aoons 

We want you to be successful on Facebook Platform, and we believe that the best way to do so is to provide a great user experience. Our 
Platform Policies wiD help you do this by explaining what's required; these examples and explanations wiD help you understand how to put that 
into practice. 
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Date of Last Revision: August 28, 2009

Statement of Rights and Responsibilities
This Statement of Rights and Responsibilities ("Statement") derives from the Facebook Principles,and
governs our relationship with users and others who interact withFacebook. By using or accessing
Facebook, you agree to this Statement.

1. Privacy

Your privacy is very important to us. We designed our Privacy Policyto make important
disclosures about how you can use Facebook to sharewith others and how we collect and can use
your content andinformation. We encourage you to read the Privacy Policy, and to use itto help
make informed decisions.

2. Sharing Your Content and Information

You own all of the content and information you post on Facebook, and you can control how it is
shared through your privacy and application settings. In addition:

1. Forcontent that is covered by intellectual property rights, like photosand videos ("IP
content"), you specifically give us the followingpermission, subject to your privacy and
application settings:you grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable,royalty-free,
worldwide license to use any IP content that you post onor in connection with Facebook
("IP License"). This IP License endswhen you delete your IP content or your account unless
your content hasbeen shared with others, and they have not deleted it.

2. When you delete IP content, it is deleted in a mannersimilar to emptying the recycle bin on
a computer. However, youunderstand that removed content may persist in backup copies for
areasonable period of time (but will not be available to others).

3. When you add an application and use Platform, yourcontent and information is shared with
the application. We requireapplications to respect your privacy settings, but your agreement
withthat application will control how the application can use the contentand information
you share. (To learn more about Platform, read our About Platform page.)

4. When you publish content or information using the"everyone" setting, it means that
everyone, including people off ofFacebook, will have access to that information and we may
not havecontrol over what they do with it.

5. We always appreciate your feedback or other suggestionsabout Facebook, but you
understand that we may use them without anyobligation to compensate you for them (just as
you have no obligationto offer them).

 
3. Safety

We do our best to keep Facebook safe, but we cannot guarantee it. Weneed your help to do that,
which includes the following commitments:

1. You will not send or otherwise post unauthorized commercial communications (such as
spam) on Facebook.

2. You will not collect users' content or information, orotherwise access Facebook, using
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automated means (such as harvestingbots, robots, spiders, or scrapers) without our
permission.

3. You will not engage in unlawful multi-level marketing, such as a pyramid scheme, on
Facebook.

4. You will not upload viruses or other malicious code.
5. You will not solicit login information or access an account belonging to someone else.
6. You will not bully, intimidate, or harass any user.
7. You will not post content that is hateful, threatening, pornographic, or that contains nudity

or graphic or gratuitous violence.
8. You will not develop or operate a third party applicationcontaining, or advertise or

otherwise market alcohol-related or othermature content without appropriate age-based
restrictions.

9. You will not offer any contest, giveaway, or sweepstakes("promotion") on Facebook
without our prior written consent. If weconsent, you take full responsibility for the
promotion, and willfollow our Promotions Guidelines and all applicable laws.

10. You will not use Facebook to do anything unlawful, misleading, malicious, or
discriminatory.

11. You will not do anything that could disable, overburden,or impair the proper working of
Facebook, such as a denial of serviceattack.

12. You will not facilitate or encourage any violations of this Statement.
 

4. Registration and Account Security

Facebook users provide their real names and information, and we needyour help to keep it that
way. Here are some commitments you make to usrelating to registering and maintaining the
security of your account:

1. Youwill not provide any false personal information on Facebook, or createan account for
anyone other than yourself without permission.

2. You will not use your personal profile for your own commercial gain (such as selling your
status update to an advertiser).

3. You will not use Facebook if you are under 13.
4. You will not use Facebook if you are a convicted sex offender.
5. You will keep your contact information accurate and up-to-date.
6. You will not share your password, let anyone else accessyour account, or do anything else

that might jeopardize the security ofyour account.
7. You will not transfer your account to anyone without first getting our written permission.
8. If you select a username for your account we reserve theright to remove or reclaim it if we

believe appropriate (such as when atrademark owner complains about a username that does
not closely relateto a user's actual name).

 
5. Protecting Other People's Rights

We respect other people's rights, and expect you to do the same.

1. Youwill not post content or take any action on Facebook that infringes orviolates someone
else's rights or otherwise violates the law.

2. We can remove any content or information you post on Facebook if we believe that it
violates this Statement.
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3. We will provide you with tools to help you protect your intellectual property rights. To
learn more, visit our How to Report Claims of Intellectual Property Infringement page.

4. If we remove your content for infringing someone else'scopyright, and you believe we
removed it by mistake, we will provideyou with an opportunity to appeal.

5. If you repeatedly infringe other people's intellectual property rights, we will disable your
account when appropriate.

6. You will not use our copyrights or trademarks (includingFacebook, the Facebook and F
Logos, FB, Face, Poke, Wall and 32665), orany confusingly similar marks, without our
written permission.

7. If you collect information from users, you will: obtaintheir consent, make it clear you (and
not Facebook) are the onecollecting their information, and post a privacy policy explaining
whatinformation you collect and how you will use it.

8. You will not post anyone's identification documents or sensitive financial information on
Facebook.

 
6. Mobile

1. We currently provide our mobile services forfree, but please be aware that your carrier's
normal rates and fees,such as text messaging fees, will still apply.

2. In the event you change or deactivate your mobiletelephone number, you will update your
account information on Facebookwithin 48 hours to ensure that your messages are not sent
to the personwho acquires your old number.

 
7. Payments

If you make a payment on Facebook or use Facebook Credits, you agree to our Payments Terms.

8. Special Provisions Applicable to Share Links

If you include our Share Link button on your website, the following additional terms apply to you:

1. Wegive you permission to use Facebook's Share Link button so that userscan post links or
content from your website on Facebook.

2. You give us permission to use such links and content on Facebook.
3. You will not place a Share Link button on any page containing content that would violate

this Statement if posted on Facebook.
 

9. Special Provisions Applicable to Developers/Operators of Applications and Websites

If you are a developer or operator of a Platform application or website, the following additional
terms apply to you:

1. Youare responsible for your application and its content and all uses youmake of Platform.
This includes ensuring your application or use ofPlatform meets our Platform Policies and
our Advertising Guidelines.

2. Your access to and use of data you receive from Facebook, will be limited as follows:
1. You will only request data you need to operate your application.
2. Youwill have a privacy policy or otherwise make it clear to users whatuser data you

are going to use and how you will use, display, or sharethat data..
3. You will make it clear to users what user data you are going to use and how you will
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use, display, or share that data.
4. You will not use, display, or share a user's data in a manner inconsistent with the

user's privacy settings.
5. Youwill delete all data you received from us relating to any user whodeauthorizes,

disconnects, or otherwise disassociates from yourapplication unless otherwise
permitted in our Platform Policies.

6. You will delete all data you received from Facebook if we disable your application or
ask you to do so.

7. We can require you to update any data you have received from us.
8. We can limit your access to data.
9. You will not transfer the data you receive from us (or enable that data to be

transferred) without our prior consent.
3. You will not give us information that you independently collect from a user or a user's

content without that user's consent.
4. You will make it easy for users to remove or disconnect from your application.
5. You will make it easy for users to contact you. We can also share your email address with

users.
6. You will provide customer support for your application.
7. You will not show third party ads or web search boxes on Facebook user profiles or Pages.
8. We give you all rights necessary to use the code, APIs(along with all data received), or

tools we provide to you, but only inconnection with your application.
9. You will not sell, transfer, or sublicense our code, APIs, or tools to anyone.

10. You will not misrepresent your relationship with Facebook to others.
11. You may use the logos we make available to developers orissue a press release or other

public statement so long as you followour Platform Policies.
12. We can issue a press release describing our relationship with you.
13. You will comply with all applicable laws. In particular you will (if applicable):

1. havea policy for removing infringing content and terminating repeatinfringers that
complies with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

2. complywith the Video Privacy Protection Act ("VPPA"), and will obtainexplicit, opt-
in consent from users prior to sharing with Facebook userdata subject to the VPPA.
You acknowledge Facebook has no obligationsunder the VPPA.

14. We do not guarantee that Platform will always be free.
15. You give us all rights necessary to enable yourapplication to work with Facebook, including

the right to incorporatecontent you provide to us into streams, profiles, and user
actionstories.

16. You give us the right to link to or frame your application and place content, including ads,
around your application.

17. We can analyze your application, content, and data forany purpose, including commercial
(such as for targeting the deliveryof advertisements and indexing content for search).

18. To ensure your application is safe for users, we can audit it.
19. We can create applications that offer similar features and services to, or otherwise compete

with, your application.
 

10. About Advertisements on Facebook

Our goal is to deliver ads that are not only valuable toadvertisers, but also valuable to you. In
order to do that, you agreeto the following:
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1. You can use your privacysettings to limit how your name and profile picture may be
associatedwith commercial or sponsored content served by us. You give uspermission to use
your name and profile picture in connection with thatcontent, subject to the limits you
place.

2. We do not give your content or information to advertisers without your consent.
3. You understand that we may not always identify paid services and communications as such.

 
11. Special Provisions Applicable to Advertisers

You can target your specific audience by buying ads on Facebook orour publisher network. The
following additional terms apply to you ifyou place an order through our online advertising portal
("Order"):

1. Whenyou place an Order, you will tell us the type of advertising you wantto buy, the
amount you want to spend, and your bid. If we accept yourOrder, we will deliver your ads
as inventory becomes available.

2. You will pay for your Orders in accordance with our Payments Terms. The amount you owe
will be calculated based on our tracking mechanisms.

3. Your ads will comply with our Advertising Guidelines.
4. We will determine the size, placement, and positioning of your ads.
5. We do not guarantee the activity that your ads will receive, such as the number of clicks

you will get.
6. We cannot control how people interact with your ads, andare not responsible for click fraud

or other improper actions thataffect the cost of running ads.
7. You can cancel your Order at any time through our online portal, but it may take us seven

days before the ad stops running.
8. Our license to run your ad will end when we havecompleted your Order. You understand,

however, that if users haveinteracted with your ads, your ads may remain until the users
deleteit.

9. We can use your ads and related content and information for marketing or promotional
purposes.

10. You will not issue any press release or make public statements about your relationship with
Facebook without written permission.

11. We may reject or remove any ad for any reason.

If you are placing ads on someone else's behalf, we need to makesure you have permission
to place those ads, including the following:

12. You warrant that you have the legal authority to bind the advertiser to this Statement.
13. You agree that if the advertiser you represent violates this Statement, we may hold you

responsible for that violation.
 

12. Special Provisions Applicable to Pages
1. Pages arespecial profiles that may only be used to promote a business or othercommercial,

political, or charitable organization or endeavor(including non-profit organizations, political
campaigns, bands, andcelebrities).

2. You may only administer a Facebook Page if you are an authorized representative of the
subject of the Page.

3. Pages can only post content and information under the "everyone" setting.
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4. When you publish content or information to your Page we have no obligation to distribute
your content or information to users.

5. If you use a Fan Box widget off of our site to promote your Page, others will be able to
copy and place the widget elsewhere.

6. You may not place a Fan Box widget in an advertisement.
7. If you collect user information on your Page, Section 9 of this Statement also applies to you.
8. If you display advertising on your Page, Section 11 of this Statement also applies to you.

 
13. Amendments

1. We can change this Statement if we provide you notice (by posting the change on the
Facebook Site Governance Page) and an opportunity to comment To get notice of any
future changes to this Statement, visit our Facebook Site Governance Page and become a
fan.

2. For changes to sections 7, 8, 9, and 11 (sectionsrelating to payments, application developers,
website operators, andadvertisers), we will give you a minimum of three days notice. For
allother changes we will give you a minimum of seven days notice. All suchcomments must
be made on the Facebook Site Governance Page.

3. If more than 7,000 users comment on the proposed change,we will also give you the
opportunity to participate in a vote in whichyou will be provided alternatives. The vote shall
be binding on us ifmore than 30% of all active registered users as of the date of thenotice
vote.

4. We can make changes for legal or administrative reasons upon notice without opportunity to
comment.

 
14. Termination

If you violate the letter or spirit of this Statement, or otherwisecreate possible legal exposure for
us, we can stop providing all orpart of Facebook to you. We will notify you by email or at the
nexttime you attempt to access your account. You may also delete youraccount or disable your
application at any time. In all such cases,this Statement shall terminate, but the following
provisions will stillapply: 2.2, 2.4, 3-5, 8.2, 9.1-9.3, 9.9, 9.10, 9.13, 9.15.1, 9.18,10.3, 11.2, 11.5,
11.6, 11.9, 11.9, 11.12, 11.13, and 14-18.

15. Disputes
1. You will resolve any claim, cause of actionor dispute ("claim") you have with us arising out

of or relating tothis Statement or Facebook exclusively in a state or federal courtlocated in
Santa Clara County. The laws of the State of California willgovern this Statement, as well
as any claim that might arise betweenyou and us, without regard to conflict of law
provisions. You agree tosubmit to the personal jurisdiction of the courts located in
SantaClara County, California for the purpose of litigating all such claims.

2. If anyone brings a claim against us related to youractions, content or information on
Facebook, you will indemnify andhold us harmless from and against all damages, losses,
and expenses ofany kind (including reasonable legal fees and costs) related to suchclaim.

3. WE TRY TO KEEP FACEBOOK UP, BUG-FREE, AND SAFE, BUT YOUUSE IT AT
YOUR OWN RISK. WE ARE PROVIDING FACEBOOK "AS IS" WITHOUT
ANYEXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
IMPLIEDWARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, ANDNON-INFRINGEMENT. WE DO NOT GUARANTEE THAT
FACEBOOK WILL BE SAFE ORSECURE. FACEBOOK IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
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THE ACTIONS, CONTENT,INFORMATION, OR DATA OF THIRD PARTIES, AND
YOU RELEASE US, OURDIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND AGENTS
FROM ANY CLAIMS AND DAMAGES,KNOWN AND UNKNOWN, ARISING OUT
OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH ANYCLAIM YOU HAVE AGAINST ANY
SUCH THIRD PARTIES. IF YOU ARE A CALIFORNIARESIDENT, YOU WAIVE
CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE Â§1542, WHICH SAYS: "A GENERALRELEASE DOES
NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW
ORSUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING THE
RELEASE,WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS
SETTLEMENT WITHTHE DEBTOR." WE WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY
LOST PROFITS OR OTHERCONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OFOR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS
STATEMENT OR FACEBOOK, EVEN IF WE HAVE BEENADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. OUR AGGREGATE LIABILITYARISING OUT
OF THIS STATEMENT OR FACEBOOK WILL NOT EXCEED THE GREATEROF
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($100) OR THE AMOUNT YOU HAVE PAID US IN
THEPAST TWELVE MONTHS. APPLICABLE LAW MAY NOT ALLOW THE
LIMITATION OREXCLUSION OF LIABILITY OR INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THEABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. IN SUCH CASES,FACEBOOK'S LIABILITY WILL BE
LIMITED TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BYAPPLICABLE LAW.

 
16. Special Provisions Applicable to Users Outside the United States

We strive to create a global community with consistent standards foreveryone, but we also strive
to respect local laws. The followingprovisions apply to users outside the United States:

1. You consent to having your personal data transferred to and processed in the United States.
2. If you are located in a country embargoed by the UnitedStates, or are on the U.S. Treasury

Department's list of SpeciallyDesignated Nationals you will not engage in commercial
activities onFacebook (such as advertising or payments) or operate a Platformapplication or
website.

 
17. Definitions

1. By "Facebook" we mean the features and services we make available, including through (a)
our website at www.facebook.comand any other Facebook branded or co-branded websites
(includingsub-domains, international versions, widgets, and mobile versions); (b)our
Platform; and (c) other media, software (such as a toolbar),devices, or networks now
existing or later developed.

2. By "us," "we" and "our" we mean Facebook, Inc., or if you are outside of the United States,
Facebook Ireland Limited.

3. By "Platform" we mean a set of APIs and services thatenable applications, developers,
operators or services, includingConnect and RSS feeds, to retrieve data from Facebook or
provide datato us.

4. By "information" we mean facts and other information about you, including actions you
take.

5. By "content" we mean anything you post on Facebook that would not be included in the
definition of "information."

6. By "data" we mean content and information that third parties can retrieve from Facebook or
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provide to Facebook through Platform.
7. By "post" we mean post on Facebook or otherwise make available to us (such as by using

an application).
8. By "use" we mean use, copy, publicly perform or display, distribute, modify, translate, and

create derivative works of.
9. By "active registered user" we mean a user who has logged into Facebook at least once in

the previous 30 days.
10. By "application" we mean any application or website(including Connect sites) that uses or

accesses Platform, as well asanything else that receives data.
 

18. Other
1. This Statement makes up the entire agreement between the parties regarding Facebook, and

supersedes any prior agreements.
2. If any portion of this Statement is found to be unenforceable, the remaining portion will

remain in full force and effect.
3. If we fail to enforce any of this Statement, it will not be considered a waiver.
4. Any amendment to or waiver of this Statement must be made in writing and signed by us.
5. You will not transfer any of your rights or obligations under this Statement to anyone else

without our consent.
6. All of our rights and obligations under this Statementare freely assignable by us in

connection with a merger, acquisition,or sale of assets, or by operation of law or otherwise.
7. Nothing in this Statement shall prevent us from complying with the law.
8. This Statement does not confer any third party beneficiary rights.

You may also want to review the following documents:

Privacy Policy: The Privacy Policy is designed to help you understand how we collect and use
information.
Payment Terms: These additional terms apply to all payments made on or through Facebook.
About Platform:This page helps you better understand what happens when you add athird-party
application or use Facebook Connect, including how they mayaccess and use your data.
Platform Policies: These guidelines outline the policies that apply to applications, including
Connect sites.
Advertising Guidelines: These guidelines outline the policies that apply to advertisements placed
on Facebook.
Promotions Guidelines:These guidelines outline the policies that apply if you have obtainedwritten
pre-approval from us to offer contests, sweepstakes, and othertypes of promotions on Facebook.
How to Report Claims of Intellectual Property Infringement
How to Appeal Claims of Copyright Infringement

To access the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities in several different languages, please use the
following links:

French translation (FranÃ§ais)
Italian translation (Italiano)
German translation (Deutsch)
Spanish translation (EspaÃ±ol)
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